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as

ilcations he would make. Ho was willing
to leave that to the judgment of the eiviJ
service commission. But “any old thing
was better than the present law. (Laugh-

VESGEANCE

HORRIBLE

PILLSBURYS

The Perfect Entire. Wheat Flour.

PILLSBURY’S
“BEST.”
FLOUR.

IDEAL

THE

Murdor of* White

ate

Hays

Hays
Compound

T'mulsion
Cod Liver
Oil.
75c

To-

lu Balsam for

Coughs.

20 and 36c.

Hay’s

Hay’s

Florentine
ToothOrris

Cocoanut
Oil

powder.

Shampoo.

More

Hay’s

Kura
for
Corns.

Kon

Seminole* for the

Woman.—Mob After
Feared.

Indian*—Indian UprisiuE

the ghastly skeletons of feet.and anklef
stand on blackened bones, in tne “shes
the

ground.

Additional

details of the work of tht

mob were received today.
According tc
this information the work is not finished
and will be completed only when foui
more Indians have been dealt with in th<
A posse ol
same manner as these two.
citizens were scouring the country foi
the tour men when the messenger lefl

INDIAN UPRISING FEARED.

Drops.

St. Louis, 310., Jan. a.—a special u
the Republic from Muscogee I. T. sayi
in thi
an alarming state of riot prevails
Seminole nation and unless immediatt
steps are taken by the United States
authorities a bloody Indian uprising maj
resuit. This is on account of the burn
ing of two Indians Friday.

10c.

Hay’s

Benzoin Lotion
for

chapped hands
15c15c

Debate

Saw In Cubs.

Middle St.

THE CIVIL SERVICE.

Four

Washington, January 8.—The civil

ser

vice debate was continued in the Housi
today until 3 o’clock. The remainder ol
the session under a special order was de
voted to eulogizing the memory of thi
late Representative Wright of Massachu
setts.

Before the debate began, on motion o
31r Burleigh, Republican of Maine, Saturday, January 16, was set aside for payIng tribute to the memory of the lati
Representative Milliken of Maine.
Mr. Corliss, Republican of Michigan
the first speaker today, favored radioai
He though
modifications of the law.
that constitutionally the heads of departments were clothed with the power of ap
pointing their subordinates. To that ex
tent he thought if tested the law wouli
He believed thi
be unconstitutional.
right of removal should be restored am
the tenure of office limited.
Mr. Hepburn,
Republican of Iowa,
spoke for an hour against what he termet
the popular impression of the so-callei
Tho House, he argued
merit system.
had been utterly misled by the high souni
It
of
the “reformers.”
ing phrases
:
at its wors
some things the old system
was superior to the new.
“My colleague;
said he, “know the quali
20 cars white or silver birch, in tho House,”
of their constitutents and in thi
st cit from 1 1-3 iu. lo fications
square
office havi
for
candidates
selection
of
3 1-2 in. square; also 5 cars 1-2
everything at stake. I helieVe that ther<
in. boards, while or silver birch. is greater probability of probity of action
Will contract the whole or part wisdom in selection and beneficence ii
In
reply- result in the old system,than in this dark
parties.
to reliable
state amount you can furnish ened, subterranean, irresponsible rnethoi 1
b.
o.
f.
cars,add $7.80 we have fallen into in this later time.
and price,
Address
Ho believed the appointivo power nni
Boston
freight.
to
lAJUIBIiB, Box 1557, Portland, the power of removal should be lodged ii ,
decolcltf lstp
the same hands and should be unlimited
jtje.
Amid a burst of applause from the gal
lories and floor he insisted that tho polit
SPECIAL KO TICKS.
cal workers were entitled to and shouli 1
If tbe presen ;
be accorded recognition.
1
system continued the influence of riel
13
men in politics would grow steadily.
Mr. Clark, Republican of New Hamp
Preble
shire, closed the debate for the day will
some remarks in favor of modifying th )
St.

WANTED.

FOster’s
FOrest

for mercy and

All tho

promised

nris-

bet-

suffocated. Loss, $1500; fully
Just after the flames burst out,
saw

a

mar

annexationists
all hands that the
ha-.e the necessary majority.
In open session the calendar presents
attenmany subjects that may receive
tion Including! the immigration and the
on

Gardiner, January 9.—Fire at the ioi
houses of the Independent Ice company
plant at South Gardiner, this morning
destroyed the large stables, bbardinj
Timely assistanci
house and 14 horses.
from Gardiner saved the main houses

census bill, the latter affording a basis
for speeches upon the civil service.
Senator Davis is expected to open 1
on
Hawaiian debate with a set speech

Monday.

insured

DEBATE ENDS TUESDAY.

FORT SOLDIER SENT TO JAIL.

Discussion of Civil Service in House

of the Fort Prebli I
Dinio,
garrison, was convicted of the larceny o
an overcoat from Oliver Cantara in Bid

deford, New Year’s day, in the municipa 1
court, in that city, Saturday. He wai 1
sentenced to pav a fine of $10 and costs ;
default to servo 80 days in thi
or in
He could not pa;
Portland work jail.
and was taken to jail.
DEATH OF AN AUGUSTA MAN.
■

■

with paralysis, about 50 years.
Mr. Blodget had a very wide acquaint
Englant
tlio New
ance throughout
;
States, having travelled for many yea:
A wife am
Boston firms.
for several
The funeral will bi
son
survive him.
held Tuesday.

hair mat-
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VETERAN RAILROAD MAN DEAD
Bangor, January 9.—Daniel M.Wescott

of the oldest railroad men in Maine
at his home in this city Saturday
The deceased was bon
night, aged 02.

one

died

in Brooksvllle, Me., and came toJBangoi
when a young man. He was a foremai
of the Bangor anc
In the construction
Piscataquis railroad and of the Belfasi
branch of the Maine Central. At thi
opening of the Belfast branch he became
conductor on that line, and afterwards ai
between Bangor and Watervillo and Bangor and Portland. When the Mt. Deser
branch of the Maine Central was opened
In 1883 he became conductor on that lint
and continued up to about two years ago
when failing health compelled him tf
retire.
He leaves a wife and two chil
dren. He was a member of several rail
road societies and an Odd Fellow.

—j

reliable, that will disarm her terror
of that dread rattling, strangling
cough, so fearful to the mother, so
fatal to the child. Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral is a croup cure that
relied on. Thousands say so.

can

be

Eveleth”)

“That terror of mothers, the startling,
croupy cough, never alarmed me so long as 1
had a bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral in the
house.”
“We have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral ir
family for years. Once when our boj
had a severe attack of croup, we thought
that he would die. But we broke up the
attack by using Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.”
our

R. H.

COX, Plaucheville,

La.

T. EDDY ALL RIGHT.
9.—Thomas M. Eddj
of East Corinth, who has been reportec
missing from home for some time, hie
turned up all right in Patten, where ht
came to buy supplies for his camp, 21 1
miles from that town.

C&eirg Pectoral
is put up in half-size bottles at hub ;
price—50 cents.

King threw

a

velopments.
“THE BOY LIED.”

Lynn, Mass., January 9.—The sensational story yesterday regarding the findand
ing of a young woman bound hand
foot to a tree in the woods near Floating
bridge, turns out to be entirely imaginaCharles, who claimed to
tive. Jimmy
have found the woman, admitted to the
a
polioe that he told; the story to save
scolding from his employer as he was late
in
yesterday morning from a

arriving

milk delivery.
BAD FIRE IN MANCHESTER.
Manchester, N. H., January 9.—Fire
about $25,000 damage In the Upton
block and New City hotel on Elm street,
It
shortly after 8 o’clock this morning.
started in Hose Turgeon’s millinery store,
did

There were many narrow eecapos.

consular
bill will bo taken up. An urgent delithe reso
cienoy will also be ready,
mainder of the week, except Saturday,
tribute to the memcreasing cloudiness and rain; warmer ; set apart for paying
Slilliken ol
variable winds, becoming southwesterly ory of the late Representative
he occupied with appropria
will
Maine,
Boston, Jan. 9.—Local forecast fo
tion bills. The diplomatic and consulai
Boston and vicinity for Monday: Cloud;
bill is very likely to cause extended dewith
winds
variable
weather
light rain;
bate on the pending foreign questions,
the
Cuba, Hawaii, the situation in
Local Weather Report.
Orient, etc., any one of which could be
H
Me., Jan. 9.—The loco • made a fruitful theme of discussion.
Portland,
of the
weather bureau office records as to th 3 is understood to be the intention
weather are as follows:
Democrats to force the Republicans te
define the administration's position tc
8. a. m. Barometer 29,837; Thermom
eter29;Dew Point 14: Humidity 5C > ward Cuban independence during the
Wind W.; Velocity 10; Weather clear.
debate.
8 p. m. Barometer 30.041: Thermomt
5C
Point
12:
;
Humidity
ter 25,5: Dew
BOUND HAND AND JBOOT.
Wind W.: Velocity 3; Weather, clear.
Lynn, Mass., January 8.—Annie Phin1
maximur
therm.
30;
Mean
daily
cey, a good-looking orphan girl from
therm, 36.0; minimum therm,25;mai. v<
Haverhill, was enticed into the woodi
total
wind
18
NW.;
precipitation
near Floating Bridge, during the nigln
ocity,
.0.
by two men, assaulted and left hound
hand and foot. This morning she waObservation.
Weather
rescued by James Charles, an Armoniat
driver of a baker’s wagon, while on hi!
The agricultural department weathe ito Saley.
Charles heard screams a!
yesterday, Jan. 9, take , way
bureau for
ho drove along the road. He investigat
at 8 p, in., meridian time, the observ:
t-d
and found a woman inadellneai
tion for each section being given in thi
some pine trees
100 yards from the salen:
order: Temperature, direction of wine
road.
Her hands were hound behinc:
her .head and her feet were tied togethei
state of weather:
torn and
Boston, 34 degrees, SW, cloudy; Xm V with ropes. Her clothing was her anc
her face bruised. He unbound
Plnlade
:
cloudy
36
X,
degrees,
York,
learned her
She had come to Sa
nr

ilinlnmfttie

and

_

pliia. 40degrees,SE, cloudy; Hashingtor
34 degrees, SE, rain; Albany, 28degree 3
X.
cloudy; Buffalo, 34 degrees, 1 I
cloudy; Detroit, 32 degrees, XE, cloudy

spitoon at Paul at
short range, splitting his head opon just
over the left eye and causing a possible
fracture.
King was arrested tonight
and is now in the lockup awaiting deduty.

willing
the side of thoso who
vote for the modification of the law. If
with these could be combined the Democratic opponents of tho law, many of
whom are against the entire law, and
to

are

■

Mes. W. J. Dickson (“Stanford
writes from Truro, N. S.:—

charged

and

■

is what many

it out.
(“I have interviewed insurgent leaders,
Spanish officers and Americans, and
have some definite idea of what is going
on
in that terribly devastated island.
that Gen. Lee is not
I
know

bate has proved that, comparatively lew
of the enemies of the system are willing
to go to the
length of voting for the
It is claimed that a
repeal of the law.
preliminary canvass of the Republicans
of the House hasjdeveloped over 100 on

priation

jnldtf

Account Books, Letter and Note Paper
Bill Heads, Statements, &c.

Bangor, January

be concluded
probably on Tuesday,
when the vote will be taken on a motion
to strike out the appropriation for .the
The
maintainenco of the commission.
The demotion is foredoomed to defeat.

aiftii-ni

Ruled to Order,

ser-

cations of the law. The entire Populistic
strength will oppose every motion to
repeal or modify the law. After the executive, legislative and judicial approbill is out of the way, either the

Work called for and delivered.

So. 45 Exchange St.,Room

Washington, January 9.—The civil

vice debate which has been In progress
In the House during the past week, will

it wiped off the statute
to see
books, they would probably command
But quite a number of Dema majority.
ocrats whose hostility to the law is outspoken say they will not vote for modifi-

_

pressING,
beatING,

Telephone 202-2.
jgy* Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.

Will

Xothing,

desire

THE WEATHER.

HOuse.

Paper

Amount to

one

City

feather renovatING,
tress steam ING.

majority

only

STABLES AND HORSES BURNED.

Augusta, January 9.—George A. Bind
get, a respected citizen of this city, liv
ing at 27 Weston Etreet, died at 1.15 Sun
day morning, after over a year’s illnos:

Blanco

Frye Light

cine.

Louis

and want it at once.
has not succeeded in his
he
efforts to alleviate the suffering for
has not the flnanoial assistance to carry
Gen.

annexation
the
joint resolution
city, was assaulted this aftornoon about
which would follow Ik) defeat of the 6.30 o’olock by Corporal John T. King of
This resolution would require his
treaty.
company,! whom he had just disvote and it is conceded
a
for intoxication and neglect of

away from the barn, and it is
supposed that a tramp sought lodging
in the barn and accidentally set Are t<
The police think they have t
the hay.

partially

I found
means, one must see for himself.
that the Spanish people have evidently
very little faith in the new autonnmical
for they are strongly in

for

running

Loss estimated at $8000;

“I found that no one has ever half depicted the awful horrors of the reconThese
oentrados.
people, naked and
the
emaciated, are dying like sheep in
streets of the towns where they ore still
To realize; just what this
huddled.

possibility

a

living nearby,

liinfiiauv

nmi

li

Representative Joyce
voted wun

•

story.

lorn to work in a laundry, leaving Haver
hill on Tuesday, and was to return jri
day eight. While waiting in the oamm
station two men accosted her and torn .nei
S'
—--;
Chicago,-degrees, clear: S there was no other train. She told them
XW,
34
degrees,
Paul.
where she desired to go and they otrerec
Vincent, —degrees,-: Huroi 1 to drive her to a place; where she couit
take another train for Haverhill- on<
Dak., 23 degrees, X, clear; Bismarcl
sir
not know about the road and
12 degrees, X, clear; Jacksonville, fi 2 did
neai
went
with
them.
When
the
place
clear.
S,
degrees,

caused by an exploding
The
lamp, and spread in all directions.
Are blew up through a skylight through
rooms
a light well and damaged some ,60
and about .25 in tho block.
in the

probably

hotel,

of

Gernsey who

positively that he will
His opposition was soleMeanly against Boxwell for speaker.
has

?ivc Thousand Dollars They Arc
Offering in Columbus.
:HARGES OF ATTEMPTED BRIBER’S
AGAINST COMBINE.

Salauota
31 ark
Him

Continue

to Turn

Hanna— Bets
and Find

Are

in

Favor

Offered

No Takers—The

o!
oi

considerable stir today
and there was
over the publication of the following in
the Clnoinnati Commercial Tribune, and
in different
forms in the Republican

In

them below the Union scale, to leave the
matter to the executive committee for
them to decide as to the advisability of
a strike.
It was decided that in case of
strikes back boys and doffers would regrand jury’s work since last Wednesday. ceive $2 a week during the strike.
The case of Dover, N. H., was of someThe notes of the secreted stenographer
have been written out and they comprise what unsettled status. Notice of a reducThe men
several pages of matter which Is in the tion hasjjnot yet been posted.

but are offered on tho final result
on both sides havi
the workers
leen chasing doubtful members and hold
ing secret conferences today, tho genera
the resul
purpose has been agitated oyer
iomorrow of the inauguration at noo!
Hanna mass meeting in the af
md the

ots,

While

can.

Both sides are today arranginj
street collisions or any kin<
avoid
if trouble if possible at that time. Thi
mass meoting will be called to order b;
:o

ay Chairman Nash of the Republicai
state committee at 3 p. m., and those ii
charge of the inauguration of Goy. Bush
neil will seek to have the inaugural ex
ircises over before the orowds begin th

they

his concealed stenographer, but they sent strike.
The New Bedford representatives extheir man to the legislator’s rooms and
when tho men insisted In knowing who pressed themselves as exceedingly pleased
authorized the offer the names of tb3se with the hearty co-operation of the exenamed cutive board and said they had a fund of
two prominent
parties were
their own and would be glad to assist so
as authorizing the offer of $5000.
Tho Democratic steering committee re- far as possible with their funds, the cause
The Lowell men said
ported to Mr. Kurtz this afternoon that In other cities.
that that they would no doubt strike, but it
thsy must have assurances from him
the dissenting Republicans would hold would be left to the operatives and a

the auditorium for the mas
The raihroads have arranged ti
run excursion trains for those! attending
the inauguration early in the morning
md for those coming to the mass meet
to

meeting.

ing later in the day. The Hanna mei
ire seeking to have as many here as pos
and the opposi
in raliyini
ill they can in the different counties fo
the morning demonstrations. The militi;
3ible in
tion is

the

afternoon,

equally

as

prominent Republi-

cent
olalm they are working for 8 per
who are accused of let a than the Fall River operatives before
The reduction is threatoffering $5000 are as well known in Ohio the reduction.
politios as either the senior or the junior ened at Dover and the matter will bo
senator or the govenror. One of them brought to the attention of the national
holds on Important state office and the board.
The speeches of the delegates representother has been an important official and
leader in this oity.
ing the; cases where a cut down had
or had
been threatened, adThese two prominent workers against been made
Hanna were not the ones In the room vocated resistance, and in every instance
asked the board for permission to
with the member of the legislature and

of a very
The two men

possession

;etnoon.

march

out before they can give him a guarantee
vote of 65. it
of the solid Democratic
Is said that the Democratic steering committee finally gave Kurtz till Monday
midnight to product affidavits from at least

energetic

aro
arriving
md other organizations
tonight to take part in the inauguration
there will b
in the morning parade
marked absence of Republican clubs
All the police of the city and many detec
jives will be on hand for both occasions

eight Republicans

members

would vote against Hanna.

There have, in addition to the regula
luthorities, been over 100 sergeants a t
irms appointed for the mass conventioi 1
in the afternoon, with ex-Chief of Folic 3
Keeler as
chief
Alexis
sergeant-at

that they
The Hanna

managers claim that Mr. Kurlz cannot
secure the required number of affidavits
and that the contest will be over Monday

CANADIAN ROADS.
Commission Considers

a

Ques-

ig-ainst his

last night, and in a pitohed battle stood
off the
polioe for one hour. Burrows
was killed,
hot before his death he had
killed a gambler, a policeman, and fatally wounded two other officers.

courso

I-rausiwireu
■

publican nominees who were defeated b r
ten Republican members voting with th a
Demoorats

on

legislature

ate

the organisation
of th a
in the list of sergeant-al

arms.

While tho resolutions that will be
pr<
at the mass convention will nc

LATE MARINE NEWS.
steamer

sented

uotutou

t-"'-'1

v~

States through Canada or Mexico by such
routes and under such rules, regulations
of the
and conditions as the Secretary

Treasury may prescribe.
Section 0 of the Inter-State Commerce
act provides that on carriers receiving

freight in the United States to be carried
through a foreign country to another
point in the United States shall publicly
through
publish schedules showing the
rates charged. This provision is said tobt
at
railroads
Canadian
except
by
ignored
to the rate between the initial pcint and

Baltimore, Md..January S.— The “Blue resignation of Charles L. Kurtz as tt ®
Peter” Hies at the foremast head of tho Ohio member of the
Republican nation!
United States revenue cutter MoCulloob,
but there are differences ( f
as she
tugs at her anchor off Port Mc- committee,
Henry. Tomorrow morning she will start opinion among tho Republican mnnngei s
on her voyage of 23,000 miles by the East- as to tho Foraker resolution.
Since th B
ward passage of the Pacific. She will
of local indignation meeting s
epidomic
will
and
out
pass
coal
stop at Norfolk for
Her lirst and the crusade for a general gatherin 6
at Cape Heury to the Atlantio.
stop win be at Funchal. Maderia; thence here tomorrow, soma of tho managers c f
she
will go to Gibraltar, Malta, Port the
organization say two mistakes hai e
Said, through the Suez Canal to Aden,
side. The first mi ithe Red Sea and Indian Ocean, thence to been made on their
take was in
exposing their strength i “
Colombo, Ceylon, Singapore, Yokohama
which
and Honolulu to San Francisco,
organizing the legislature and the so
port she is expected to reach about the ond in
allowing it to adjourn from We< [_
middle of May.
nesday till Monday, so that such men l"
Manuel of Montgomery an d
hers
as
NOT AN ACCIDENT.
8.—Miss Griffith of Union could go home an d
Minneapolis, Minn., JanuaryCatherine
It was thougi f
meet thoir constituents.
Julia Ging. twin sister of
Ging, the victim of Murderer Haywood, that the organization of tho legislatui 0
has lost her suit against the Travellers
would settle
this, but it is cited thi t
Accident Insurance company to recover
has been speaker, he s
Mason
the face of the accident policy on her sis- since
the
ter’s life.
Judge McGeo held that Miss calling on Hanna and since Griffith ht 3
murder was not an accident and that
been sworn in as speaker pro tern, he hi 3
Giug was not killed in defending her own come out
publicly for Hanna.
life.

over

The Lewiston
representatives stated
that the reduction in that city will equal
$17,000 a month on the pay roll. Everything is now running full timo. Six
large cotton corporations are involved
Notices of cuts have been posted, with
later.
announced
the amounts to be
little under those of New
Wages run
Bedford and Fall River.

EXPLOSION.

Pittsburg, Pa,, January 9.—Further
deaths and loss of property are being
caused by the explosion of the Percy
Kelcy.boiler Saturday. The number of
known dead reached four today, when
Daniel Gamble, the boat’s second cook,
died at the Merry hospital. The list of
killed is as follows: Daniel Gambl#, second cook; Milton L. Wood, pilot; Thos.
Flynn, second engineer; Lee Wrenster,
fireman; John Smith, deck hand; Lee
Berclitold, fireman; last two bodies not
recovered. The eight men who were
ininrerl in

--~

heretofoi e
Boston, January 9.—Arrived,
differ materially^ from thoso
the Canadian frontier. Under the present
Boston, (Br), Yarmouth, N. S.; Wil- adopted in the committees, it is int
system it is said large shippers are somevery material advantage
liamsport, Philadelphia, for Portland, mated that there will be one appealin b times given aones.
This
It if
smaller

towing barge Ellaugowan; Lanoastor, to Senator Forakor as the senior senate r
Philadelphia, for Portland, towing barge from Ohio to declare himself. There : s
Proston for Portland.
no doubt j about the tone of the resoh
jj Boothbay Harbor, January 9.—Sailed,
tions on Gov. Bushnell and the boltin b
schooner Clara and Mabel, Portland.
Republican members of the leglslaturi
THE
WORLD.
FOR A TRIP AROUND
and in them is one which demands tt o

meeting would be held during this week
to decide the matter.

FOUR DEATHS FROM

night.__

Interstate

irms.

in tho senatorial cor
test. A. C. Caine and John R
Malloy
tho Republican candidates respectively
for clerks of;ithe Senate and th8 House
will he the secretaries. All the other Re

of

tion” soon after their organ made a sensational publication about the grand jury
the action
being called on to investigate
At any
of several workers for Hanna.
rate there has been nothing said about the

posted at th
jlection have remained
>Jeil house for two days without takers
md there are other bets offered, amonj
hem being one of $500 by Gen. Grosven
Jr on Hanna’s election. None of the beti
ire on the result of the first or any bal

reeonoentradoes.

Tex., January 9.—Z. Burinto
rows, a cowboy of this county, got
a light across the river in Juarez, Mexico,

Was Denied Them.

Boston, January 9.—The mule spinner
Lowell and New Bedford were given
permission to strike by the executive
January 9.—Thi
Columbus,
Ohio,
committee of the National Mule Spinners’
ienatorial situation has not changed to papers:
While Senator Hanna and his managers Union today, and an assessment of 25
dai
continued
The
conferences
lay.
have been careful to make no improper cents per week
was levied
the
upon
ind night and the doubtful members an
use of money in the senatorial contest, members of the Union.
The executive
riven no rest. But no changes were an
have all along known that the ethics committee also [ordered the sum of $500
tounced in favor of Hanna, The worker: they
of the case were not so strlotly observed from the national funds to Le placed at
'or the senator say they now have enougl
the opposition, therefore when an op
the disposal of the strike] committee.
rotes. The.Kurtz workers say they cat by
The meeting
was attended by every
portunity was offered to get inoriminatstill Uofea
ipare another vote or two and
ing evidence against the combine, Mr. member of the board and delegates rephavi
that
Insist
they
but
Hanna,
they
Hanna’s managers were quick to improve resenting every mill centre in New Engost all of their doubtful men now am
it. A trap was set for the opposition and land were present.
Several delegates
I
least
at
vill stand to the last with
worked through one of the members made application for permission to strike.
mem
65
Democratic
the
and
Republicans
whom^the combination has been trying to The meeting lasted several honrs and
jers against Hanna.
get away from Senator Hanna. Some of among their principal speakers were
to
ge
They even say that they expect
the opposition kept trying to get an audi- Messrs. Michael Duggan of Lowell, presio
and Griffith
lianuel of Montgomery
this member until it was de- ent of the National Union,
ence with
Seoretary
Jnion back on their side again befon
cided to accept it. Accordingly, an inter- Boss
and Treasurer O’Donnell of the
th
olaimed
also
It
Is
by
t’uesday.
certain
a
hotel,
in
National association, executive members
view was arranged for
ipposition that while Senator Hanna’: but in advance the precaution had been Robert Howard of Fall River, Geo.
Byron
orces have been charging on their lines
conceal a of Lewiston, and others.
taken
The board deby the member to
been successfully attack
hat they havo
in the room,who took down nied the application
for permission to
and have promises fron t stenographer
ng his lines
word of the interview, an import- strike in all places except Lowell and
every
,
beei
has
senator
nembers on whom the
ant part of
whioh was an offer of $5000 New Bedford, it being thought advisable
,
lepanding. The Hanna men claim twi _-u _iif
vvnnId
to have the strength of the union centred
nore
accessions today but they will no
Just what in those places.
vote against Senator Hanna.
In the event of Lowell
tuuso
um
as
t»ue^
ijive any names
use will be
made of the stenographer’s deciding not to strike, the assessment
!
am
:esentative Manuel Friday night
«*.
f>*rra
a
notes willbe governed by the course of the mkuu
Representative Griffith last nicht.
a
will
be
anti-Hanna
devoted
to
the
New
$800
week,
people.
The opposition to Hanna has no bettini
■
It was voted whaie reIt is stated on good authority that the Bedford strike.
ret in its favor. The bets ranging fron
above case became known to the “opposi- ductions in wages occur whloh will bring
Hanna’
on
&500 to $5000 for even money
augnratfon and 3Iass Meeting Today.

DISTRIBUTING THE SUPPLIES.
Havana, January 9.—Today at the
residence of Dr. Villiesol of the special
commission, appointed by Senor Bruzon,
Consul General
governor of Havana, and
Lee to superintend the work, took place
the Arst distribution of supplies reoeived
United States consul for the
from
the

El Pasco,

Mule Spinners of New Bedford and
Lowell Chosen

Rulan
of
Jones
Stark,
time
Republicans
of
Carroll, "and other
who voted with the Democrats last Monfrom
day, have since undergone such fire
their constituents that they are expected
for
yet to square themselves by voting
TO RESIST THE PROPOSED CUT
Hanna.
DOWN IN WAGES.
10
Repubdissenting
Where there were
lican members last week, the Hanna men
or three this
say there will be only two
week. These changes are attributed more Tote Taken by Executive Committee of
to the work that has been dono in the
Union—
National
Mule
Spinners’®
There have been
counties
than here.
Lewiston Asked for Privilege but It
charges and ocunter charges of bribery

tion of Kates,

BOY KILLED FOUR.

ITS MS.

announced
Hanna.

Chairman Nash will state the
objec t
if the mass convention; that it was calle
Washington, January 8.—The Interupon the requost of the county Republi
3an committee, etc., and then he will ir
State Commerce Commission now has
troauce as chairman Congressman Waite r under consideration the question of enWeaver of Springfield, who was spokes
forcement of section 3306 of the Revised
man last .week of the Republican deiega
Statutes, with special reference of section
tion that came from Bushnell’s home t 3 6 of the Inter-State Commeree act; seci-iUl
may be
upon the governor and
protet t tion 3006 provides that goods

row

CTDIVE'C fill TWft

tne commne on

support

toCongressman King of Utah arrived
he said:
his
trip,
of
night.
Speaking

no likelihood that it will prevail.
‘The prevailing opinion is that the debate will not be prolonged on the treaty,
positively
but theories as to the length of time vary
going out with Gen. Blanco to seej Gen.
all the way from a week to a month.
Gomez.”
The opposition
to the treaty assert
that they have no disposition to prolong TO PROCEED AGAINST WEYLKR.
the discussion owing to their confidence
Madrid, January ^9.—The captain gentreaty.
in their ability
to defeat the
eral of Madrid has already received all
and
They claim 35 votes in opposition
the dooument neoessary for proceeding
that
among others there will be more
against Gen. Weyler.
than one Republican.
A special from Madrid on Friday last
his
adheres
to
original said the cabinet oounoil had that day
Senator Morrill
determination to oppose the ratification
decided to submit Weyler’s conduct with
resolution and he is preparing a speech
to President McKinley's mesreference
The name
on that side of the question.
a fresh inquiry
age as to other matters to
ol senator money on tne xiemocrawu omo
under the direction oi tno geneiai comthe
Is added to the list of supporters of
mandant of the army corps, whose statrenty, making five Democrats who will tion includes Madrid, Lieut. Gen. Daban,
that a
certainly favor annexation.
and that there was a
Senator Butler, Popnlist, whose posi- ministerial orlsiB might be averted.
'■>•>
orally
tion has not heretofore been
I Barcelona, January 9.—It is reported
opknown, today announced i
Gen. Weyler has been sumhere
that
In the course of an
posed to ratification.
moned to Madried.
the
git may be accepted as
newspaper reporter,
interview with a
opponents of the annexation L.^.. e con- General Weyler expressed his belief in
vinced that they can secure the one-third the
possibility of conflict between Spain
that end,
vote necessary to accomplish
and the United States.
without
come
they will allow the voto to
ASSAULT IN LEWISTON.
delay, reserving dilatory taotios to which
use
for
resort
to
be
disposed
January 9.—Capt. W. S.
Lewiston,
they may
Guards of this
in connection with the consideration of Paul
of the

Jan. 9.—At 1 o’clock Sunday
owned by Horace A.
ham
Stone in Buck street, close to the Maple
wood park, and the auditorium building,
was burned, and in the smoke 14 valuable

woman

Tampa, Fla., January 9.—After several
tour of investigation in Cuba,

weeks’

proceedings for the week cengovernment,
promised debate of the treaty favor of annexation,

is

SET BY A TBAMP.

insured.

Major-

Pettigrew

in the drast-~ measures which
sioners
he felt called upon to adopt.

a

a

be taken up on Monday.
to
The first effort on Monday will be
secure open doors for the debate.
This motion will be made by Senator
the opposition, but there
of

ter behavior.
It was a severe remedy, and the affair is
but
Sherifl
causing much comment,
Hill is
upheld by tb« county commis

cows were

Annexation-

for the annexation of Hawaii, which will

the men cried for mercy, and
to make no further disturbance,
other cells were visited and nine
in all were treated to the ice

begged

Favor

Month—Five

Janaary 9.—Interest in

Washington,
he Senate
tres in the

promised
prisoners

a

ity of the Senate.

given

minutes

May Be Continued

Annexation Conceded to Have

water from the hose which was attached
to the city hydrant was turned upon the
The nozzle was directed
four inmates.
by an expert fireman, and the prisoner!
In less than twe
no quarter.
were

Bangor,
morning

House.

dyING, cleansING,
sponglNG, carpet

P.ATIFICATION

TO

Democrats Will

their demonstrations
should continue
and about 9 o’clock commenced an unSheriff Hill prepared foi
earthly noise.
them, and at a signal one of the cel:
was opened and a stream of cold
doors

oners

1
Saturday’s Chapter of tlie Debate in thi

LUMBER

account
of breaks oi
followed each other ir
rapid succession. Most of the escaped
prisoners were captured, and the ringleaders organized a plan to create nightly disturbances.
The men wero handcuffed and placed
In solitary confinement, but this made
At a certain time each
no
difference.
night they commenced a series of terrific
cries and noises, and disturbed people
who live in the vicinity of the jail.

prominence on
prisoners, which

tmefinoTil-

>o. 10
Toothache

HAY’S PHARMACY,

OPPONENTS

Bath.

against the blackened trunk
tree in the Seminole nation,
Thursday night the unruly prisoner!
where Friday night they were burned to
had an all-night session, and with theii
death by an Oklahoma mob. The flesh
demonstrations jkept (every one in and
is burned from the bones, the lingers and
about the
jail awake. Last night the
from the frames and
are burned
hands
ringleaders notified Sheriff Hill that thej
in chairs
of an oak

populace

Hay’s

Hay’s

Beef, Iron
and
Wine.
50c.

on

and it is probable that at least
Maud
part of the quartette have by this tim<
paid the penalty decreed by the mac

25c.

15c and 25c.

Unruly Auburn Prisoners Treated to Cold

DYING LIKE SHEEF-

Congre-sman King's Report of What He

Today.

CLAIM THEY CAN DEFEAT IT.

9January
Ark.,
Little Rock,
burned beyond all somCbarred and
of human being, the frames ol
blance
McGcisey and Simpson, the two Seminole
Indians who, a few days ago, murdered
Mrs. James Simmons, are still reolining

on

PATRONIZE HOME PRODUCTS.

Inflicted

1!I>

her aboard a train
The police have been notified.

PEOPLE

Measare VTill Be Taken Up in Sen-

Auburn, January 8.—The jail in this
city has recently had a good deal ,ol
Tunitli rnent

WIV

for

saw

Haverhill.

)

OKLAHOMA MOB.

“BERRIOS.”
•

A\

OF

and

oart

MUST HAVE SURPRISED HOBOES-

THE BEST BREAKFAST CEREAL.

lURKTh

lem, gave her money and food from his

At 2 p. m. the debate gave way to the
special order and the remainder of the
day was devoted to tributes to the life and
public services of the late Representative
Wright of Massachusetts.

™1{EE

_

™

JCtW.

l’l!l<'l':

Igfflffiggaitt

1898.

MORNING, JANUARY 10,

~".v: .LLTLt' m.*rL7nr 1I,v™
Liehed thev dramrert her Into IITAT0O
thtrj sho was left
BirilJkJ
woods and
iHW llAViflllSil 1RLUII. the
Charles found her. He took lior to Sa-

FT

ter.

Indians Burned

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

the exDlosion will all recover
Hammers and William

excepting Harry

Alexander, whose wounds will probably
result

fatally.

TO SETTLE BY ARBITRATION.
Charleston, W. Va., January S.—Representatives miners of the Kanawha valley
met here today and organized a state association, the main feature of which is
the settlement of all strikes by arbitration. A full set of offioers were elected.
This organization is in opposition to the
United Mine Workers.

Koyal makes the f-tod pure,
wholesome und delicious.

practice,

tc
said, not only works great harm
small shippers over Canadian roads but
also to tail connecting American roads
The penalty provided for neglect to pub
h
lish the through schedule required
that the goods so transported shall be sub
jected to customs duties.
ALL THREE AGREE.

London, January 10.—A dispatch tc
the Daily Mail from Hong Kong date
vesterday, it is reported that England
Japan aiid Russia" have arrived at ai
The de
agreement respecting Corea.
tails of the agreement are not known tc
the correspondent bnt the dispatch sayi
the British fleet; is returning to Hun<
Kong.
HOW THEY DO IT AT GALVESTON
8.—Tin
Texas, January
Galveston,
an
grain situation here is serious. There tine
400 grain laden cars on thu wharves
1.000 more in the yards. Elevators "A’
There were tire :t?
and -‘B” uro Ailed.
steamers in port on November 1, eu
here are only nine hero today and nearlj
Vessels whicl
all of them are loaded.
uro to take 500,000 bushels are expeoted t‘
This is th<
next
here
Monday.
arrive
by
The weathei
season of fogs on the Gulf.
and thal
has been bad for some time
probably causes the detention of vessel;
now overdue.

Absolutely Pure

I

BRYAN’S BLAST.
lie Spoke

to

of

Jacksonians

IT CAUSED A SPLIT-

LYNCH LAW.

| Five

tin

Cases

Mob

of

Violence

Reported

Dingley—A

liryauesque

Gage

J’icture

Colfax, Wash., January 8.—Marshal!
Chadwick, the suspected murderer of
Young Hayden near Farmington on the
night of October 22, was taken from the
jail by a mob this morning and hanged

ant
ol

Commercial Calamity.

Chicago, January 8.—A host ol Democats, quit? a number of them from Iowa
Indiana and Wisconsin, celebrated Jack
son Day by a
banquet at the T'remom
house this evening. Hon. Wm. J. Bryar
He reached
was
the principal guest.
Chicago from Lincoln this morning, being
Commander
National
met at the depot by

house.
west wall of the court
Yesterday there was a suspicion that a
mob was collectipg, bat the officers made
no preparation to resist it.
Jailor E. B.Treff, the only officer about
the oourt house, was awakened about 2
that an officer
o'clock nnd informed
wanted a prisoner looked up. He dressed

Gahan aDd others selected to welcom£
him. For an hour or so prior to the feast
Mr. Bryan hctld a reception in the hotel
parlors and shook hands with a largt
500 persons
number of callers. Nearly
Mayor Bar
were seated at the banquet.
rison presided ana acted as toastmaster.
wher
cheers
with
received
Mr. Bryan was
introduced and spoke in part, as follows;
‘It is especially f.ttiug that at this time
the American people should recall tb<
in
name of Andrew Jackson and gather
spiration and encouragement from hii
public career. Wo are engaged today ir
whiol
a contest very similar to that in
he played so conspicuous and honorable e
nation
oftioe
the
his
term
of
part. During
al hanks attempted to overawe the repre
sentatives of the people and control th<
government. He grappled with it anc
overthrew it. Arrayed against him wen
the very classes which have forced s
continuance of the gold standard in the
almosl
United States in spite of the
unanimous protest of the people—the same
classes which are now trying to coeroc
the government into the suirender of tin
sovereign right to control the money ol
It seems that every generathe country.
tion presents a combat between the pro
tiucers of wealth and the money changers.
The latter, conducting their oampalgn it
secrecy, fasten themselves upon the bod}
politic and prey upon industry until theii
awakened anc
hold is broken by an
The present Secretarj
indignant public.
is eminent!}
f the Treasury. Mr. Gage,
fitted to be the instrument of the finanol
ers in their effort to complete the sohetm
commenced twenty-four years ago anc
COntinUou

wwuuuu

the

to

confronted by
and came out and was
The
masked men with drawn revolvers.
sheriff was informed that the mob wanted
to hang Marshall Chadwick and “Dakota

Slim.” McDonald was ordered to give up
the jail keys. The officer was taken to
the office. He got the keys and gave (hem
to his captors. Twelve of the mob then
entered the jail taking ^the sheriff with
them. At the tirst the mob went to the
woman’s wing where “Dakota Slim”
was confined. “Slim” protested innocence
and said: “Take Chadwick, who admits
his guilt and if he implicates me, I will
go.” The mob thought this a fair proposition and went into the east wing where
Chadwick’s ceil was located. Ho only had
time to say “Don’t hurt me, before God
I am innocent,” when one of the mob
struck him a heavy blow over the head
A rope
with an iron bar, stunning him.
was then fastened around his neck and
he was dragged out of the jail and up the
narrow stairs to the Superior court room,
to a double window where the rope was
tied around a standard between the windows. Chadwiok’s body was then pitohed
out headforemost and left, dangling at the
end of an eight foot rope against the court
house wall in plain view of the people on
Main street.
While this was being done, a part of the
mob returned to “Dakota Slim's” cell.
Daring their absence the prisoner had
stuffed the key hole of the.oell door with
rags and fastened a sharp knife on the

tui
uiuciiuimuu uuui
a sublime faltl

end

present day. He possesses

In the superiority of money ovor man anc
the rights, th(
a supreme contempt for
interests and the opinions of the people a :
He knows that the gold standard
large.
was adopted In the United States without
He knowi 1
any party ever asking for it.
that for twenty-three years after Its adop
tion no party ever dared to commeDd it
he knows that In the campaign of 1886 thi 1
party composed of bolting Democrats wai
the only party which dared to declare thi 1
gold standard a blessing; he knows thai
at the polls 99 per cent of the voters reg
istered their opinion to a single goldstan
(lard, differing only as to the means of se
curing bi-metallism; he knows that tin
President to whose partiality he owes hli
position, sent a commission to Europe tc
beg other nations to help us get rid of th(
geld standard; he knows that the Senati
dissenting
and House with scarcely a
voice appropriated $101,000 of the people’!
money to pay the expenses of the commission while it was seeking relief from th(
gold standard; he knows that France by
joining in the demand for Internationa!
bi-metallism condemns the gold standthe
ard; he knows that the farmers,
laborers and to a large extent the manu
facturers of England, desire international
bi-metallism; he knows that the maintenance of the gold standard means unmerited advantage to the money owning
unand the bond holding classes and
deserved punishment to the vast majority
of the peonle of this country and of the
ivilized world; and yet in spite of his
knowledge of all these facts, he Is deliberately planning to fasten the gold standard
permanjntly upon the people of theUnitec
Not content with advocating t
States.
policy which places the destinies of 70,000,
( 00 of free men In the hands of
foreigr
Londor
financiers and permits a few
(. inkers to control our standard money,
be proposes to give to the national bank!
nil and complete control of the papei
money of the nation.
“Mr. Gage knows these facte and yet 1e
spite of that knowledge he Is seeking to
organize a money trust more dangerous,
not only to the industries, but to the
liberties of the people than all the othei
At suoh a time and
trusts combined.
under such circumstances the memory ol
New
Orleans
of
the hero
ought to be (invoked in every state, oounty and hamlet
to arouse the people to a sense of theii

1

01 a

uruomsuiuA.

n

(U

iuih

spear

he kept jabbing through the barred door
o£ his ceil, thus preventing any one from
approaching the door to pick the rags out
of the key hole. His cell had two doors,
the inner one being of solid steel and behind this he protected his body.
Finully one of the mob, catching a
glimpse of “Slim’s”shouldors,fired a shot
The buflet passed through the
at him.
sleeve, struck the wall and rebounding
struck him ou the breast. He fell to the
floor, exclaiming “My God they have
killed me.’’ Another shot was fired at
him.
Finally they decided that “glim”
was dead and left. His wounds, however,
serious.
not
are
FOUR NEGROES LYNCHED.
Were

Accused'of

Heinous Crimes and the

Mob Lost No Time.

Ark, January 8.—Four
colored men have been lynched In the
vicinity of BordeD, Ark., within the
last few days, two for rape and the othThe
for murder.
ravishers,
er two
Devoe and Huntley were swung up near
Harlow Hill branoh. about three miles
north of Borden,whiie the murderers met
Little

Hock,

their faith near the town of Little {Bay,
a few miles south of Borden.
Devoe and Huntley were lynched for a
crime committed a year ago. They at-

tempted

to outrage a Mrs.Paine, a respectable white woman at Borden. Both negroes escaped and remained away for 13
months. A few days Ago Devoe put in
appearance and was promptly arrestDevoe said that Huntley was working at Anderson's Mill on the Cotton
*
Belt railroad, about 35 miles north of
Devoe
was left in charge of
Fordyce.
an

ed.

a

heavy guard

near

Borden, while the

Is

a

Salesman for I-'leicher &
This

Show.

Saturday.

Windy City.
of His Tirade Devoted to

George Fred’s Desire to Iiun the Entire

Boston, January 8.—The annual
organization meeting of the Democratic
State Central committee which was held

re-

Company of

City.

in
The bolters obtained another room
the hotel and immediately a second meetorder.
Kesolutions
were
to
ing was called
Mrs. Hannah Dunn, wife of John K.
adopted protesting against the treatafter a long
ment they complained of receiving at the Dunn, died Sunday morning
hands of the Williams men on the com- and painful Illness. Mrs. Dunn was a
mittee. The name of Dr. Cook was prowill be much
very estimable woman and
pose lor chairman and that of Daniel
Mrs. Dunn
H. Coakley for secretary of the new or- missed in this oommunity.
She
was born in Standish 61 years ago.
ganization.
married to Mr. Dunn 33 years ago,
was
MAJOR HANDY DEAD.
since which time their home has been in

>•

D—Portland,
StopsScore—Portland, 5; Bath, 4.
Burgess, 2fi;
Allen, 43; Turnbull, 1
Fouls—J. Mooney,
McGilvray, Allen
TlmerMcKay. Referee—Billy Long.
Charles Fields.
Attendance—573.

LEWISTON BEAT GARDINER.
Lewiston, January 8.—Lewiston wot

Verifiers,

“tame see,” asked the boarder who is
always wanting to know things of no use,
“what is it they call those red, green and
blue lights that a skyrocket throws off?”
“Verifiers,” said the cheerful idiot.
“Really?” asked the inquisitive boarder.
“Yes.
They give color to the report.”
—Indianapolis Journal.

Fac
is

POSTMASTERS APPOINTED,
^hington, January 8.—These fourth's
postmasters were appointed for
offices:
Bnrnham, Nahum M.
:r; Fortune
Rook, AIbert Lord;
i
inville, Thomas E. Gushee.
■

■

IN OLDEN TIMES

i.ple

overlooked

the

importance

of

manently benefloial effects and were
but now
s itisfled with transient aotion;
that it is generally known that Syrup of
Figs will permanently overcome habitual
constipation, well-informed people will
not buy other laxatives, which aot for a
time but finally Injure the system. Buy
the genuine made by the California Fig
:

Syrup

Co.

FIFTEEN LOST.

Marseilles, January 8.—The steamer reported to have foundered with all hands
on
Thursday lust, off Bauduck, about
25 miles west of the port, turns out to

the French steamer Lon is,
been
Cardiff for Marseilles, with coal.
on
wrecked
She
January 1,
and her crew, consisting of 16 men, were
lost. Four bodies have already been reoovered from the wreck.
have

from

was

paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science lias been able to cure in all it
Iiall’s Catarrhstages and that is Catarrh.
Cure is the only positive cure known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu
tional disease requires a constitutional treatThe readers ot this

ment.

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken

internally,

acting directiv upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the
foundation ot the disease, and giving the patient strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The
proprietors have so much faith in its curative
powers, that they offer One Hundred Hollars
Send for list
for any case that it fails to cure.
of testimonials.
Address, if. J. CHENKY & CO r Toledo, O.
75c
EEJfSoId by druggists,
^fall's Family Pills are the best.

J^JTHE MONETARY COMMISSION.
Indianapolis, Inu., January 8.—The

ex-

ecutive committee of the Indianapolis
monetary commission will convene January 25, and is leceiving notification of
the appointment of delegates by the comof
the
bodies
mercial
principal
The delegacountry.
cities of the
tion from New York will be C. S. Fairchild, W. M. Dodge, ex-Mayor Strong
G. A. Peabody, G. W. Clough and J a
Wheolock. Some of the oities in the free
silver states in the West are declining to
appoint delegates. Leslie M. Shaw, governor-elect of Iowa, will preside.
TO CUKE A COLD IN

ONE~DAY

Take Laxative Brorao Quinine Tablets.
druggists refund the money if it!fails to to
25c. The genuine has L. B. Q. on each

FLETCHER
of Castoria.

sick, we gave her Castoria.
Baby
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
.Jlfhen she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When sh* had Children, she gave them Castoria.
When

was

The Fair and the Brave.

“So, after they had fought for her she
married the man who got thrashed, did
she?”
She reasoned that a man who
would fight a man who could thrash him
must be braver than a man who fought a
man he could thrash. ”—Boston Traveler.
“Yes.

ricn.—“What, art thou hurt?”
Iller.—“Ay, ay. a sorateh, a scratch.”
—Hameo and Juliet, Act III, Seme I,
Use Pond’s Extract Ointment.

SOUTH

AU>

SlOO Reward, $!0O.

signature of CHAB. H.
the wrapper of every bottle

simile
on

P011TJLAJYD.

The Willard Hose Company will give
their fifth annual ball at Willard’s Pavilion Tuesday evening.
The Casino opened again Wednesday
evening, after being 'closed for two
wppks.

anniversary with a dance at
Willard’s navilion next Tuesday evening. There will be good music in attendance and all who attend are assured of
The dances
an evening of enjoyment.
giveD by this company are very popular
and no
aud are always woll attended
pains have been spared to make the sixth
deoided
success
in
a
every
anniversary
way.
its

sixth

WALK—House No. 784 Congress St
sunny exposure, open fireplaces,
ana another modern improvements,
with ample room for stable;'an ^exceptional
For permit to see
location for a physician.
house, and other particulars, apply Real Estste
office,First National Rank building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
104

CooK, Everett k Pennell.
ATTRACTIONS
—

IN

—

am

tablets

on

WiANTED—SITU A n«f

Uncliuslns
land

An

Represented.

important

matter to

all lovers c:
come
bofor;

base ball in Portland is to
the New England leaguo meeting whlcl
is to be held in Boston next Wednesday

PARISIAN

the outlook
is very promising for tha
city, and M. J. Garrity will represen
Manchester at the meeting. Lowell b
also trying hard to enter the field nuc
will probably he represented at the meet

Ed. Pinaud’s “Cciestis,” handsome
packages, popular odors.
Ed. Pinaud’s “Dauphine” Extracts
jn assorted odors—none better,

Ed. Pinaud’s Koinau Perfumes—
Roman Violet, Roman Lily. Roman
Rose, Roman Ills, Roman Heliotrope. These come in exquisitely
decorated packages, and make a
charming gift.
Ed. Pinaud’s “Violette Heine.” The
most

world.

famous violet extract in the
The true odor of the living

flower.

If Portland wishes to enter the leagui 1
she will have to compete against Lo-.vell
There
is
considerable talk here as ti
whether Portland will have a team or no
next season and if Portland has a team

1

and can get as strong backing as Lowell
they stand a good prospect of gettinj
into the league.
Secretary Morse of the New Englam
league, recognizes Portland as a gooc
ball town and has no doubt that if Port
the meeting thii
recognized. Portlam 1
has supported some good teams and fo;
several years came out on the right sidi 1
of the ledger, and more than paid all ex

next announcement.

•--

FOB

st.

FOlt

at

Pmiirfll

nn

new.

a

AvPinuft

modern

bApHnir

f7\»*

reliable party who wants a good home
and will pay fair monthly installments to gee
We have one line lot left and will build a
one.
house, single or double to suit. you. Sewer, seDALTON 61
bago, bath room, furnace, etc.
lu-l
CO., 47s 1-2 Congress til.
SALE—Or would exchange for farm
a valuable patent. 1 can turn
fortune to you at a fair value, and
wi l. For particulars address C. 11, JONES,
Alton Bay, N. H.
8-1

Foilproperty,

over

ANTED—Coi y of the genealogical ac\\7
f*
count, of Fogg, Hill & Moody, families
published in 1851, by Wm. Fogg, also “Fogg

Family,”

s*n*e
author, published in 1884 in
the Maine Hist., and Genealogical R cord r.
Aodr^ss giving pric.», FRED L. FOGG, in
care Kennebec Journal, Augusta, Me.
8-1

.i

SALE--A valuable farm within two
T^OR
J?
miles of Portland, about 15 acres land,
with nice buildings, consisting of Fiench
roof frame dwelling house. 13 rooms; steam
heat; barn 35 by 55, with cellar and
silo;
orchard of 50 trees, choice variety
apples
and pears; soil clny loam, highly cultivated.
Will be sold at a bargain.
Apply to Peal
Estate Office of BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, No.

WANTED—AGENTS.

Forty words inserted under thid
cents,

10-1

SALE—We want to build

some

rewarded._8-1

go

modern

_________

between W. S.
January 7th,
Parker Co. store and 171 High street, a
ladies gold chatelaine watch, with blue enameled back ami p n. The finder will pie se
lea e it at SIMMON’S & HAMMOND’S Drug
Store, can be suitably

week for

two flat

SALE-Beautiful, new suburban residence of ten (10) rooms, with every convenience and luxury. Situated 011 Glenwood
Avenue, Deering Highlands, the best part of
Deering; 2 minutes from street cars; open fireplace, heated throughout, sewer, fine bath
room, electric lights and bells, hard woodfloors,
cypress finish, lavatoryidown stairs: 650o feet
of laud, very sightly, a mag iflcent home. Our
price this winter is only $.'<,50t). Easy terms of
payment. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress

TT7ANTED—Situation
by int lligent young
*
»
man of fine character, who has had considerable experience in banking, and business
in general; best of references given; could
adapt himself to most any first class position.
Address A., this office.
_7-tf
ANTED—Situation by young lady to care
X\l
v *
for children or Invalid References furnished. Address or call MISS K. P., 14 Gilman
st... City.7-1
wPl'UATloN as engineer, stationary or hoisting. ei her single or double drum; stationary preferred but would tike watchman or
fireman’s berth; or running planer, four sided
preferred. Can furnish go ul reference. Do my
own repairing.
Anywhere in tliesta e. Address JAMES TUPPER, Brunswick, Me. 0-1

one

new

head
cash in advance.

Exchange

48

daily to sell Specialty Soaps and
A GENTS-$7
give customers double their value in Handsome Presents; exclusive territory; sample
outfit free.
MODOC SOAP CO., Cincinnati. O.
,10-1

reet.

s

8-1

OR SALE—Two lots near Western Promenade, one 49 and the other GO feet fron
age. Also lots on West, Vaughan, Chadwick,
Neal, Clark, State, Carroll, Danfortli, Weymouth and Portland, and other streets. Fot
particulars apply. Real Estate Office, First
FREDERICK S.
National Bank Building,
8-1
YAILL.

Ip

penses of the olub. This was in 1852-8-4
At the meeting held here Saturday t< 1
talk the matter over, it was not decide!

YMTANTED—General agent for each state and
*"
canvassing agents fo -cities.
Rapid sellwith big profits.
Person securing
general agency gets a big thing. Sample and
You will miss ar-re
SALE- One of the best located boarc
particulars 25 cents.
chance by delay.
ACME NOVELTY CO.,
,-iug houses in Portland, situated oi
Room 21, 202 1-2 N. High street, Columbus. O.
Brown street.
For further particulars in3 0-1
quire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange St

hut the question will probably be decided
by Tuesday and a good man sent in th<

TV

interest of this city.
In case Portland should

get Into the
Now England league
the management
have In viewafir3t-class manager,who has
always had

a winning team and will pul
tirst-olass club intojthe field. As Portland has been out of the New England

a

one season there should be an Increased interest In base ball here if she
should be fortunate enough to get the
place away from Lowell, whioh is more

league

than probable now.
has been considerable talk in
Thore
Lewiston the past week about placing a

ing article

IpOR

ANTED—Lady agents in

8-1

every

town In

Maine for the Ideal Hat Fastener; a necessity for ladies; big profits; samples and
terms 25c. MRS. HERBERT SMITH, general
10-L
agent, Springvale, Ma.

E'OR SALE—A traverse runner pnng, worth
_..$75, to be sold for S35; aiso,a small movable
store office, cost $35. will sell for $12; p meat
bench, 2 harnesses, best P beans by the barrel.

Gentleman
T^,rANTED—
*

to
open a real estafe
and insurance office with an experienced
chance to learn the business and receive
big income as partner. $300 required for office
furniture, advertising, etc.
Address REAL
ESTATE MANAGER,
Station A, Boston,
man.

Mass.

130 Middle street.0-1

SALE—At Old Orchard Beach, summer
boarding house, Winona house, beautifully
situated on Hotel street, lo rods from depot. 15
ods from site of proposed pier. 19 furnished
ooms. house in first class repair and will be
sold cheap if sold at once. Inquire at SMITH
i: ROB IE’S STOR-P.
cha wh Ala.
5-4

jL'OR

101

*■

VVANTED—To lease a furnished hotel within
f*
twenty miles of Portland. Address C. H.
10-1
SHORT, No. GO Free St., Portland, Me.

Jellycon. No sugar.
A child can make it Assorted flavors.
For a dessert no equal.
Made in a minute.
For sale
For economy it is th3 best.
by
In stock at MELCHER CO.’S, and
grocers.
8-1
wholesale grocers generally. Try it.

WANTED—Burnham’s

_

with ell and
location on Sterens Plains avenue, close to schools, post office"
rad stores, electrics pass the door, price $1356
o close an estate.
Terms half cash balance
nortgage. W. H. WALDRON & CO.. 180 MidSALE—House of 7
FORstable,
9000 feet land, best

rooms

lie street.5-1

and a half story house
two families. Sebago water
in the lot,-fruit trees, chance
or a garden, near schools, electrics, a good
Also a three-flat house at a
lome at a bargain.
good paying investment. N. S. GARDINER
L35 Middle street.5-1
SALE—A
FORarranged
for

Anri

shnwnrl

Kfcrnncr

runanna

frti*

could deny that
the chances for a favorable hearing would
The
be very good, indeed.
expense of
the round trip to Portland is not so enormous.
Nothing has been heard from
Lewiston this year.
Yosterday’s Boston Herald in disoussing New England league base ball, said
that there was little prospect that anything would be done in Portland this
The information was evidently
season.
no one

SALE—Three storied brick house, two
FOlttenements,
13 rooms, newly painted an<j
new open plumbing and perfect drain
one of the best houses and best location
Lincoln street ; rents $25 per mouth, firs!
rime offered. Price $2,500. W. H. WALDRON
4-1
& CO., 180 Middle street.

papered,
ige:
an

OOR SALE—Lodging houses, newly furnished. $200, $250, $300 down, balance
nonthly payments. Bakery and confectionery
:or
and
double
lalso
sale;
single
louses in Bostons and suburbs for sale on easy
;erms.
C. G.
Houses and suites for rent.
FERRY, 1680 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
*

4-1

SALE—One
15 horse power engine
and boiler; also 2 radiators All in good
jonditlon. Enquire of II. H.NEVENi & CO.,
198 Fore street, C ty.
dec2tf

FOR

misleading

article inja
looal paper which was written under an
eDtire
misapprehension of the facts as
to the chances of Portland’s applying
or

of its

a

getting

a

franchise

the LewMr. Henry Cody, manager
iston
polo team, said to the writer
Thursday, that in his opinion there was
or

no

base ball.
John T. Brush said yesterday that he
had not’ bought the St. Louis club, and
that it was so incumbered that it was
about impossible for anyone to buy it.
BOWLING TOURNAMENT.

bowling tournament this season is
Interesting than evei and the work
which is being done is far above that of
Each olub has
previous season.
any
The

more

played 12 gamos
in the tournamont is

now

Won.

Tontines,
Orients,
Willards,

Imperials,

W’averieys,

and their
follows:

standing

as

Lost.

10
7
7

2
5
5

*>

0

5
1

7
11

Pld.

Pins.

12
13
13
13
13
13

15,547

janO-it pit

policies,

Suildirig.

N'OTICE—We

negotiated—At 5 and 6
of clients to
iH*r cent, we have funds
Real Estate.
on
First
our
facilities
will
iiiul
others
Juilders and
moderate,
Kiual to any, and our cuargcs
First
National
v n>lv Real Estate Office,
Building, FREDERICKS. VAILL. S-l

Mortgages
nvesrin
Mortgages
1

link

oNEY TO LOAN—On mortgages of real estate in the city and suburbs, at 5 and c per
■ent Notes discounted on reasonable rates of
nterest. Real estate for sale and rented.rents
■nllected. Care of real estate. 25 years in the
185
Middle
N. S. GARDINER,
msiness.
»r

H

Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

Forty words

LET—Good desk

loom

TO ing, 185 Middle street.

in Oxford Build-

Inquire at room 5.
_7-1
front room, nioely

LET—Large sunny
TO furnished,
steam heat,
alcove

street._8'4

have got the best flour in rqrtlaiul for all purposes, It will make rai3e
an"
pastry. It is winter wheat
>read, biscuit
vhite as snow, and every barrel warranted or
and
only $5.75 a band.
noney refunded
WHITNEY, the Grocer, 291 Congress St. 31-1

TO LET.

one

_

ONEY to loan on real estate, 5 and 6 p r
cent per annum; also money to loan
notes,
bonds,
>n life insurance
louseliold goods and any good collateral
Oxford
mi
Ko
5,
lecuritv
W
P. CARR,
185 Middle

Benson’s
PorousPlaster

gas,

etc.
15

room unturnished.
large sunny
street, between State and Park.

Also

treet. room

4._27-4

rT7E will advance money on any kind of
merchandise cpnsigned to us, or will
y
household furniture,
store
>ay casli for
tocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
S WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf

\
\

Gray
7.1

Household

goods

of

de-

every
LEL—A very desirable tenement of six 1
rpO
scription are always to be found >.t
A
rooms, centrally
located, new ly painted
at our An tion Rooms. We often
and papered throughout. Price «D> per month. ] rivate sale less
than half the cost to mantave articles
J. C. WOODMAN, 93 Exchange street.
5-l|j
facture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
RENT—We have a very "desirable list of j 'ree street.
11-tf
houses and rents for sale and to let in all
LVANTED—All persons in want of trunks
parts of the city and vicinity.
We also make a
specialty of collecting rents and general care of r» and bags to call on K. I). REYNOLDS.
property. For particulars. Real Estate office, t [33 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
First National Hank. FREDERICK 8. VAILL. f rocery store, as we manufacture our goods
therefore
bottom
can
give
prices.
f nd
4-1
We frame
—_______*] Tunks repaired. Open evenings.
rrto LET—Rooms, furnished or unfurnished,
23-2
ictures.
A
with heat, gas and use of bath room. Very ;
4-1
pleasantly located. 1211 Spring St.

CONSIGNED

FOR

desirable room on the third
LET—Very
16,435 TlO floor
of
Congress St, corner of
15,233 Oak St. HotIntiiding55.'S
water heating.
Very reasonable
15,304 price. Apply to FREDERICK
L. JERRIS, 696
4-1
15,290 Congress St.
14,925
LET—Rents with bath and other improvJ-

TO

ments.
Nos. 172 and 295 1-2 Brackett, 7
this week—Monday, Orients
rooms each; No. 171 Neal. 7 rooms, steam heat;
Waverlsys; Wednesday, Willards, vs. MftUen St., s rooms; High, 7 and 8 rooms; CoilTontiuesj Friday, Imperials vs. Arling- cress, 7 and S rooms, and many others. Real
ton.
Estate Office, FREDERICK S. VAILL. 4-1
Games

vs.

provisions, outfit and 40 share of stock.
For further information call and see us. N. A.
MINING & TRANSPORTATION CO.
nonths’

aches in your muscias and joints'! Aching all day long
and preventing rest and sleep at night ? If so.
Secure prompt relief by applying a

to the aching parts. Incomparably the best and most
effective external remedy over compounded.
BENSON’S is the only highly medicated plaster
and curcw where othero fail to even relieve. But
only the genuine effective.
Insist upon a BEN'fiON. Price 25 cents. Refuse
substitutes. Seabury A Johnson, M’f’g Chemists, N. Y

LASKA AND COPPER RIVER.—Mr. M. E.

4

Durgiu, of the North American Mining and
rransportation Co., will be at 53 Exchange st.
or a few days to book passengers for steamship
Iris, of 400 tons, which leaves Boston Feb. 1 fi-r
lie Copper River.
$400 provides passage. 18

In Rheumatism

if it old

of

MISCELLANEOUS.

your limbs like a human barometer and so tender
and sensitive that you can foretell every storm and
are

one

5.000 square feet

Ely’s Cream Balm.

being admitted

143 Brackett street7-1

OR SALE—First class detached brick house
14 rooms and bath, perfect repair, steam
beat and all modern improvements, rental of
rooms are $60 per month aside from what the
Dwner occupies; best c-ntral part of Congress
street. Price $6100. W. H. WALDRON & CO.,

Ip

WANTED—To

rvrooHncf

HOBART.

3.

WANTED.

olub in the New England league in case
Portland should he represented, but It is
not known at present whether anything
has yet been done or not.
ANTED —Everv one in Portland and vicinSir. M. J. Garrity, who is an authoriity to remember to use ••Periodical Tickty on base ball and all that pertains to ets.” Premiums free for 130 tickets, anything
the game, says that with a winning club you desire. Office at 1RA#F. CLARK'S, Monuin Portland it is as good a ball town as ment Square. Ask for book.7-l_
has ever been represented in the league, \V ANTED—Second hand printing press, 5x8
chase or larger, with 4 or5 fonts of type;
and he thinks that owing to the fact that
cheap. Address Lock Box 201, West
Boston won the
pennant last season must buyMe.
5-1
Buxton,
be an increased interest in
there will
the game all through New England and
hire a large pung or would
New England league will
thinks the
buy set of heavy, second hand, hub runAddres* J. A. HAMPSON, 438 Fore
have the most prosperous season this year ners.
4-1
street.
that it has had since its organization.
One great advantage that Portland will
have this season is that Mr. E. W. Murphy, who has control of the ball grounds,
is willing to let the association have the
A Climatic
grounds for practically nothing and is
to help financially if the
also willing
Affection.
proper interest is shown towards the orNothing but a local remganization of a first-class ball team.
The teams now in the New England
edy or change of climate
cure it.
will
Fall
are
New
River, Brookton,
league
Get a welL-kr.own pharBedford, Pawtucket, Taunton and Newmaceutical remedy.
port. The New England league last year
played as good ball as any minor league In
the country and the prospects are that It
will do even better this season.
It is quickly Absorbed.
PfU
n NJ HFAfl
nCHU
UULU
BASE BALL NOTES.
Gives relief at once.
cleanses
the Nasal Passages.
and
Opens
Mr. J. C. Morse, secretary of the Now
Allays Inflamation. Heals and Protects the
Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste and
England league, In the Sporting Life, Smell.
No Cocaine. No Mercury, Nq Injurious
says:
drugs. Full Size 50c.; Trial Size 10c. at drugA writer in the Portland PRESS sug- gists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren St., New Y'ork.
gests that Portland would make as good
case the present circuit is to
a olub in
No doubt about
be enlarged as any.
If representatives
from
it.
Portland
and an eight club came to the annual

Arlingtons,
our

».

LOST—On

ing.

prospect that any attempt
to revive
would be made in that oity

PERFUMERY.

1

There arc now six teams in the leagui 1
and the managers want two more to com
plete a circuit of eight clubs. Manchcstei
is very enthusiastic over the matter am

land is represented
week she will ho

FOB

tinder this head
inserted
cents, eath in advance-.

words
week for Zo

one

Hope to See Fort

s

M

10.!

SALE—Elegant,

on G lemvood
house
Avenue, Deering
E liushed in cypress,
Highlands.
open fireplaces, steam heat, separate back and front entrances. separate cellars ami heaters, fine hath
rooms, larp- chambers, a 12 per cent investment; toniest part of Deering, 2 minutes to
street cars; sewer, Sebago, hot water, electric
lights, bard wood floors, papered throughout;
or Portland; price
none like it ill Deering
DALTON & CO.,
reasonable, easy teims.
101
478 1-2 Congress St.

cartridge

Forty
liase Ball

478 1-2 C ugress St.

every piece.

NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.

10-2

New? room house on Alba St. for
$1900. Has balh room, furnrce heat, good
plumbing hard pine floors, white wood finish,
cemented cellar, good garden, large piazza,
double parlors. 50iw feet of land, fine home and
very bandy to everything.
DALTON & CD.,

10c.

Look for the

little

Ed. Pinaud’s

Me-

flavor. If you aim to get
the best, ask the dealer for Loritlard's
CARTRIDGE Plug.

J41b.

heat

OR SALE—Good milk for families or invalids
x
who desire best milk.
New tie-up just/
constructed with all the latest-modern conveniences for tdio cest cows. Customers invited
to call at farm and see for themselves.
Sample
nuart bottles will be left on
application. Address WALNUT CREST FARM, Westbrook,

attracting the attention of tobacco
chewers who are hunting for a tobacco of perfect quality and

apply.

tye will tell you about Soaps in

cure

is

derived from

SPECIAL

cents,

having

steam

J. Mooney-Limb
5.3i
J. Mooney, Lincoln,

OBITUARY.

__

week for 25

one

OR

i_

services.
At a meeting of Presampsoot Hose company No. 1, held Friday evening, JanCHARLES J. WALKER.
following officers were
uary 7th, the
elected: Foreman, A. N. Waterhouse;
Charles J. Walker, who for forty years
assistant foreman, Seth C. Morton; secwas one of Portland’s most successful
C. S. Walker; treasurer, H. M.
and best known business men and manu- retary,
Stevens; steward, J. A. Hawkes; pipefacturers, died at 2 o’clock this morning
Hanscom and F.
W.
He had men, first, Henry
after an illness of two weeks.
second, Albert Fernald and John
been in ill health for some years, but the Ricker,
immediate eau3e of his death was blood Foy.
ATTEMPTED ROBBERY.
poisoning, resulting from the cutting of
a corn on his foot.
Saturday
night, at about 11 o’clock,
March
Mr. Walker was born
18, 1833,
He came to Portland Mrs. Fay, who lives on Maple street, was
in South Paris.
when he was 19 years old and went to on her way from her home to Wcferling’s
work for Tyler, Rice & Sons. Three years
where her daughter is emafterwards be started in business for him- restaurant
self as a wholesale jobber and manufact- ployed as waitress. Mrs. Fay noticed a
without
much man who seemed to he following her and
urer of boots and shoes
capital. He was very successful and by when she reached Spring street, stepped
and
business
his integrity
sagacity soon aside,hoping that the man would pass on.
doing so, he accosted her and
placed himself in the front rank of the Instead of she
conld tell said: “Have you
Ho founded as near as
business men in this city.
the business knuwn os the A. H. Berry any money, ”at the same time placing his
Mrs. Fay struggled
her
mouth.
hand
over
retired
from
acti' e
Shoe company and
and screamed and the man loosened his
business lifo four years ago last June.
He never sought or held a publio office. grasp. She then broke away from him
He was a member of Atlantic lodge of and the last Mrs. Fay saw of the man he
Masons and of the Bramhall club. In 1860 was standing on the curbstone still watchHe was a man of middle ace,
he^raarried Miss Jennie Loud. She died ing her.
He had
December 16, 1863, and ho married Miss large and tall and wore a cap.
Esther E. Elder of Gorham who survives a pipe in his mouth. The man did not
be
a
to
also
leaves
two children, appear
tramp.
him. Mr. Walker
Mr. Fred S. Walker and Mrs. Walter G.
AS A WITNESS.
Lord.

under this head
cash in advance.

Forty words Inserted

Pole

from Gardiner tonight in a close and ex
Gardinor’s ro-orgauizec
citing game.
team played fast polo and out-did Lewis
ton in the first period, but in the seconc
period Furbush's men pulled themselves
together and won it out by brillianl
work. The line-up and summary :
Lewiston—Tarrant and Walton, rushShe was a member of the
this town.
Won Distinction as a Soldier and a News- M. E. church in whioh
she was always ers; Fitzgerald, center; Furbush, hall
back; White, goal; Jason, substitute.
She also belonged
paper Man.
a very active worker.
Gardiner—Dawson and Turner, rush
to the Naomi Rebekah lodge and Mizpah ers; Perry, center;
lladley, half back
Mrs. Dunn leaves a Hackett, goal; Tobin, substitute.
O. E. S.
Hotel Bon Air, Augusta, Ga., January chapter,
one
daughter, Mrs Ernest Goals. Won by. Rushed by. Caged by. T.
8.—Major Moses P. Handy died at noon husband,
Mr. John A. Hig- j—Gardiner,
Tarrant,
Turner, 1.1.’
one
brother,
Brewer,
to
Bertaken
today. The remains will be
Dawson,
Turner, 2.1!
Mrs.
Berry ot Port- 2— Gardinor,
and
two
sisters,
gins,
burial
lin, Maryland, for
3—
4.31
Lewiston,
Tarrant,
'Tarrant,
i_j
I_lfj
r,.
Mrs. Emma mu, wno nas **—vxuL'iiiicAi
land, and
iuanuu,
xunici,
the
the past two months. Ho was taken ill in made her hon e with Mrs. Dunn,
Tarrant
Limil
Paris wither he had gone as the special
Furbush, 2.3(
Tarrant,
funeral will he held at her late residence, E—Lewiston,
commissioner of the United States to the
6— Lewiston,
4.1E
Tarrant,
Tarrant,
He recovered Main street, Wednesday afternoon. Rev. 7— Lewiston,
French exposition ot 1900.
Furbush, 4.11
Lawson,
will
Pottle
W.
to
AmerA.
the
Rev.
to
make
and
journey
C. C. Phelan
sufficiently
Lawson,-Limil
ica and came at once to Augusta.
will be at 8— Lewiston,
.£<
The interment
Lawson, Tarrant,
officiate.
9— Gardiner,
Major Moses P. Handy was born in
.51
Tarrant,
Hadley,
Virginia, his father being n prominent Wood lawn.
5;
4.
Foulf
Score—Lewiston,
Gardiner,
While under age
At a meeting Saturday of Presumpsoot
Methodist ciorgyman.
—Furbush. Stops—White, J8; Hackett.
he entered the Confederate service and
No. 1, Saturday, a committee was 41.
Referee—Snowman.
hose,
Timor—Calla
served with gallantry during the closing
Attendance—800.
resolutions upon the ban.
to draw up
months of the war. He was employed by choson
the New York Tribune as special corre- death of Clavin S. Walker, who had been
L. A. W. POLITICS.
spondent during the Cuban troubles in clerk of the company since its organiza1873 and won distinction by his report
New York, January 8.—Tho campaign
Later he be- tion.
of the Virginius massacre.
committees of the New York and PennMr. Calvin S. Walker died Saturday
came managing editor of the Philadelphia
sylvania L. A. W., have sent out circulai
of the morning of Brights disease, after a short letters to the delegates of their respective
Press and subsequently editor
His age was 42 divisions, announcing their selection ol
Philadelphia Daily News. He was one of sickness of u few weeks.
the founders and for many years the presHe was the sou of Potter of New York, and Keenan ol
years and 3 months.
ident of the Clover club of Philadelphia
Hon. Henry B. Walker of Pride’s corner. Pennsylvania as their candidates for PresHe moved to Chicago in 1893 to accept Mr.
and giving
He ident and Vioc President
Walker was never married.
the position of chief of the bureau of leaves a father, mother and two brothers, mutual pledges of support. Tho following
the
has
been
received
World’s Edward S. Walker and H. Percy Walker. telegram
by President
publicity and promotion ofj
Columbian exposition. At the close of Mr. Walker had been in the employ of S. Potter from Vice Consul Keenan:
and en- D. Warren & Co., for the past twenty
the fair ho went to New York
“On Lecember 28, I offered to withdraw
gaged in literary work and newspaper years.
He was » member of the Masons, in Gideon’s favor, but he refused to accept
He returned Odd
The following day oui
correspondence for a year.
Fellows, Knights of Pythias and on withdrawal.
to Chicago on the editorial staff of the Red Men.
interest in executive committee entered into a com
He took great
Times-Herald in 1896, when the paper secret societies and had tilled the
chief pact with New York which makes it IraH. Kohlsaat. offices in all the orders to which he be- posble for me to withdraw without diswas purchased by Mr. H.
was
Last year Major Handy
appointed longed. The funeral will be held at his honor to the state and to myself. I shall
by President McKinley as special com- late home on Main street, East End, at remain a candidate for president.
“T. J. Keenan, Jr."
missioner to the Paris exposition, where 1
Burial at Pine Grove
(Signed)
p. m. Tuesday.
he rendered valuable service.
Mr. Payne of
cemetery, Deering. Rev.
WIT AND WISDOM
the Universalist church will oonduot the

remainder of the mob went to Anderson’s
mill to get Huntley. They found their
man and lynohed him after leaving the
mill. When the mob returned to Borden
they gave out the report that Huntley
not be
found. Devoe was then
oould
placed in a wagon and the mob started
with him to Harlow Mill branoh, three
danger.
miles north of Borden, where the crime
“Twelve months have elapsed since wc was
committed, in order that his victim
celebrated this day, a year'ago, and every
might identify him. Later the mob remonth has borne witness to the failure turned with an
empty wagon and reportof Republican polloies to bring relief tc
There seems
ed that Devoe had escaped
the people. Just after the passage of the to be no doubt of the fate of both men.
bill
our
were
bolster
opponents
Dingley
The other two men were accused of the
ous in their announcement that prosperi- murder of Bart
Frederick, a water pumpty bad returned.
er for the Cotton Belt railroad, working in
“Read the dally papers and'you wilbfind in
Kingsland.few
days ago. Frederick was
the items of news arranged under twe thrown
from his velocipode and murheads—the formation of trusts and the dered.
His
were rifled and his
A few days ago 1 watch taken. pookete
reduotion of wages.
It was through the watch
pioked up a copy of the St. Louis Globe- that a clue to the identity of the murderDemoorat and found under the innocent ers was seoured.
The negroes left a time
and
unpretentious headlines ‘Weavere piece at a store in Bison. A mob startDarios
Ingraham, late
Ex-Mayor
and Spinners’ several notices of wages ed at once in
pursuit and captured the
MAINE
PENSIONS.
oonsul at Halifax, will
United States
six New murderers
reductions from four of the
at a point near Little Bay.
in the Bram
as
a
witness
be
of
them
from
states.
One
LewisS.—The
followrequired
England
Washington. January
The details of this lynching are not obton, Me., the home of Mr. Dingley, the taiimuiH, UUU lW Jb lOjjui tcu tuau unco ing pensions have been granted to Maine murder trial about the first of March.
This will delay Mr. Ingraham’s contemfather of the Dingley bill, reads as foltwo were people:
negroes were captured and
A/JUJ.UX11
lows: ‘The agents of all the cotton mills
plated trip abroad.
hanged. The third was wanted at Kingin Lewiston and Auburn received direo- lands on another
oharge and was turned
Frederick Gassman, National Military
NO CUT DOWN.
over to the sheriff of Cleveland county.
home, Kennebec, $0.
wages on and after January 17. Notices
Geneial;
Manager Milliken of the Poconforming with these instructions have
Iotv/1 Paripr enmnunv's works Kfl.vn
FOR GRAVE ROBBING.
The redaction of wages
been posted.
PROCEEDINGS.
INJUNCTION
in the company’s
no out-down
will be
includes the Lewiston Bleachery and Dye
Millville, N. J., January 8.—Phillip
ahead.
At last Monday's session of the West- works. There is a lot of work
Works.
Connollfey was arrested today on suspican order was passed pro- The board of directors at their last meet“Is this the result which they promised ion of having, been one of the persons brook aidermen
of
Mr.
Milliken
the
relieved
duties
would follow ‘the opening of the mills who robbed the grave and mutilated the viding for the purchase of stock in the ing,
J. W. Leavitt of PortIf onr enemies body of Mrs. Phoebe Tilton in Mount Westbrook, Windham and Harrison Elec- of treasurer,"Mr.
instead of the mints’?
to that position.
elected
extent
of
to
the
the
road
when
tiro
landgbeing
$.0,000
boast that they have buried bi-metallism, Pleasant cemetery last November. Three
One of the par- road should have been constructed to an
we point to these wage reductions as the other arrests will follow.
WESTBROOK COTTON MILLS.
extent and in a manner speoiiied in the
to
be
a
is
said
ties
have
which
willows
prominent
implicated
sprung up
weepiDg
It is said the men reoeived order. Against this order over 10<> citizens
The Westbrook cotton mills, so long
about Its temporary court.
Why is not physician.
$60 for their work. The body of Mrs, signed a remonstrance. Now the oppo- idle, are to be utilized by the Haskell
some court asked to enjoin the employers
taken new form and legal profrom uniting together to reduce wages! Tilton was found on November 7 In the sition has
Silk company in the silk industry.Twenceedings have been taken with a view to ty-four looms will be put in immediately
Can combinations among 'employers be woods 200 yards from the cemetery.
an
the
injunction against
pro- and that
The oorpse had been out open with an securing
number increased as demand
innocent if co-operation among miners is
Saturday Deputy warrants.
If this grinding process con- axe form breast to pelvis and the heurt posed subscription.
a orime?
was busy serving papers on
Banks
Sheriff
will
lose
all
was
of
tinues the laboring classes
missing.
the oiiicp.rs of the city and officers of the
KILLED ON THE GRAND TRUNK.
the advantages which they have gained
road. A hearing will be had before Judge
NO PELAGIC SEALING.
Instead
in the last quarter of a century.
Montreal, January S.—An acoident ocat
10
o’clock.
Strout
Wednesday
morning
of shorter hoars for adults and more educurred at St. Lambert this morning beB. C., January 8.—In the
Victoria,
shall
be
asked
to
cation forchlldren, we
tween a local short train and a Grand
opinion of scaling men there will be no
AN EPISODE OF LIFE IN PARIS.
lengthen the hours of labor and dwarf the pelagio sealing in Behring sea during the
Trunk
local, the collision resulting in
intellects as well as the bodies of the chilParis, January S.—A young girl named the death of two men, August Bourdan
coming season and only one sohooner, the
dren by manual labor during the
years Director, will go to the
and
Joseph Goudey, both of Montreal.
Japanese coast. Decoussett. waylayed a clerk named
when they should be in school. How What
pelagic sealing will be done will be Verdier today, threw vitrol in his face The two victims had just nrrivod from
to
soften
will
be
required
many plagues
carried on along the California, Oregon and stabbed him in the back.
Verdier Montreal and were waiting for the train
he heart of onr financial pharoah? Does and British Columbia coasts.
This, to- shot her with a revolver as she was run- to start to cross the track. Just then the
ho not know that now, as of old, bricks
shore local from Longueil came
with
the
of
the sealing ning away and he then kne’t on her head south
gether
prohibition
without straw but presage the coming of
by the United States government, which and shot her three times, killing her. The around the curve, and instead of stopthe day of dellveranoe?”
schooners
from leaving man was arrested and taken to the near- ping, ran on at full speed and into the
will prevent
Speeches were also made by Senator American ports, they say, should tend to est hospital where he was found to lie ter- waiting Montreal train. Three Grand
■: wart
of Nevada, Samuel Moore of Increase the
of
skins
which have ribly burned. Verdier said the woman Trunk freight cars were smashed and the
price
■idianapolis Sentinel, Hon. J. H. Lewis been low for several years.
had followed him for a year, attempting station platform was crushed to splinters,
R.
m the state of Washington, M. T.
the two men who were waiting being
to kill him.
hb of Atlanta, J. C. Campu of Deinstantly killed.
CUBA AND THE WORLD.
t.the Mayor of Indianapolis and others.
New York, January 8.—The Ward line
which arrived today
steamer Niagara,
from Clonfuegos,
etc., brings the iirst
consignment of sugar from the south side
of Cuba stnoe its shipment was prohibil
ed by Gen. Weyler. The number of bags
The Niagara
also
brought is 4,060.
brought 206 bales of leaf tobacco.

the

Bath, January 8.—The excellent exhi
Farmington, January 8.—A message
at the Alamedt
received here this afternoon from Madi- bition of scientific polo
much enthusiasm.
Tin
son, said that William E.
Wyman, a tonight created
the end of the thirr
score was tied at
&
Fletoher
for
salesman
Co.,
travelling
Portland, with headquarters hero, had period and overtime was necessary wher
been arrested at The Forks and would Portland won the needed goal. The wort
probably be taken to Skowhegan. It Is of Murtaugh was the feature.
The lint
said that Wyman was at The berks to get
the Canadian Pacillc train, having left up and summary:
here at It o’clock last night by team for
Bath—J.
Mooney and McGilvray
that point by the way of New Vineyard rushers; E. Mooney, cenfor; Murtaug)
and Bingham.
und Whalen, half back; Burgess, goal.
Moreover, it is said, that, yesterday he
Portland—Curtis and Lincoln, rush
attempted sulotde at a local hotel by tak- ers; McKay, center; Turnbull, halfback
ing aconite, but an overdose prevented Allen, goal.
that end. A member ot the Portland
T.
Goal. Won by. Rushed by. Caged by.
lirm is here looking into Wyman’s acand to get. an accounting, and 1— Portland, J. Mooney, Curtis,
1.3t
counts
this is the reason for Wyman’s hurried 2— Bath,
J. Mooney, McGilvray, 8.41
.3(
departure.
8—Portland, J. Mooney, Lincoln,
Limb
J. MooneyIN COURT AT SKOWHEGAN.
4— Bath,
J. Mooney, McGilvray, 4.0(
J. Mooney, McGilvray, 10.Of
Skowhegan, January 8 —Wm. E. Wy- 5— Bath,
for
Fletoher
Limb
Curtis
man, a travelling salesman
11.3<
& Go., Portland,was beforo the court this t)—Portland, .T. Mooney, Lincoln,
lb
embezzlement
with
7—
Curtis,
Portland,
Lincoln,
afternoon, charged
J. Mooney, J. Mooney,
from the lirm. He pleaded not guilty, 8— Bath,

WESTBROOK.

tary.

in

roii SALE.

Game at Bath,

the American house this afternoon resulted in a split, the ami-Williams men,
lead by ex-Senator George P. Cooke of
Milford, and Daniel H. Coakeley of Boston, leaving the meeting in a body.
The delegates were called to order by
Daniol H Crowley of Danvers. Both sides
marshaled their lorces and it was seen
before the meeting was well under way
that the Williams men were determined
to till all the offices.
The llrst contests
came on
t lie election of
a
temporary
The
secretary.
delegates favorable to Mr.
Williams placed in nomination Hon. Win.
S. McNary of South Boston and the antiII.
Williams delegates named Daniel
Coakeley of Boston, brother of Timothy
W. Coakeley, an ardent silver advocate,
as their candidate. At this point Delegate
Ceoke complained that his candidate was
receiving unfair treatment. This brought
several lively
on
a
debate in which
speeches were made and the result wus
that Delegate Cook and his friends left.
Williams delegates wont on with waived examination and was held In *800
The
the meeting and elected their candidates, for the March term ot oourt. The amount
according to the slate agreed
upon. of his alleged embezzlement is stated to
Christopher T. Callahan of Holyoke, was be &8U0.
___
Mr.
and
elected chairman,
McNary, secreat

An Extra Period Necessary

MIStfiLLA-NKOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PORTLAND, 5; BATH, 4.

W- E. WYMAN ARRESTED.

■

TO LET,
Forty words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents. Cash in advance.

lie

LET—A first class flat of 5. 6 or 7 rooms
on second floor of house 4f» { St. John st.
1 [aid wood floors, set tubs, outside window'
s ureens; fue on saute floor, live minutes, to the
19-1
t lectrics. Inquire at the house*
f

rO
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Our Annual

Cash Clearance Sale of

\

Women’s, Misses’ and

Children's Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers and Oxfords, compiising odd lots, broken lines, niis-lit single custom pairs, etc., wilt
and
commence TUESDAY, JANUARY lltli, at 8 o'clock a. en
continuing each day till Feb. 1st.
Hundreds of persons cats tell you of the great bargains they
raptured ai last year’s sale.
We guarantee, we slake our reputation that tlie “former”
prices in these lists arc correct and not built up one cent for
the occasion—the redurtion honestly being to cost or below in

Y
A
Y

9

^

^
0
A
Y

Y

every case.
Thousands of pairs arc offered at much less than they actually
cost ns, simply because they are the remnants of a line, or beCome and see (he goods for
cause of a taifling change of fashion.
yourselves. We shall have them better displayed than ever. The
s*ze of each pair wall be plainly marked on the sole of each shoe.
We shall have all the salesmen the store will reasonably accoiu-

P

modafe.

^
A
Y

A
A

BM Kiel anil Patent
Leaiher Boots.

Sale

Formerly.

Price.

1.20
1.50

Formerly.

2.25

Our entire line of Dress French Patent Leather Boot
$0.00
(i.OO
1 lot of turn sole Button Boots,
1 lot of Gardiner & Estes made,
O.oO
Burts French Kid Common Sense,
6.50
sense
goods must he sold.)
(Common
Common
French
6.00
Cans
S5.00 and
sense,
Boots,
3.50
Lot all kid Common sense boots,
5.00
Garside French kid button,
1 lot of all dongola button boots, (principally small sizes,) 5.00
5.00
Burt's Pebble goat button,
5.50
Burt’s Pat. tip turn sole dress button,
5.50
Small lot Patent tip welt, hand sewed,
5.00
Pat. tip welt, opera toe,
5.50
Straight goat welt button (Garside),
5.00
1 lot of fine kid tip waukenphast, button, (round toe),
5.50
Garside welt button (opera toe),
4.00
Patent tip Waukenphast button,
3.50
1 small lot of straight goat waukenphast,
5.00
Patent tip welt (opera toe),
6.00
Patent tip cloth top button (Garside),
4.00
Another, lot same,
3.00
1 lot Patent tip button,

1.60
2.10

2.38
2.25

1.85

4.00
4.50

2.75
3.00

4.00

1,25

2.50

£.50

RUSSET.
150

of Russet Goat

Oxfords,
pairs
(All sizes, excellent quality.)

iiUl/

U1

lJUC uma

2.00

.98

1.25

.87

large 101 jrai. up uulluu,
1 large lot Pat. tip button,
1 lot of ladies’ side lace boots,
1 lot of Garside front lace, opera toe,
1 large lot pat. tip, front lace,
1 large lot of Patent Leather Boots, (welted

uunt a ouwta,

■ v

special lot of 30 or 40 pairs light colored genuine Prussia
leather Oxfords,
A small lot of Oxfords, Blucher cut,
(Very easy over instep.)
Large lot, chocolate kid, hand turned,finely made Oxfords,
Small lot of fine Russia Shoes, medium and wide toes.
2 lots of Garside elegant brown fancy vesting top, tan kid
Oxfords, 1 lot,
A

llot,

City, brown kid Oxfords.
(Straight kid tip, very stylish.)

1 lot Flower

1.98
1.35

4.00
4.00

2.25

4.00
4.00

2.59

2.75
1.38

4.50
3.50
3.50

$3.50

lot of Box calf button boots,
lot of Box calf, only lace,
lot of Box calf, lace boots,
lot of opera toe, button boots,

2.50
and 4.00

5.00
3.50

sole,

wear),

1
1
1
1

3 5C
I .S3

3.5C
1.75
2.00
3.25
3.50
2.75
S.50
3.50
4.00
2.50
1.75
3.75

3.00

2.75
1.75

4.50
2.50
Oxfords,
(Medium round toe, imported stock.)
4.50
lot
of
3.25
An extra good
patent Oxfords, (New goods.)
5.00
1.87
Garside finest French patent Oxfords.
can
be
which
changed.)
(French heel,
3.50
2.75
1 lot of patent leather Oxfords,
One large lot of odds and ends comprising many misfit custom pairs, costing originally from $3.50 to $5.00,
1.75
1 lot of about 100 pairs white, blue, pink high grade goods,
« ')( (Mil
small sizes, always sold for $3.00 and $4.00, to go at
Also all our white and colored goods will be sold at 20 per cent discount
from regular prices.
m ~

*

(These last

two lots are same as

.90

3.2.1
2.10

1.95

3.50

2.10
1.90
1.50

Misses’ Russet

for

judge

are

yourself.

The best bargain we have ever offered com.
A grand special drive or, Gaiters.
prising 500 pairs of extra fine broad cloth gaiters—seven button style—best Jap*
11
.11_i. i_I_: _
JoUUCU 1/UHUU3 MUU oval wx***i****M0«

(Fancy

oozo

Small lot Dongola, Pat. tip button,

B.75
2.2-i

straight goat

welt

top,

3.5(1
3.00

Also very

a large lot of Child’s
nally $1.00, 1.50, 2.00) to go

spring style goods.)

Boots

SEE OUR WINDOWS

PALMER
C.

W.

$1.85

2.50
1.75

1.00
1.50
1.00

2.75

1.50

1.50
1.50
1.25

1.10

Sweetsir’s mission on earth to keep
t lie memory of Old Hickory green, and he
oes it with an enthusiasm which is com-

_

It I> the One A. If. Sweetsir

Always

Celebrates.
Saturday Cannon and Bells Boomed
Clashed, and There Was
of

a

Great

and
Flow

Democratic Wisdom.

“All hail to our Democracy,
Let the great rejoicing be,
We’ll sound the tinkling cymbals
And have a jubilee.”

£

lendatory.
Saturday

1.35

.90

lace,

(costing

us

origi

okets and Roman candles, and burned
d tire to his heart’s content. Then at
8 o’clock the Democratic lenders who re-

rc

re

sizes.)0

thiB sale at

tho

time

15th

steadfast to the Jacksonian princiis at low ebb in
Mr. Sweetsir’s
use
to sound anew the praises of Old
H ickory, to renew their allegiance to
B unocracy and incidentally to partake
the
bountiful hospitality of tho colea tor.
Among those present were ex-Mayor
B irius H. Ingraham, Hon. M. iJ. Frank,
B 3puty Collector of Customs Arthur D.
irnsworth, Dr. Setn C. Gordon, DemoC[ atic
national
committeeman
irom
M aine. Col. George F. McQuillan, Luthci B. Roberts, Llewellyn
Barton, Auguss
S. Libby, Win. H. Walker, Kdward
^ Rogers, Thomas Walker, Samuel J,
K oowies, John S. Russell, Edward S. OsPark Commissioner’ Alonzo W.
gc od,
nith, Geo. T. Ingraham, D. C. Libby
North Scarboro, and Tristam Stevens,
yj years old, who voted for Andrew Jackhe was elected President, and who
w jen
hi s voted for every Democratic candidate
si Dee his time.
While the politicians played whist and
ta Iked over the present hard times and
th e Democratic good times, which they
are on the way to us, Mr. Sweetsir
sa y
bi isied hiniselLin making all comfortable
exhibited his store of Jacksonian
ai d
The rooms were handsomely dere lies.
with flags and on every hand
Cc rated
\v ;re placards
bearing legends apprnpi late to the occasion. Beneath a liandon
the
so me palm
piano, was one which
“Jackson took tho palm at New
re id
■leans.” Near it were the pictures ol'
my pretty children honored with the
icard, “The Rising Democraoy.” Beath Old
Hickory’s picture were the
irds: “The Man W'e Honor,” and every
wcomer prostrated himself before this
rone as it were. Over the doorway leadg to the dining room one oould read in
iters of
gold: “January 8th, the Day

rho was the author of that well-beloved
in the Democratic creed, “to the
£ rticle
, ictor
Delongs the spoils.” It was the
f 3d anniversary of Jackson’s victory at
and it was a great day for
Jew

Orleans,

acksonian Democrats in Portland and
£ Iso a great day for Mr. Sweetsir.
At noon a cannon In Deering park comQenced to boom forth in commemoration
it boomed inter< f the anniversary, and
1 aittently
for nearly an hour. Between
s parlor
Sweetsir
in
Mr.
spicuous place
2 o’clock and l,the bells in the city, by
was surrounded by
on High street, and
Ir. Sweetsir’s orders and at his expense,
American flags and other symbols of paand at 2 o’clock in
rero rung joyfully,
the chimes on the Sfc.
triotism. The picture of “Old Hickory” 1 he afternoon
church on Munjoy hill sent
^awrence
adorned another part of the room while
sea-ward what might be ‘‘called
loating
chair
Yandirectly beneath it was placed a
, he national tunes beginning with
made of “Old Hickory” which was some- j :eo Doodle,’’ and ending with “Sweet
Magnolia.
times occupied during the evening by the
But it was in the evening that Mr.
Jackson celebrator himself and sometimes
Sweetsir’s celebration really begun. At
by other desoiples of the almost forgotten ; o’clock he fired from the roof of his
Democratic war hero.
It seems to be < iwelling on High street, any number of
•

j
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■
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though Democraoy
Vj es,
jrtland, assembled at
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A beautiful 6-sheet art calendar given away free to purchasers of FAIRY Soap. This calendar is 10x12 inches in
size, is designed by some of America’s best artists, lithographed in 12 colors, and can be secured only through your
grocer during the holiday season. Ask him for particulars.
If he does not sell FAIRY Soap—pure, white, floating—
send us his name and we will tell you where you can get a

^
THE N. K. FAiRBANK COMPANY. Chicago. St. Louis. Nsw York. Boston. Philadelphia.
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Celebrate.”

Mr. Sweetsir an10 o’clock
About
feast was prepared,
unced that the
where
»x d all tiled into the dining room
and
ey found a table prettily arranged
After
kinds.
of
all
eatables
len with
th b banquet Mr. .Sweetsir produced a box
cigars, called Jackson cigars, with
ck-son’s name stamped on each one
d made especially for the occasion,
w len they were lighted Mr. Sweetsir reested Mr. Llewellyn Barton to act as
to it master, and he called the meeting to
or ier.
Ihe first speaker was Mr. Tristam
He said that he had voted for
svons.
idrew Jackson in 1832, and had voted
every Democratic .Presidential canlate since and proposed to vote for
This sentiment
3m as long as he lived.

jj

aJ

|

h

j|j
|

wi is

enthusiastically

svens went

on

igust 11, 1811,

in

applaudod.

Mr.

that he was born
Westbrook, and has

to say

ter,

25c

a

HP|UO

pair.

Sale
Price.
.09
.09
.09

Reg.

1 great gross of Patent Leather Paste in tan boxes,
.15
1 jot ditto Russet,
.15
1 lot Russo Liquid Russet Dressing,
.15
5 or 6 doz. Leighton’s fine perfumed French Kid Dressing in
in
.25
trunks, etc.,
travelling package for packing
1 gross Paris Leather Ladies’Kid Dressing,
.15
1 lot Columbia,
.25

.14
.0 5

.12

.75
1.25

.75
.OO

DOLGE FELT GOODS.

.50

eg.

pair

All Felt Goods at fifteen per cent discount.

BARGAINS!

18TH, AT 7 A. M.
■

COMPANY.

••

At this remark there was some laughas the hearers thought Dr. Gordon
was
joking, but he wasn’t, for he continued seriously: “Asa national Democratic committeeman from Maine during
the
last campaign in New York, I received scores of messages and requests
for support from the various other parties In New York, but I adhered strongly to Tammany.
Tammany is the true
Democracy, and whatever effect my indays.
When ex-Mayor Ingraham was called fluence might have, I felt it should be
upon to speak, he was warmly applaud- thrown in the balance in favor of TamIt was only a question of good
ed. He referred to his long absence from many.
Portland and
his delight to be home politics to take tbi3 position, but in my
it was the
only course a true
again and find his city so prosperous and opinion
He Demoorat could take.
I think the conso
much
improved in every way.
Comhas
not been misPark
in
fidence
Tammany
paid a delicate compliment to
missioner A. W. Smith, who has done] placed,and it will do more than anything
much for the park system of Portland. ! else to unite the Democratic party In the
lie said that he was coutident that in a years to come. I was often told in New
few years Portland would become the York by Democrats that they wero asall-the-year port for the Canadas,and this tonished to find men like me coming
fact is recognized as a foregone conclu- from Maine and professing Democratic
I told them that there were
sion
by every intelligent person in St. principles.
few Democrats left in Maine.
He made a graceful only a
John and Halifax.
and interesting speech, but did not say They have been tried by Are in Maine, I
one word
about
politics or Andrew told my New York friends, during the
last 35 years, and have been
Jackson.
purified.
Then Dr.'Seth C. (Jordon was called When you find a Demoorat in Maine you
behad
kind.”
Ho
said
that
tind
of
Jackson
one
the
day
purest
upon.
come
an established thing in Portland,
Dr. A. W. Smilh spoke briefly, out said
one of the feast days of
Jackson and nothing about
and has become
little about
asall
It
is
tell a story about the
a
on
the
He did
which
politics.
year.
day
semble to renew their allegiance to the origin of
the Smiths which was funny
of
and much appreciated.
Democracy. It is the Blarney stone
the Democ-atio party and all the DemoLuther B.Roberts said he lived in DeerHe promcrats delight to come to Mr. Sweelsir’s ing and was an annexationist.
and kiss it year after year. It seems that ised to convert tho Deering voters to the
this year we ought to como up aud take Democratic faith, if his friends in this
hold of the Democratic principles stronger city would help him annex Deering.
an
than ever before.
Notwithstanding the
Col. McQuillan made
eloquent
fact that the party in power promised speech, eulogistic of Andrew Jackson,
New England prosperity and good times, Mr. Sweetsir, tho Democratic party and
this section
of the country has found Its principles.
neither.
This gives us a new hold on
Deputy Collector Farnsworth took a
the people of New England, it doubles new taotio.
He said little about poliIn
our courage
and increases our zeal.
tics, but much about the Grand Trunk
fact the Democratic party is stronger railroad and what it is doing for Portthan ever. We have been in the dumps land. He said that this road was doing
in the last two years and have had to more for the city of Portland than any
take a
back seat while our opponents other road whioh runs into tho city.
A
But few
remain firmly seated in the saddle.
a
years ago there were 25 steamers
they are about to get out of that saddle year sailing out of Portland. Last year
and then we will get in.
there were 50 ships whioh sailed out of
,,
“I
am
this port and this year there will he 100.
just home from New York,
continued Dr. Gordon, and I bring you
good tidings from that city. I can asMUNICIPAL COURT.
folsure you that old
Tammany and its
Aew
lowers
are very much
on top iu
In
Court yesterday
the Municipal
York.
They are going to give that oity
case of Levi Shaw of North
a
business administration.
Democracy morning, the
has never been so united as it is today. Sebago, charged with intoxication, was
For the next 12 years Tammany 'Till rule continued for one week. In default of
New York; that means that Tammany bail in
-the sum of 1100, respondent was
'Till rule New York state and it comes
committed
to jail.
will
very near meaning that Tammany
Flora A. McDonald. 12 years old, was
rule the
country. Men have been sleeping in the last 25 years, cut they are to- committed to the Industrial school at
day just waking up" to recognize ***• J"0® Hallowell
during minority.
that Tammany is the strongest political
Eight cases of intoxication were disorganization in the country and the most
posed of.
honest as well.
in
and around Portland all his
He told about Portland in early
days.
days and said that he had been a shipbuilder for maDy years until the Republican party, by protecting everything but
navigation and shipping, had ruined his
business. He dwelt for some time on the
former glory of Strondwater and gave
many interesting reminiscences of early
lived

_3

wui*

Price.

.75

OUC ft

L.

™ am

that Mr.
weetsir has gone down into the depths
his pocket to pay for the ringing of
c f
1 ells, the firing of cannon and the exploIon of sky rockets in honor of the man
1 rho won the Battle of New Orleans, and
was

,

And they did, but there were only a
few of the faithful gathered at the home
of Mr. A.D. Sweetsir, Saturday night, to
help tinkie the cymbals and to join in
The above chorus to the
the jubilee.
Democratic war cry was posted in a oon-

SHOE
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SHOE DRESSING.

1.00

1.35
2.00
1.25
1.25
1.00

rVELSSOIV.

1 Ir.

JACKSON DAY.

FOR SAMPLE

uw.u

heels.)

(stout boots),

Child’s Pebble goat, Spring heel,
Mixed lot of Child’s red kid, button and
Lot of Ooze ankle ties, russet and drab,

3.0<1

no

1.75

__1J

V.WW..J

Sale
Price

goods.)

1

(Always sold very close.)
Some very handsome boots for children. Russet vamp,

2.2.1
1.81

(aii

1.50
1.55

2.50
2.00

T7,--

vu.v»QU«v..(

pair.

SALE OF MEN’S SHOES ONE WEEK LATER,.COMMENCING TUESDAY, JANUARY
—.

.25

regular stocks but are slightly soiled.
all there, however, and as for looks, well, come in and

3.50
1.25

$2.25

lace, Spring heel,

(A

Child’s

4.00
3.50
4.00
5 00
4.00

.18

.25
.25
.20

NOTE—These rubbers are all from our
The wearing qualities

Formerly.

Small lot Misses’ Russet Lace Boots,
Large lot Misses’lace and button,

Extra large lot (all sizes) Misses’ Kid Boots (Button and
Lace—Pat. Tip.),
Large lot Misses’ Straight Goat, Button,
Small lot Misses’ Pebble Goat, S. H. tip.
A very large lot of Misses’ Patent leather vamp, Black
cloth top dress boots,
Lot of Child’s button and lace,
Small lot of fine Bronze kid button boots,
A few pairs of Child’s Spring heel Russet button,
3.00

Misses’regular
Eubbers,
Child’s Eubbers,
Ladies’ Footholds,
cut

2.75
3.00
2,25
2.50

Sizes plainly
marked on sole.

1 lot patent leather

1 lot of dark shade Kusset Vici kid (front lace, opera toe),
1 lot of Vici dark shade russet lace boots,
15 or 20 pairs elegant Vici chocolate colored, (these are
button boots, straight tip,
1 lot of Green Vici kid. front lace boots,
1 lot of Willow calf, Tan shade, new buil dog toe,
1 lot of dark tan Vici kid welt,
1 lot of dark tan Vici kid welt,

Ladies’ medium toe cut,
Ladies’ Common Sense toe, regular cut,
Ladies’spring heel, low cut,
Misses’spring heel storm rubbers (high front,)

i

1.88
1.75
3.7.1
2.60

|

Boots.

Price.
.80
.50
.50
.50
.50
.45
.40
.35
.50

Ladies’Opera Toe, regular cut,

1.25

2.75
2.50

Sale
Price.
.25
.25
.25
.25

Former

,58
.75

Misses’ and Children’s Goods.

4.25

(plain toe, black kid.)

H.usset

——

GAITERS.

2.50

PATENT LEATHER.

0

...

Ladies’ Common Sense Storm Eubbers,

for street
5.00
3.00 and 2.50
3.00 and 2.50
2.25

$

llth,

OCa

big mixed lot of Ladies’ Slippers, different styles. Many a
nugget in this lot. Take your pick for
(Lots of good shoes among them for house wear.)
Another lot like the above only tlio first pickings,
1 lot of plain kid, opera toe slippers,
L25
1 lot plain kid, opera toe ties,
1.50
1 lot plain kid, opera toe ties,
1.75
1 lot of E. <J. Burt all patent slippers, satin bow,
3.50
A few pairs Orel way made, all patent leather, (iarge tongue) 4.00
1 lot same, only black kid instead of patent,
4.00
1 lot same, only russet kid,
4.00
1 lot fancy bronze French kid,
4.00
A few pairs Patent vamp cloth quarter (two straps over
4.50
instep),
1 lot of plain Patent leather opera slippers,
3.50
1 lot very dressy Patent leather, cloth top, (Southern tie
5.00
slipper),
1 lot of bronze French kid, beaded vamp,
5.00

Sale
Price
4.2£
2.0#
2.75
4.51 1

AT

|

RUBBERS.

o.*ju

l

|

Another lot,

...

1

$1.10

$2.00
Extra large lot Patent Tip Kid Oxfords,
1.75 & 2.00
Small lot Dongola i'at. tip turned, medium toe,
2.00
Lot Patent Long Point tip Yici Kid,
3.00
Black cloth top, cork sole, Rochester Shoes,
3.00
Another lot, cloth top oxfords,
3.00
30 or 40 pairs Pat. tip Oxfords, new round toe,
3.50
Some of Ed. 0. Burt’s famous goods,
4.00
Medium lot of Lynn Oxfords, (small sizes),
4.50
Some two or three dozen pairs French Kid Oxfords,
(These are genuine French Kid and have French heels
—the heels can readily be changed to lower heels if

desired.)
Very large lot extra fine pat. tip Oxfords, stylish cut tip,
Large lot Garside New York Oxfords,
(One of our leading lines.)
Lot of dark blue Canvas Oxfords, imported stock,
(Patent tips and trimmed.)
Lot of Southern Ties—high tongue over instep,
(Very comfortable.)

JANUARY

SLIPPERS.

BOOTS.

\

A

.

TUESDAY,

|

_OXFORDS.
BLACK.

COMMENCES

.

BELOW IS A PARTIAL LIST OF THE REAL BARGAINS IN SHOES THEN TO BE OFFERED:

——

|

WOMEN’S SHOES

I
J
I
l

(

i

__^

ANNUAL SALE

RESCRIPTS

FROM

II.

LAW

following rescripts have been received from the Law Court:
ss.

Daniel S. Graffam vs. Fabius M. Ray.
Rescript, Strout. J.—The residuary legatee under the will of Elias S. Dodge, alleges a devastavit by the defendant, exeof the will, in failing to collect,
cutor
for certain debts due the
and aocount
estate, and stated in the writ, and claims
to recover their amount in this suit.
DeThe defendant demurred generally.
murrer
was
sustained below and the
plaintiff took exceptions.
The action cannot be maintained. The
plantiff's remedy is in the Probate court,
and not by suit at common law, if the
defendant is in fault as claimed.
The fact that the executor has rendered
his final account and resigned, does not
change the result. He may still be cited
into the Probate court.
Exceptions overruled.

York,

ss.

Herbert L. Hildreth vs. Lizzie Googins.
Rescript, Strout, J.—Defendant claimed
of way by necessity over plaina right
Defendant’s land borders on
tiff’s land.
the ocoan, a public highway, over which
access to her laud from the street can be
It may not be as convenient as a
had.
passago by land, but necessity and not
convenience is the test. There is no evidence that the water way is unavailable.
In the absence of such evidence, it must
assumed to be available.
be
“Implied
grants of this character are looked upon
with jealousy, construed with strict necessity, and not from mere convenience.”
The instructions excepted to, were in
harmony with the law. No cause is perceived for disturbing the verdict upon the
Motion and exceptions overmotion.
ruled.
SHAW COLLEGE

REUNION.

The 13th annual reunion of the students of the Shaw Business College took
placo Saturday evening with a large
Messrs. Hatch
number in attendance.
and Skillin furnished a very enjoyable
entertainment and every number was encored.
They will repeat the entertainment at the Augusta branch of the colnext
After the
lege
Saturday evening.
entertainment dancing was enjoyed until a late hour.
THE DEATH KATE.
There ware 16 deaths in the city during
the week which ended Saturday noon.
The deaths

were

due

A. M. HESELTINE INJURED.

COURT.

The

Cumberland,

NELSON.

to albuminuria,

apoplexy, asthenia, cerebral hemorrhage
diphtheria,
laparotomy,
(2), oroup,
nephritis, neurasthenia, phthisis, pneumonia, septicaemia (3), tuberculosis (2.)

Early Saturday morning Mr. Andrew
M. Heseltine, one of the special custom
inspectors on duty at the English steam-

painful

accident tha1
came near causing him the loss of a leg.
Mr. Heseltine was struok on the leg by
The leg was badly
timber.
a falling
crushed and Mr. Heseltine had to be as
The attending phy
sistod to his home.
said that had it not been for the
sician
fact that Mr. Heseltine is a large and
fleshy man, the bones of the leg would
have been broken in such a manner as tc
necessitate the amputation of the leg
As it is the leg will be saved, but Mr.
Heseltine will be confined to the houst
Beveral weeks as a result of the accident
met

ers,

with

a

THE MARINE UNDERWRITERS.
At the anual meeting of the Portland
the
Underwriters
Marine
following
offioers were elected:
H. Jordan,
DlreotorB—Fritz
Georgt
Trefethen, John H. Humphrey, H. M.
Sargent. John A. Emery, E. W. Clark,
Albert B. Hall.
Attorney—Albert B. Hall.

FOURTEENTH

ANNIVERSARY.
Thatcher Relief Corps will oelebrate
their 14th anniversary Tuesday evening,
January 11th. The Thatcher Post ami
Bosworth Post and Relief Corps officers,
and J.D. Fessenden Relief Corps of Freeport, have been invited.

ENTERTAINED

THE

SCHOOIi

BOARD.

According to the onstom Instituted this
year, Dr. Stanley P. Warren, as a member of.the School Board, entertained the
members ofjthe Board, the Principals of
schools and
their assistants, on
the
Wednesday evening last. The evening
proved delightful in every way, for Miss
Marada Adams’s excellent paper on "The
Relation of Principals to their Assistants,” brought out some helpful discussion, and the delloious supper provided
added enjoyment to the social hour.
Mrs. Warren’s unique dining room decorations of curious old ohina,
evoked
from the
many interested questions
guests, who will long remember their

pleasant evening.
THE DIET MISSION.
were 43 deserving cases on the
at the Diet mission, Saturday, a
larger number than has presented themselves for some weeks. There was plenty
of food on hand, however, and all were
The ladies of the First
being supplied.
Parish ohuroh were in charge this week.

There

rolls

COTTOLENE,

russrssssn
g the well known cooking expert, lecturer and authority on
H pure food, says: ‘‘Cottolene is a pure and unadulterated
g article, and a much more healthful product than lard, and as
n a substitute for the same I heartily recommend it.”

I

COTTOLENE

is pure vegetable oil combined with wholesome beef
suet, and is unequaled for shortening and frying
purposes. It makes your food light,'appetizing,

digestible.

The genuine Cottolene is sold everywhere In one to ten pound
yellow tins, with our trade-marks—'‘Cottolene” and steer’s /trad
Not guaranteed if sold in
cotton-plant wreath— on every tin.
any other way. Made only by
THE NT. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
in

St. Louis.
New York.
Chicago.
Montreal.
jfj
BlBBffiiSSBgiBfiBEraBraraBgHaBgffiaggBMaRCBBgi&adMEftgflHfly,,
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FOItTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE

STATE 1'ItESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (in advance) $0 per year; $3 for six

mouths; §1.50

quarter;

a

50 cents

a

month.

Bryan is wrong and radically so on ever r
Almost ai 1
thing that relates to finance.
the
positions he took in the last com
paign have been proved to bo incorrpc
Silver has gon
by actual experience.
down and wheat up, notwithstanding h

I

__mibceijawcoto.

less, Sl.oo per square. livery other dny advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month.
“A square" is a space of tile width of a column and ono inch long.
Notices, 011 first page, one-third addicr

Special

tionalAmusements and Aimtion Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
squari each week.

as

can

is

tor of Pain for almost

century; also for the
Proclamation of the
Piper to all the world,
that in the Past, as
well as the Present, it
has Performed very
many Perfect and Permanent cures which
Physicians had Pronounced to be Past
any Possible hope of
Pallirtion. Thousands
a

tie future.

and

industry,

that,

knowing

ot

h

of “ghoulish glee." Solicitou
though he claims to be about tho welfar
of the masses, nothing
would suit hin
quite so well today as to see those ver;
masses plunged into misery and
desti
sort

$ 1.50 per square.
Reading yolices in nonpareil typo and classed
with other paid notices. 15 cents per line each tution by a general collapse of busines:
Insertion.
and industry, for then, he thinks, the;
Pure Reading yolices in reading matter type, would turn to him as their
savior am
£5 cents per lino each insertion.
swallow his quack remedies.
jj'ants, To Let, l or Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
CURRENT COMMENT.
40 words or less, r.o display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adverSPEAKER REED’S EPIGRAMS.
tisements not paid iu advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
(Springfield Republican.)
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
is more public interest in the
There
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
occasional
remarks o:
philosophical
each subsequent insertion.
Speaker Thomas B. Reed of Maine thuL
Address all communications reigning to sub- in those of
any other American states
scriptions and advertisements to Portland man. This is because the American peo
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange Street, pie recognize in him the most iutellec
faal man in public life, as well as
thi
and brightest.
wittiest
Wherefore wt
cull from Mr. Reed’s recent
address
in Philadelphia on Stephen Girard, the

PRESS.

THE

JANUARY

MONDAY,

following sayings:

No progress which did not lilt all, ever
lifted any.
gWe must all move, but we must all keep

10.

together.
trying to
The generation in which he lives car
break down civil service reform ought to seldom understand the really great man.
We
live for today, and ho lives for a day
Jackson
It
was
have celebrated
day, too.
his administration that established the after today.
Wire this the proper time, I could show
spoils system.
wars
be
wars—and
that
ought to
Republicans who

The

are

abolished

forever from

the face

of the

Judging from the performances of the earth—that pestilences—and the time is
men
in the
Massachusetts coming when they will be no more—the
Williams
Democratic convention, the Hon. George persecutions and inquisitions—and liberty of thought is the richest pearl of life
Fred's objeotion to bosses doesn’t apply —that
all thes3
wars, pestilences and
to himself.

The silver men appear to he preparing
push their theories to the front again
in the congressional elections next fall.
This is not unwelcome news, for with

to

silver the issue, the Republicans have a
far better chance of success than if seme
other issue wereforcid to the;ront. Unless
the teachings of exprience are worth nothing, silver cannot be so strong now as it
Then the theories of
year ago.
had not been actually
the silver men
disproved by events; now they have been.
a

was

The Biddeford Journal says civil service reform has run beyond practicability.
Apparently the last Republican national
think so, inasmuch
convention didn’t
It is very
as
it promised to extend it
curious that a reform so full of absurd-

to
the
persecutions were but Helps
un ty of mankind.
learned
do
the
not
lift
and
Jf the lofty
us up, we drag them down.
The overruling Providence, of which
we talk so much and know so little.
one finds
the
these sentences
In
epigrammatic quality that is to characteristic of Mr. Keed’s mode of expression.
The
sayings that will live longest,
however, are those that are tipped with
a
fiashirg wit. Thus the quotation
about the great man, while 'veil said, is
in its brilliancy, but
not uncommon
when Mr. Reed remarked, with this same
idea in mind, yet from a different paint
of view, “A statesman is a politician
who is dead,” he gave the world what
has already become a classic and will
live
as
long as the mordant saying of
Voltaire. .Some one should take pains
to collect Mr. Reed's epigrams,witticisms
and retorts, as they have been uttered
We have
a
during the past 25 years.
very small lollection on hand, but they
are too well known for the most
part to

ot

Johnson's

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge

was

Valley franklin,
English and American Cannel.

Painful

ly

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts_apr3M.W&Ftf
Experiments in buying a
Piano are costly, but why
experiment at all?

!♦

I

^5,.r« X>

——

CALL at

anybody

to

own

and

enjoy

a

good

Piano.

In selecting the goods for this department we have spared no pains o: expense to make it
the Leading Music Depot in the Slate.
3MCa.il Orders Promptly attended To.

T-

TFLEPHONE 818-3.

*STIC:

and that

so

the tenure of office holders
lean ever before.

more

police

The latest reports from Columbus indicate that Mr. Hanna is likely to get back
enough of the bolting Republicans to secure bis election.
Griffith, who has been
going from one side to the other sinoe the

to

A

X

xl_«_—

lect from,
factured to order.

Sample

Box Free.

[016, SHORT & HARMON

Maine Coast
On

anil

Navigation Co.

after Tuesday,
9tli, 1897, the

will leave

Franklin Wharf, Portland,

one

of

purest kind, which is
saying that he Is of the

the

equivalent to
“purest kind,”

It appears therefore that
the purest kind of Democrat thinks Tammany the most honest political organizaWe have got an intion in the country.
fallible test now for determining when
a Democrat is of the purest kind.
is no particular sense In that
champion of free silver, the Hon. William
J. Bryan, glorifying Andrew Jackson.
Jackson had no sympathy with any of the
economic doctrines Mr. Bryan is preaohIt was really during his adminising.
There

ltoothbay

financial theory is concerned. Jackson
realiy did more to fix the gold standard
this
country than any, other
upon
President either before or after him.
It is altogether to the credit of Secretary
of currency that it excites
the vigorous hostility of the Hon. W. J.
That of jtself will do much to
Bryan.
to intelligent. men,

for

was

a.

went from 135

not used
a

to-day

some

was

i\0

his

no

good,

down to

Ripans

He told

me

said he, “and

fairly got

98.”

It

was

the

druggist

complexion

For
is

as

a

time he had

long

good

as

a

/
1

(

bad color, but

|
M

Who has been with G EO. C.
SHAW & CO. for the past
four years, can now be found

J

£

KEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
THE INTER-STATE CASUALTY CO.
are

WILL H GOODWIN 4 CO.’S

!,CS« «"™lE

/

(OVER

WOODBURY

&

MOULTON )

L
a

J

-I6
fi

1
i
a
fi

H. E.
Flano
slate

at

EV3SLLS,

‘iF’u.xi.er,
(JHaudler’s Music store, 431

Congress street.

FiNE JOB PRiNTING fl
All Olliers b.i

.ttended to.

mail

or

SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly
sepUiieoiltf

f.
Mf

jariTdlw

customers.

_

1
(

.

_

frequently hay* customers

come to us with copy and nay
«

put it in attractive form aad

mako the
In

such

price reasonable,”

casea

satisfactory
results.

always
brings excellent

THE THURSTON PRINT,

PORTLAND, ME.

Portland Water Co.,

4’s

Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co,.

oh

iltf

Portland Water Co.,

4s.

Ilerriinack County,
N. 11.,

4s.

<
1

1
1

I
1S6 Middle St., Portland, Me,
<ltt
jy27

I

I
I

--

'X*

d

|

f

Concert

Brilliant

singer

America, and
IIH. HANS toROKOI.I),
in

The talented Violoncellist, will be the solo
A brilliant programme 01 Symphony
and Opera selections will be rendered." Next to
the Maine Festivals tiles.- Concerts will be the
greatest Musical Events ever givenin Maine
AFTERNOON REHEARSAL CONCERT at
2.30 especially lor the children, at which full orchestra will play, ana Mr. Kiionold and other
soloists will appear. All under 15 years of age
will he admitted to any part f the house for 25
cents; adults 53 cents. J ickets on sale at Box
Office at 1 p. m„ .fan. 14.
EVENING CONCERTS at 8 o’clock. Evening
prices Si.00, 75c and 5hc. Holders of certificates
■

Cressey, Jones & Allen's.
Tickets tor sale at Cressey. Jones
Allen's
Music House, on and after Monday, Jan. In, until 3 p. m.. day of concert, when they cau bj
procured at City Hall Bon Office.

EXCURSION RATES ON THE FAILRm
jane

Chase,IManager, Auburn, Me.
d&t

GAIETY THEATRE.
WEEK OF JAN. 10.

Shaw’s

May

Pretty Girls,
Guzzling Costumes,
Big Array of Tnleitt.
Matinee

Daily

at 2.

Evening

Admission 10 cents.

at S'

Reserved Seat 20 and 30

Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 12-13
Dnnofif

Female Samaritan Ass’n.
Home for Friendless Boys

GERMAN

:

Sasco National Bank
OF

QUINTETTE.

Whole house reserved. Seats 35 and 50c.
Plan of hall, and tickets at M. Steinert & Sons
Co’s Music House, 517 Congress St.
janedlw

GRAND BALL AND
ENTERTAINMENT

(Illustrating

Ai the

a

DamIi

Incorporate!!
CAPITA!.

AND

MASNE,

SEItri.CS

mfLuurc

mt

RV

TTTF

Sheridan Rifles, Go. L, 1st Regt.
N. G. S. M.

1824.

Rill S IfiU

the

Day in Camp.)

AUDITORIUM, WED. EVt. JAN. 12
GIVEN

PORTLAND,

MAGICIAN

:

by the Mandolin and Guitar

MILITARY

.—-

Assisted by the AMERICAN CADET BAND.
Tickets—Gents 50c; ladies 25c. Dance musi.3
by orchestra of 20 pieces.

_janSdet

HAIvIv

CITY

uOLLARS,

NATIONALRANK~

Sterling Esshange.

Provincial
Drafts ilrAwn on National
of England, London, in large or
1 lank
at
current
rates.
1 wall amounts, for sale
Current
t

Accounts received

on

favorable

TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 11,
ROCKLAND VS. PORTLAND,
13.—BATHS.
Thursday evening. Jan.advance
at Chandler s.
Games at 8.30. Seats m
jan.dti

erzns.

Interest

allowed

on

Time

Deposits.

Correspondence solicited from IndivldHanks and
others
1 als.
Corporations,

“MARY, QUEEN
:

j; [lose
\ ■auk.

At Pine Street

enirlng to open accounts, as well as from
wishing to transact Hanking buslof auy
description through
this

ess

8 TEPNEN R. SMALL Prasidsi*.
Je4dtf

MARSHALL R. CODING,

Cashier-

'ortland Water Company Gold
4s, Due 1927.
—

I

H. HI.
dec31

FUR

SALE BY

Fay

—

son

BY

REV,

Admission

25

LECTURE

TI.

E.

C.

F.

cents.

8

SCOTS.’’

Church,
Jan. 12,

ROGERS.

o'clock.

jamodst*

AUCTION 5-ALES.

$50,000

The C hapman National Bank.

ILLUSTRATED

OF

Wednesdny Evening,

f~; 67 "bailey

a

co.

Aoctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom 40 .Exchange Street.

& €©.
dtf

BAILEY.
tnarhi

F. O.

C. AY.

ALLEN
O

PORTLAND and SMALL FOIST
STEAMBOAT CO,

Cedar Rapids, Jowa, Water ComOn ana after January 3rd. 1S98.
State Mutual Fire Insurance Co. will be ]) any, First Mortgage, gold, 5’s, due
held at the office of the company. No. it .Ex- *1 927.
Steamer
change street, on Wednesday, Jan, 19. 1898, a
2.30 i>. m., for the election oi directors for the
28,000.
Population,
estimated,
other
busitransact
any
CAPT. ( HAS. H. HOW,
ensuing vear, and to
ipital stock of the Water Company, $225,000
ness that may legally come before the meeting.
\ olal bonded debt,
Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
150,000
E.
C.
CARLE, Secretary.
jaiRdlw
Wednesdays and Fridays f,.;This company has paid dividends at the rata m.. Mondays, Orr's
Island; Card’s Gove. Poor's
Lowell's Cove.
--'
o
8 per cent for many years.
point. East Harpswell; Small Point. Ashdale
Williams 5i.:11an Pile
Sebasco, Phlppsburg and Gundy’s Harbor.
10K SALE BY
Ointment is a sure cure
BETUUNING—Leave Gundy’s Harbor at
for PIXjES. It absorbB n
7.00 a. in., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
I
tumors. Stops Itching.
at all landings.
touching
S„
GIVES RELIEF. 5©c.
For further particulars apply to
.-and 5SI. At Druggists.
J. h. McDonald,
15S Commercial street
Telephole 40-3.
30st.13.lS.01*®.
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co
Utl
deem
**U
deuol
juned&wfS

$ TllIE

¥
il

Most

Assisted

\

ut-un.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Chapman National Bank will be held at its
banking rooms on Tuesday the llth day of January, 1898, at 10 o’clock a. m.. for the election
of directors for the ensuing year, and the transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
CHESTER H. PEASE, Cashier.
deciOdtd
Portland, Me.. Dec. JO. 1897.

The

CARCI0TT0

IlnilnNnl

Tim annual meeting of the stockholders of
the First National Bank of Portland for the
election of Directors for the ensuing year, and
the transaction of any other busine<s that may
legally he presented, will be belli at its Banking Rooms on TUESDAY, tile llth day of January, 1898, at 10 o’clock A. M.
J. F,. WENGREN, Cashier.

Skilled Musicians.
MADAME LILLIAN BLAUVELT,

THE
application.

muiuiiai

ANNUAL MEETING.

GRAND ORCHESTRA OE

40

4s.

Prices on

BANK.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland National Bank of Portland for the
election of diectors for the ensuing year and
the transaction of any other business that may
legally be presented, will be held at their hankbig house on TUESDAY the llth., day of January, 1898, at It o’clock A. M.
CHARLES (1. ALLPIN. Cashier.
Portland, Maine, December 9.1897.
dtd
deco_

■--

a

Friday, Jan. 14, !898.

4s.

Saco,
Siddeford,

Ggdensburg Railway.

of

give

PORTLAND CITY HALL,

JOHlI D6n8llli

MEETINGS

meeting

and

4s. KOTZSCHIVBAS? HALL

R.,

STATE MUTUAL S IKK INSURANCE CO.
<B
annual meeting of the members of the

|

?I

4’s

<t

the work is

and

o

i/u.j

Haiue Central R.

stockholders
of
r
the
Merchant’s
National
Bank of Portland. Me., for the election of seven
directors for the ensuing year and the transaction of any other business that may legally be
presented, will be neld at their banking house,
on Tuesday the llth day of January, 1898, at 10
o’clock a. m.
C. O. BANCROFT, Cashier.
December 9, 1897.
declikttd
ar.nual

state

cents.

dec6_dtd
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MAN II
TO HIS TRADE.
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DISSOLUTION.
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Square,
where he will be pleased to
see all bis old friends and cus--
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7 Monument
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represented in Maine by

HERBERT S. OYER,

B5 Order
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1
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janpdliv_____11

n. m. mm & oo.,

I TO THE_PUBLIC : §
\ R. Chase Goodwin, ^

I H

C

The above companies

uma

Unwin’

ii*

BONDS.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Canal National bank of Portland will be
held at their banking house on Tuesday, the
11th day of January, 1898, at 11 o’clock a. m.
of seven directors and for
for the election
the transaction ot any other business that
may be legally presented.
GEORGE C. PETERS, Cashier.
December 10, 1897.
declldtd
m

n«

COMPANY.

Casco National Hank.

US

tiiuai

nov23

middle mid Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.
janl dtf

lyiGiuifUiiio

the

PORTLAKDTRUST EXTRAVAGANZA CO.

& MOULTON,

NATIONAL

of

Grand Concert at

• BIG S

—FOB SALE BIT-

PORTLAND

1

|§

declldtf

i £> OnimRiAL uu.. uieveiano.
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.

year

ISSUES SURETY BONDS OF ALL KINDS.

|

g

PENNYROYAL PILLS

® L iviu l

l

SI

CALL AND SEE OUR LINES.

Directors, Albert Wallace, Rochester, N.
George E. Wallace,
John C. Klvel.
H.,
Roehest r, N. H.; Fred E. Richards, Fortlaud, Me.; George E. Macomber, Augusta,
Me; H. L. Shepherd, Rockport, Me., and
Berney C. Parsons Boston, Mass.
This
corporation is controlled by well
known New England men and the directors
are men of local standing and position.

Stockholders of
Railway will
be held at the office of tne Mayor of the City of
Portland on Tuesday, the eighteenth day of
January, 1898, at ten o’clock in the foreuoon. to
choose Directors for the ensuing year, and to
transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
Jan4d2vvJOHN W. DANA, Clerk.

tour

a

Homer N.

6’s
Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS

Hon. H. L. Shepherd, Treasurer and General Manager, Rockport, Maine.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Casco National Bank ofPortland will be held at
the office of said bank on Tuesday, the eleventh
day oi January. 1898, at 10 o'clock a. m.. for the
purpose of electing seven directors for tile ensulug year, and tile transaction of any other business which mav legally come before that meeting.
jnfdtd MARSHALL R. GODING, Cashier.

OF

CHAPMAN

(Director of the Maine Festivals),
Will make

4^’f

ti

»

Maine

Hampshire.

The

who

mine,

Tlie Ann of (diaries McLaughlin &
Co. was dissolved Dec. 31. 18i>7, by
Scroll Saws with choice woods,
the death of Mr. Deo. K. Davis.
The
Fine Razors and Cutlery,
business will be continued under the
Pocket Knives and Scissors,
with Sterling Silver Handles. H
same Arm name by the surviving' part1
CHMILE'S WAl.KI 't,
Curving Knives, 75c to SIR.<10. Kt ners.
Plated Table Knives and Forks, fc
ALBERT DRUMMOJiD,
&C., &C.

8

so

% AMERICAN BONDING AND TRUST CO., Baltimore, Maryland,

\

MOTT'S

take no other. Send for circular.
FPrice 81.00 per box, 6 boxes for 85.00.

Tabules, and he says that he had

a

SX)L.

amd

what little I did eat, and I

iiec2’3

Hardware Bealrrs,
3 8FHKE a»T.,
Opposile Middle.

the story

cured sound and well, and in less than

pounds.

T

Sleds, Skates,
Boys’ Tool Chests,

|

I*

€

I

He

bothered for years with

was

dozen of them before he felt much better, and after

a

month he

weighed

me

pounds

that he try

suggested

Saturday.

Hardware.

Ohio farmer named Enochs.

kept getting weaker,”

weak my food done

From Boston evsry Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philaielplih every Wednesday and

HOLIDAY

years old and

fifty
“I

himself.

nov9dtl

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. From
InPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. K. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
lommission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Ideals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
igent. Central Wharf, Boston.
E. 6. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, 69 State SL. Fiske Building, Boston,
Mass.
nctsadtf

about

an

trouble the doctors didn’t understand.

1JIKECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

Gage's plan

it

Mondays.

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.

which the Bryanites are so fond of making the scapegoat of all our ills, merely
accepted and recognized a condition
which nad existed since the administration of Andrew Jackson took some of the
gold out of the gold dollar and drove the
It
silver dollar out of the circulation.
would be just as sensible for the Bryanites
Andrew
Sherman as
to glorify John
Jnoskon, as far as any sympathy for their

Mr. WILSON: I knew

in., for
Popborn t-each
at Fiv:‘ l-la id« on

CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Especially recommended to
married Ladies. Ask for

Tue3

Harbor,
and Po.’tiaml. Touching
Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.

tration that the reign of the gold standIt
was
ard began in this
country.
that silver was
in his administration
practioaily denometized. The act of 1873,

commend

on

4’f 1

Railway,

Tire
management of the Company is as
follows:
Albert Wallace, President, Rochester, New

CANAL

Nov,

STEAMER SALAC1A

Tammany, which the Dootor pronounoes
in Tuesdays and
“the strongest political organization
Saturdays.
Wiscassefc
Returning—Leave
the country and the most honest as well.’’
and Fridays at 7.00
Wednesdays
this statement
first

find

DR. SVIOTT’S

Brunswick, Me.,

Portland and Rumford Falls

bonus.

of the

Comfort Powder Co,
Hartford, Conn.

4’f

luttiuc

legal papers have been drawn under
the combined direction of Charles H. Tyler,
of
Boston, Frank S. Streeter, Esq., of
Esq.,
Concord, New Hampshire, and Drummond
of Portland, and they have
Drummond
&
their opinions favorably upon this

&

jauiudst

Maine Central R. It. Co.,

LEGALITY

The Portland

President.

Cumberland County,

ar

annual meeting
THE
the Portland & Ogdensburg

days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. in.
for I'optiam Hfuci, Rath, ISootlibay Harbor
and WiKcas*et. Touching at Five islands oil

His audience
thought
the Doctor
was Intended as a joke, but
insisted that he was,in earnest, and so
it to be the Doctor’s
we must consider
serious and deliberate opinion that Tammany is the most honest political organIn another part
ization in the country.
of this speeoh the Doctor said that when
“you find a Democrat in Maine you

seor manu-

riee27eodtf

_

J_X.

large

assortment to

relieve tender feet.

25 and 50c. per box.

\Trnv

The

ANNUAL

DIRECTION

R„

at

We liave the favorable reports of two engineers who made a careful examination of
this property.

FOB THE NEW YEAR.

Vice

HOME BONDS.

BOND ISSUE.

WOODBURY

By E. S. MAKSTON,
York, January 3, 1898.

New

$250,000.00
The total issue of bonds is
Secured by mortgage certified by attorneys
on
the
entire
lien
do
a
first
to
property and
of the company, now owned or
franchise
of this
full
amount
The
hereafter acquired.
admortgage has been issued, therefore no
issued.
be
can
bonds
first
ditional
mortgage

Cor.

uses

At all Druggists
and Toilet Dealers.

ence.

n

n

UNDER THE

WSLLIAM

artists.

Th1. Farmers’ loan ani Trust Go. Trustee.

BANKERS,

on

The principal speech at Mr. Sweetsir’s
Jacksonian banquet appears to have been
made by Dr. S. C. Gordon, and it was

st ir

d

diaries m mi

fight began, ju6t now says he is on
Hanna’s side, having found out that the
alleged indignities to his wife were unintentional. Whether he will stay where.he
It depends
now is, is doubtful, however.
what his wife thinks. If
very much
she Is still against Hanna .Griffith will in
all probability face about again as soon
as he gets within the sphere of her influ-

force

250,000.00

Net Earnings,
30,092.09
722.00.00
cost of this properly,
It is certified to by two engineers
the
of
value
that the present
504,081.50
property is
We arei informed by the treasurer of the
net
that
the
earnings for the
corporation
year ending in 1897, will exceed the interest
at
bonds
least
2
on the
$10,000.
by

declGdtfnrm

Lieut. Gunn, Hartford, says the whole

secure

n

$250,000.00

MANAGEMENT.

seen

mi

137 BONDS.
97, 119/ 123, 124, 127, 170, ISO, 1*8, 19f
269, 274, 275, 292, 299, 346, 351, 432, 434, 460, 486
573. 714, 839, 854, 859, 862, 866, 874, 1015, lOlf
1017, 1063. 1064, 1085, 1304, 1325, 1409, 1549. 1351
1623. 1630, 1631, 1641. 1642. 1643. 1653, 1657, 1658
1673, 1677. 1760, 1761, 1762. 1773, 1830, 1831, 1832
1834, 1839, 1925, 1930, lv 63, 2140. 2163, 2211, 2214
2260, 2272, 2273. 2279, 2281, 2300, 2304, 2359, 2379
2409, 2559, 2606, 2031. 2684, 2762, 2776, 2805, 2944
2989, 3018, 3022, 3312, 3502. 3504, 3635, 3037. 3638
11083, 3684, 3686, 3757. 3759, 3769, 3882, 4051, 412C
4122, 4128, 4162, 4349, 4353. 4372, 4419, 4420. 4589
4603, 4605, 4623, 4657, 4743, 4744, 4752, 4758, 4830
4886,4933,4934. 4974, 5023. 5141, 5172, 5189, 5190
5232. 5294, 5427. 5809, 5825, 5806, 5880, 5914.
The interest on the above bonds ceased 1st o
January, 1898. and are PAYABLE AT PAl
on presentation at the office of The Farmers
Loan and Trust Company, 16,18, 20 and 22 Wi1
liam street, New York.

Original

of

?

NOS.

$139,225.77
103,133.08

aiiv

i

Navigatloi i
l

of the Manager)
and
authorized

i,'v

THE NEWLY ORGANIZED

SINKING FUND.
In accordance wit-li the terms of the Deed o f
1
Trust of the Oregon Hallway and
Company First Mortgage 0 per cent.. Article ■=
Section 2, the Trustee has this < ay drawn by lo I
for account of the Sinking Fund, tin foil jwin: ;
numbered bonds, viz:

Statement

Gross Keceipts,
Ol>erating Expenses,

HALL, PORTLAND
GRAND SYMPHONY CONCERT.

Oregon Railway and Navigation Company

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

amount of First Mortgage
Bond, authorized and issued,
Earnings from April 1, 1805, to
April 1, 1807. the time of operation under present management,

CITY

FINANCIAL.

partment.

Cured.

Editor:

s

n

JAN- 17-18—JOSEPH HOLLAND in THE MYSTERIOUS f/R, EUGLEJAN 19-23—HENNSSEY LEROYLE in OTHER PEOFLES MONEY.

This Company is a corporation doing business
under charters granted by the Legislatures of
both Maine and New Hampshire, and controls
the gas and electric plants which furnishes
municipal and domestic lighting in the cities of
Dover, lit.Chester and Somersworth, in New
Hampshire, and in the towns of Berwick and
North Berwick, in Maine.
The population of
this territory aggregates about 32,ooo.
This Company not only furnishes the light for
the cities and towns named, but also supplies
the power used in operating the street railway
between Dover add
Somersworth, and also
power used for manufacturing
purposes.
This branch of business has never been developed, and the next five years will show a
very large increase in the earning of this de-

Total

■

peoule engaged. Grand ballets, beautilul transl'orniations, scenic illusions and amusing
specialties. Prices—Evening, 25c, 50c, ,5c, $l.uo; Matinee, 25c, eoc, 76c.
100

Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.,
Portland, Trustee.

(From Official
Capital Stock
issued,

THEATRE.

■
Lessees and Managers.
SEAT FOB 60 CENTS.

TONIGHT.
MALTiarUB SiVTTJRXJAYAN EVENT OF GREAT IMPORTANCE.
Q | | O
O S3 A
^ V tT
THE HANLGN’S G0RSE0U3 SPEGTABLE,
I? D M

DUE MARCH 1,1317

DATED MARCH 1, 1897.

517 CONGRESS STREET.

needs modification as
warrant repetition.
is now alleged, should liavo been pointed
to with pride by the same convention.
one
of
the
s
It
curious, too, that
earliest acts of the Republican President
should hove been to extend it and make
ities

& Hosford
A LOOD BESEBVED

Mortgage Five Per
Cent Gold Bonds.

passed

several testimonials in favor of
, )r. Chase's treatment, 1 v.ould add mine to the
About two years ago I began to have
1 umber.
leuralgia in my eyes. It grew rapidly worse
I was treated by
nd we called a physician.
1
im for awhile and then called another, but no
The pain
1 eneflt was received from either.
> tas so great 1 felt I should lose my mind, one
( ye was
about blind, could only distinguish
1 called I)r. Chase, Cum
i \qht from darkness.
1 erland Mt.. and began to improve in a short
ime. Mv sight returned and the pain left me
ntirely and lias not returned. ThPmay help
omeoue else in a like condition to get well.
MBS. IBANK MORGAN,
Riverton, Peering.
janaeodtf

MUSIC

M. Steinert I Sons Go.,

but the 2
stands J

|

Having

our

Our Liberal Terms of Credit enable

T

?

Cressey, Jones & Allen, f

1 Ir.

Warerooms will convince you that we are fully equipped to fulfill your
requirements, and that we are in a position to give you better value for your money than can be
obtained elsewhere.
A

Fay Bros.

First

issuo

Wj
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Neuralgia
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Self-Flaying
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A
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Blasius, Kranich & Bach, i
Sterling ami Huntington. 2
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ABRIOL

go,
still

Chickering
alone.

PEASE.

Transposing Eiey Board

and

come

X
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Perhaps because its sales are
largest. Cheaper pianos

j

HYDE,

NORRIS &

|
|

—the piano most often found
is the CHICKERING,

♦

HARDS¥IAN,
CABLER,
BRAU
DULLER,
j

STYEES.J

t

4

Perhaps it’? because
been sold longest.

STEIN WAY,

JVFW

]

CULTURE

%
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4
4
4
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PIANO BUYERSthe
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HOHES
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OFFICE:

The Doctor’s Signature and Directions on every bottle. Price 35 cts; six $j.
Sold by Druggists. I. S. Johnson flt Co., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass,

SEE

On Hand.

rELEPHONE

bites, burns, bruises, bronchitis, colds, coughs, croup, catarrh,
chaps, chilblains, colic, cholera-morbus, all forms of sore throat,
earache, headache, la grippe, lame back, mumps, muscular
soreness, neuralgia, pains anywhere, scalds, stings, sprains,
strains, toothache, tonsilitis, wind colic and whooping cough.
Send for Our Book, “Treatment for Diseases,” Mailed Free.
H

Tykens

Above Coals Constant-

Liniment

Anodyne

originated

use.

Genuine

in 1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson, an old
fashioned, noble hearted Family Physician, to cure all ailments
that are attended with inflammation; such as asthma, abscesses,
It

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Pocahontas

inflammations have
been Penetrated, relieved, soothed, healed
and cured by this good
old remedy which
Every Mother should have in the house for the many ills
that will occur in every family as long as life has woes.

catches up every failure and every reduo -j
tion of wages, and parades them will 1
a

cases

Fall Assortment ol Lehigh end FreeBurning Coals tor Domestic Use.

\

AMUSEMENTS.

JEFFERSON

ELECTRIC CO.

Powerful allevia-

our

|

AMUSEMENTS.

UNITED GASAND

Patronage of agrateful
People bestowed upon

The only tning whicl
ulter
oblivioi
from
save
him
of
business
am I
the prostration

to

RANDALL S MLLISiEI

This big P stands
for the Praise and the

wir
asserted that silver and wheat
The Daily is delivered every morning by
tied together, and the latter could uo
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
rise exoept it response to a rise on th
Woodfords without extra charge.
latter.
Instend of genera
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the part of the
rate of 57 a year.
bankruptcy which he predicted (os th
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published outcome of the establishment ofjtho goli
every Thursday, $2 per year; 51 for six months; standard, there has been reviving pros
EOcents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripperity, business has improved and th
tion of six weeks.
number of failures has shown a maikei
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
off. Nothing has happened whicl
short pe riods may have the addresses of their falling
he said would happen. There never wa
papers changed as often as desired.
more
discredited. teacher than he, ye
Advertising" Kates.
with
cl:* acteristic effrontery he sill
In Daily Fiiess $1.50 per square, for one
Three insertions essays to preach finance and to predic
one mouth.

week; $4.00for

FINANCIAL.

MlSCKIXAinsOPS._

jnsmmwoia.

“Percy

---

i. PAYSON&CO.,

NEW

MUSIC AMD DHAiVA
THE

HANLONS.

At the Jefferson Theatre for this week
the Hanlons offer that delectable dish
known as their now “Supcrba,’’ a specof unusual magnitacular

pantomime

tude, and unlike anything else familiar
to theatre goers, from the fact that it is
the oniy production oi pantomime at
the American stage. Keplete
with new scenery and with many peculiar
mechanical devices added, charming specialties, new ballets and lavish costuming,
it should indeed prove a feast fit for the
The tricks inmost discriminate palate.
terpolated this season for which these

present

on

ne

to

The High School boys invite the publio
to their minstrel performance in Assembly Hall next Friday and Saturday
As this entertainment is for

evening.

known

peoplo

seem

nltionb
XT,.

Anchanh. The

German

Small-profit

begins

new Corsets

effect is the

Another pretentious
representation of that

awful calamity in the harbor at Apia,
which cost the i.ves of 114 brave seamen
and resulted in the destruction of the
Eber, Adler and Olga of the German
navy and the U. S. men-of-wnr„Trenton,
Nipsic and Vandalia. Thejgsale of seats
will open Tuesday morning.

DR. MAY’S SERMONS.
The pulpit at the Chestnut street M.
church was filled yesterday by Rev.
of Washington, D,
Eugene May,
forcefu.
C. Dr. May is a magnetio and
with
attractive
of
personality,
speaker
command of language and hit
E.

D.’d.,

ready
discourses were replete with beautifu
images of spoech.
In tho morning, “God Is Love,” taker
of his
from 1st John, 4:8, was the theme
discourse, and the preacher dwelt upor
God
tho following salient points: First,
a

IM

iUVi",

Licuuuau

hnnt

ia.

4-Un

ax,

--

nomp

VCt

Second, because al.
lind for God.
can
affection,
God’s acts are expressions of
and love it
Third, all love is from God
the way to God, and lastly the ultimate
is being loved of God and
of
our beiDg
loving God.

In

the

afternoon

an

unusually large

Dr.
congregation assembled, and
distance
spoke CnThe subject of ihe

She is sure of its merits
and knows that the can
bearing the seal of the
famous

coffee

and

tea

importers,
purest, best,

and most delicious coffee
that

expert

Seeing
have audience with
king.
President would be the nearest approach
to it in our country, 'and he
happily il
justrated the point by an incident which
a

Chase & Sanborn,
contains the

ol
and the nearness of God. The words
he text were taken from Isaiah 6:6,
Ai
“Mine eyes have seen the King.’
the outset the speaker instituted a comparison between the splendor of orienta.
monarchies and our republic, and referred
to the fact that it was a great event tc

buyers

can

procure.

She also knows that this
coffee comes to her in all

original freshness and
strength, because leading
its

grocers sell

Chase & Sanborn’s
Sea! Brand Java
and Mocha,
in one and two pound cans.

a

occurred at the inauguration of Garfield.
His first thought was the distance and
nearness of God
in nature, and the sec
ond, the distance and nearness of God ir
the Book. lie showed the greatness and
magnitude of the Bible and the vast and
sometimes crj? fusing commentaries and
books which
have grown up about it,
said “the commentaries alone upoi:
ho becks and verses of the Bible would
pick tils church from floor to ceiling,
The third
side to side and end to end.
thought was the distance and nearness
salvation and cited
f God in personal
ca^e of Kir Walter Scott who, in cou
t
vernation with Lockhirt, his biographei
“Take uoiu me all the books ir
aid
*■ rid
‘uit leave me the Bible, and
e
1 W 1 pi lo w
my head upon it and di<
The distance and nearnes!
i’
d
in
the
o
experiences of life was tb<
pin made by Dr. May who, in conclu
sion, touched upon fenthusiasm in tb<
seivite of the church 2*ud eloquently ex
hor ed his auditors to open their heard!
to the message of His presence and near
ness.

In order to clean out
we
for
spring goods which are soon to arrive
and
have overhauled all our lines of Ladies’, Gents’
them
marked
Children’s Boots and Shoes, and have
down at prices that will move them quickly.

HERE ARE A FEW OF OUR LEADERS:

-IN-

_Formerly

Ulsters,Overcoats,Suits and Trousers.
$12 and $15 Suits marked down to
$5.00
$8 to $1S Overcoats marked down to
$3.50, 5.00, 8.00 and 10.00
A big trade in Ulsters for
$4.00

“

Cloth Top,
Kid Button Boots, Cloth Top,
Southern Ties, Pat. Tip,
One Odd Lot Ladies’ Oxfords.
Ladies’ Beaded Slippers, double strap,
Patent Leather Oxfords, Pointed Toe,

Tlie terms of this sale are STRICTLY-

CASH.

First

will find

comers

some rare

all Ulsters.
Fancy Suits.

•<

“

Russet

Oxfords,

last

,>*2«
-•»»
4.2

2.98

^..o9
2.49
L.-9

"f

..»0

LOO

5.00
1-D0

year’s goods,

'*•5-''

HASKELL&JONES,
TAILOHS,
a

Monument

,,,,

5.00
u.00
5.00

Eylets,
Calf Lined,
Leather Bals, Round Toe, all sizes,
Brass

“

Patent
Box Calf Bals,

d Men s Fur.shers,

Calf Bals,

JanlOeodtf

..

4.7 J
4.8W

4.29

rZ?
*L00 and

Calf Congress and Bals,
Patent Leather Bals,
Russia Bals,

Square.

.Vow

$5.00

o.OO

.98
4.

o m Sd 4'00
4 «>
2-°°and

Calf Oxfords,

w

-50

in Misses’ and

MAYOR DAVIS

SAYS HE WAS MIS

We also offer great bargains
Children's Shoes at this sale.
This sale will continue until all the goods are
closed out. Call early and get the best selections.

DEERING.

article in which I am'made to say tha!
had Deering reckoned her publio build
deb1
ings as assets, as Portland did, our
is.’
than it
would be much smaller
I did say and maintair
This I deny.
that if Deoring could count her public
property as assets, her debt would be very
I should have taken no notice
small.
of this, had not “Friend Progress’ at
Now
tempted to luake capital out of it.
over his owr
progress should come out
he
who
is,
name, and let people know
or add the balance of his noine-de-pluruo,
Back
is
I
“Progress
which
presume
"ard'
HENRY J. DAVIS.
an

FINE

with
Sher

idan Rifles, to decorate the Auditorium
on
Wednesday evening, the ocoa6ion be^
enter
ing the grand ball and military
tainment given by the company, assisted
The
band.
the American Cadet

by
Auditorium will undoubtedly present
very

appearance as the docoratiom
iinest ever seen in this
to be the

city.
A

t

gain

are

__

DISTINGUISHED

LADY EVANGF.

LIST.
Mrs. Hempson Hemus of California,
successful soul winner and
a most
preaoher of the Gospel, accompanied by
her husband, the Rev. G. H. Hemus, h
to commenco a series of meetings in the

Methodist church in Waterville, on Sun
They have been lab
day, February 6th.
oring among the Methodist ohurches or
Long Island, N. Y., since August anc
this is the earliest date Mr. Lindsay coulc
secure

them.

Their eminent

success

ir

leading churches up into a larger sprttua
life, as well as in stirring up the uncon
verted and aiding inquiring souls t(
Christ, keep their dates for engagement!
far ahead.
Ministers

in Maine desiring informa
tion regarding them may address Rev
Ge. D. Lindsay, Waterville.

When doctors fail try Burdock Blooc
Bitters.

Cures

dyspepsia, constipation

invigorates the whole syste m.

Deering lodge, F. &

evening

A. M., will hold its first stated communication at Ionio hall at 7.30, for balloting
and to work the Master Mason's degree.
Ionio hall Is looated In the Odd Follows’
blook at Woodfords and is one of the best
halls In the state, being thorThe Mentone olub will hold its next
meeting with Mrs. Lewis Whitney, £01
Forest avenue, on this afternoon at 3
o'clock.
The lost entertainment in the Deering
Star course will be held next Thursday
evening at 8 o'clock at the Woodfords
Congregational church. This is the dosing
entertainment in the course and is sure to
attended as the programme is to
be

Congress

Louise Fernald; pianist, Miss Sadie L.
This is the sixteenth year
Burnham.
that the school has elected its honored
to that
superintendent, Mr. Yarnoy,
position which he has tilled in a manner
school.
to
tho
beneficial
that has proved
the state.
The library now numbers 1250 volumes.
The Ladies’ circle oonneoted with All
The regular monthly meeting of the
Soul’s church are to have a supper and
Deering aldermen will be held Friday social next Friday evening in the church
evening at 7.30. As this is near the end vestry.
of the municipal year the meeting of this
The Unity club will bold its regular
with Miss
month and of February are likely to be meetiDg on Tuesday eveiling
S. fc>. Morrill on Forest avenue. A large
important ones.
attendance is desired on that evening us a
Special revival services are being held good time is in store for ail those thntcau
at the East Deering Methodist ohapel and attend.
The windows in tho room facing Spring
are to he oontinued through the coming
street in the new Odd Fellows’ block and
Rev.
of
the pastor,
week under the charge
occupied by the library association have
John R. Clifford.
been lettered in gold lettering, “Deering
The meeting of the Deering festival Library.'

bo carried out by Mr. Myron E. Whitney,
the well known bas6 soloist of Boston,
assisted by Miss Salford, the local elocutionist, who Is well known throughout

_

chorus of tho Maine Musical Festival will
be held on Wednesday evening at the residence of Prof. Ward, 32 Pleasant street.
This will be the last opportunity for

join, and expect to
have their names appear In the prospectus
date.
which is to be Issued at an early
the Fire
The Board of Engineers of
department at their monthly meeting
adjourned to Monday evening, January
that a
17, at which time it is understood
new
running card will be formulated
those who wish

to

A RUNAWAX ACCIDENT.
About 3.30 Saturday afternoon a horse
and sleigh driven by Mr. .lames Cobb of

by a
Westbrook, who was accompanied
toot of Spring
lady, was upset near the
the
and
and
occupants
street. Woodfords,
about tho
parcels in the sleigh strewn
bolt
in
a

the
street. The horse made
carriage repair
direction of Scanlon s
of tho shop was
side
the
shop. Against
Ihe
for repairs.
an old carriage waiting
struck the carrunaway horse and sleigh
v 1
B
riage and overturned it, .'T!,
com- springs, as also one of the thills and the
which will arrange it so that Hose
not respond sent of the carriage. The runaway with
puny No. 1 of Woodfords will
into the
the first the sleigh still attached ran
to the East Deering box on
alley between Allen’s blacksmith shop
w
All nd Soanlon’s shop, but was stopped at
« The Sunday school connected
a small
is
as there
Souls’ church have elected the following the end of the alley
two lots.
tmpeiin- wooden building between the
officers for the ensuing year:
the
sleigh
assistant The only damuge sustained by
tendent, Mr. Cyrus B. Varney,
Neither of the occuwas a broken thill.
Bobbins;
Mr.
F.
E.
superintendent,
and after
; ants of the sleigh was hurt
treasurer and librarian, W.F.
Helen A, the thill had been repaired they started in
first assistant librarian, Miss
second assistant librarian, Miss the direction of Westbook.

jth

g.

Foster;

Epiphany

was

celebrated

price.

Ten

at

half

Clocks

Traveling

Five

grain

alligator,

leather

cowhide,

and

slightly defaced,

tableful of Um-

A

price.
brellas,

for

hand-

women,

all marked

handles,

to about half

a

sizes

right

and

some

half

at

price.

In the Linens section,
few Damask remnants

and odd

A

Napkins,

few

odd

at half.

dozen

Handkerchiefs,
borders,

of

white and

colored

have been
rate the
go at half

On

which
deco-

to

depart;n at, to
price Monday.

table in the Basesmall collection

one

ment,

used

a

of

fancy Dishes, Crockery from Japan mostly,

it

as

great

ever

was.

to

less than

A few men’s and

to go at half—
that’s less than the cost

lot,

German Delft ware
and other styles, which
not

we are

low.

keeping

A

broken

able,

any

basketful

of

Dolls, all repair-

regardless of
their former value. Some
at ioc,

dainty Sterling Silver
Photograph Frames, card
and miniature size, to be
sold at half price.
Half
dozen

a

odd

women’s

lots

of
also

Hosiery,
Hosiery at half.

children’s
Remnants

of

Passemen-

teries,
Trimmings
and Buttons, at half and
Bead

less.

Odd

ted

pieces

of Knit-

Underwear,

wool,

silk, lisle thread and cotton, all at less than half
the

A

regular prices.

of the cloth that’s in them.
Men’s Mackintoshes, halt

few finished

pieces in the

1\I fsorl I Aivor !•

rlomrf rvi ^ n f

and less.
Five Blue

soiled

Shirts, made

ot wool nannei, ru tor me

A
50c.
few lots of men’s Underwear at half, and the sea*

Klondike,

for it

son

at

just beginning.

Men’s Mufflers, at half
price. Some good things
left in Neckwear, at 19c,
been 50c, 73c and upA trayful of real
wards.
Tortoise shell Hair Orna-

sterling

silver

Jewelry, at haif and less.
Three pieces of plated
Chiffons, at half price.
Black Chiffon Shoulder
Capes and Collarettes, all
have left

from

tumbled,

or

price.
babies’

Long Cloaks,

vertised in last

large
half

price to-day.

Any

ad-

Wednes-

day’s special sale, to be
closed out to-day at half.
A few lots

left

Draperies

department,

in

the

curtains, table covers and
drapery fabrics, all to go
at

trifling prices.
Even

if

you have

tended every
that

during

Bargain Sale

this last week,

still advise you to
this

we

come

to

one.

Our

store

will

Saturday
annual inventory.

closed next
the

at-

has been advertised

a

very
assortment, to go at

at half

What’s left of the

be
for

at the Cathe-

Immaculate Conception yesterday morning with solemn high mass,
J. J. Spellman being celebrant,
Rev.
Rev. D. J. O’Brien, deacon; Rev. A. J.

Perry, sub-deacon, while Mr. F. F. Driscoll acted as master of ceremonies.
assisted in
Rt. Rev. Bishop Hcaly
the mass with Father McDoncope at
ough ns assisatnt at the bishop's throne.
Bishop Heaiy delivered a very thoughful
appropriate to the special occasion and
during the morning gave a
sermon

the linanoial condition of
the church, which showed it to be in its
He
also
condition.
usual prosperous
announced to his parlshoner3 his purpose
to
make
he
his
where
Romo
to visit
goes
decennial visit to tho Holy Father, and
said that ;ho would he accompanied by
cathedral.
Fathor McDonough of tho
During the temporary absence of (he
latter Father Spellman will assist at the
services.
The music was speolally selected and
that high order which is a marked characteristic of the work of tho Cathedral
choir.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
In Bangor. Dec. 28. Frank G. Brooks and
dlss Kstelle M. Bealce, both ol Edlugton.
In Lewiston, Dee. 28. Tobias G. Dow and Airs

In Peering. Jail. 5. by Rev. J. It Clifford
George Henry Robinson ami Mary Agnes
U’Conner. both of Peering.
In Milo, Jan. 1, Geo it. Angove and Sarah M.
In Springfield, Pec. 30, Looker Co!e and Miss
Berilia Davis.
In Gardiner, Jan. 1. Oscar McCausland arid
Miss Augusta A. Moody, both of Farmingdale.
In Oxtord. Jan. 1. Arthur G Record of Norway and Ida F. Lombard of Oxtoru.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
BOARD OF TRADE.
Annual meeting.

.neretia Martin.

in Hampden. Dec. 26. Allen Rogers and Aliss
Uaud Florence Couillard.
In New Portland, Jan. 1. I-tel W. KcKinney
if New Portland and Miss Nellie M. Ureen; eaf of Anson.
In Springfield, Dec. 30, Leoslter Cole and Miss

lertlia Davis.
In South Paris, Jan. 3. Dr. Francis 11. Paekird ol West Paris and Miss Iva May Carver.

of

MARRIAGES.

Thompson.

we’ll take half

fancy
price.
Bags,

left,

Diaries

six

Only

price—
shopworn.

are

cases

the

dral of the

statement

less.

boys’ Sweaters, at half.
Ten Smoking Jackets,
nearly all sizes included

we

solemnity ot the feast of

depart-

and

garment offered is

half.

FEAST OF THE EPIPHANY.
The

adver-

we

half

at

marked down

Center & McDowell,
539

the

half

at

more, marked down very

ments and

Brown Block.

utensils,

we’ll take $1 r.
Last week

Five handsome Banquet
Lamps, in the Basement,

at 8.30 O’Clock.

St.

ling
women’s, fitted with all

some

every

equipped

oughly up to date In all its appointments.

fur back Buckskin

and it should be borne in
mind that the value in

Remember, Sale Opens Monday Morning

Jwell

DECORATIONS

Arrangements have been made
Capt. Brown,'the decorator, by the

This

Some men’s

On what’s left the prices
have been cut still farther,

QUOTED.
Deerlng, Me., January 8, 1987.
To the Editor of the Press:
lu your issue of January 3d, I notioec

Leather TravelCases, men’s and

Gloves, at $1, the price
was $1.50.
Two elegant Dresden
Silk Skirts, were $19.50,

in the

Fokmeiu.y

Small Lot Lace and Cong. Pointed Toe, Fat. Leather,
Russia Bals,

$1,75.

as

Mori’s Goods.

Winter Overcoats and

Manufjcturing Cloth era

tltt

■

*2,o0 to o.OO

••

bargains IN THIS SALE.
In our regular retail stock we shall
give a discount of
20 PER CENT FOR CASH
On

LOO
LOO
3 -50
3.o0

Imt. Button,
Russet Lace Boots, Russet Pat. Tip,

Congress Boots,

u

#‘-J.O»

And Trousers at

$3.50 and 5.00

plain Toe.

‘•

u

u

Now

o-du

Ladies’ Kid Button Waukenpliast,

anywhere

than

ment

q f\n

been
for less

never

cotton underwear

$0.00

T‘nint<>rl Toe Button Boots,
Russet Lace, Pointed Toe,
X>UttOn,
Box Calf Lace,
Small lot Goat Button,
T -ulios'

In order to close out the balance of our
jobbing stock we shall have a markdown
sale of

to

tised the remnants in the

Goods.

Ijadies’

(jloves,

sold

heavy

room

new

BARGAINS

/

make

of ladies’

lot

go at $i.
They have

Bargains in Every Department.
stock and

example:
buede

Uape

masdeian.

CLOTHING

put

a

A small

now

EASTMAN BR0S.& BANCROFT.

price

and

upon them that will send
them out in a hurry.

AT 8.30 O’CLOCK.

our

gathlots by
sec-

For

Mnslin Underwear and
Tuesday morning. Watch the papers.

sale of the

be

Sets

Toilet

plush

half.

at

men

themselves, in each
tion,

Morning

Monday

We shall continue

these

all

little

ered into

is the month of low prices.
all ihe month to sell just as cheaply as possible.
Our stocks are clean and we have new fresh goods to
show you. Sales of the new goods at sraall-proflts prices
wiil make the month a busv one.

satisfactory andjpleasing.
“I am not,” was Mr. McQuaig’a sharp
The Carolina quintette was applauded and
indignant retort, as his face lengthThe old plantation ened into a Presbyterian Sabbath morning
again and again.
cards; its
“I do not play
songs, buck, wing and soft shoe dancing, expression,
serenade, wicked, sinful.”
cuko walks and brass band
“Well, why do you carry them abouti
surely caught the crowd. The specialties =aid the professor, as he pulled a big pack
amid roars
by the different members of the company from McQuaig’n inside pocket
of laughter and his victim’s discomfiture.
were also well received.
GAIETT THEATRE.
UNDER THE DOME.

scenic

stock-taking.
To-day, then,
fragments will

CONTINUATION.

we:e

every deof the store has

age, which the counters
must be cleared of before

prices.

la,

ly perfect in detail.

“Bargain

accumulated some odds
and ends, some wreck-

is mutual.

January

of six

tumble

partment

For the most generous and hearty response to the announcements of our Clearance and Red Figure Sales held
during the past two weeks we are grateful to you all.
It has been a good thing for us to get all Remnants and
Odd Lots out of our stock; the benefit has been yours too,
able to buy goods you
wo think, because yon have been
needed at half usual
W« are sure the appreciation

ation of the tragedy at tho cotton press as city:
Trade
Board of
The dullness of tbs
well as the realistic scene of the famous
from Mr.
a visit
was relieved today by
S'cam boat [race on the Mississippi river,
entertained
He
Ausbach, the magician.
are among tho striking features.
tin board for about an hour. The ease
character
with which he picked the pocket of the
excellent
There wero some
and
sedate
more
religiously inclined
sketches, especially noteworthy was Marmembers of suspicious articles created a
s portrayal of tjjo mountain
Dibdin
of
garet
amusement, especially when
good deal
girl, her mannerisms and dialect were he operated oil Sir. James McQuaig.
He is an elder In the Kirk andjis pointBessie : Beardsley was an
quite typical,
od to by all who know him as a model
animated and sprightly Georgia, while for all men who would be good. Card
Lillie
Eldredgo made a good Jean playing and drinking are two vices that
Mr.' McQuig abhors. He kept in the back
Beehvmer.
honor tho visitor
to
The male cast of characters was ade- ground, refusing
with any notice excepting an occasional
quately tilled. Eugene Powers, nephew scowl. Unfortunately he asked who the
of the Governor of this state, in the char- visitor was, and.before he knew it was
He received his card,
acter of the projector: Maurice Brennan, introduced to him.
but as he raised it to examino it closely
as
Mr.
cotton planter,
Varney
a: a
it was gone to reappear to his amazement
Remus, Walter Kelly in a dual disguised a second later in his pocket.
“I see'you’re fond of cards,” said Mr.
and Mr. Girard as the mountaineer
r

ment in 1888 and 188'J. Several scenes of
the ploy are worthy of a deal more than
notice. One of these showing
a passing
the passage of a ferry boat from Jersey
City to New York, is said to he absolute

week’s

last

days,” nearly

APPRECIATION.

his card and when you come to look at it
theatre on Saturday last, and drew large
it is sure to appear a second later in your
matia’
both
and enthusiastic audiences
The Toronto Empire
inside coat pocket.
nee and evening performances.
of his visit to
Love and passion enter into the story prints anjanmsing'account
rooms of the Board of Trade of that
tho
situmelo
dramatic
the
and
of tho play

day, January IT and 18. It is a naval
were
play, the main incidents ot which
suggested by the attempted seizure of the
Samonan Islands by the German govern-

of the

Ubei'j

consecutive

the announcement of whose appearance
and
at Kotzschmar hall on Wednesday
Thursday of this week for the joint
of The Samaritan Association
benefit
and Home for Friendless Boys appears in

May Shaw's big extravaganza company
will lie the attraction at the Gaiety theatre
this week, and it is safe to say that
crowded houses will greet the show at
Thi bill opens with
every performance.
the laughable skit, “The Klondike Milfollowed
lionaires”
by Mackle and
Walker who are old favorites here; May
of songs;
Shaw, in cboioo collection
Killeen and Murphy; James H. Hall, ecCarmen
and
mimic;the
comedian
centric
Sisters, in songs and dances; Dave Reed,
in his wonderful buck dancing, and Uhas.
andjMay Stanley in an up to.datelcomedy
>
Tnero is also an array of pretty
ketch.
attracgirls which is one of the strong
tions. The bill closes with the laughable
comedy “Our Irish Neighbors.”

in

threatening.

rush and

PORTLAND THEATRE.
another column, has been spending sevA Romance of Coon Hollow, with its
eral
days in the city, and by his genial
of
Ten
local in the far and away glens
He is
manner has made many friends.
nessee and redolent, of tho magnolia and
ready to do a trick, He gives you
odton, was the attraction at the Portland always

“Under tils Dome,” Lincoln J. Carter's new sensational comedy drama, will
be seen for the first time in this city at
tho Portland theatre, Monday and Tues-

be

great selling and
the consequent

to

In this edition a sensation has been furnished that will live with any that has
ever been seen in melodrama for the apthat of a
probation of the auditor. Itthoisback
of a
terrific leap of a man from
beamier.
Prince
is
done
by
horse, and

loeather to-dau

F-^ROM

the benefit of the foot ball team, it is exrepected that the publio will generously
spond. The first part of the performance
and the stage setting
is decidedly novel,
is very fine. The specialties are all bright
entitled
Tho afterpiece,
and crisp.
Rex’’ is from the pen of Mr. Le

“Cole,
The cosRoy Kight, and is very clever.
tuming of tho afterpiece is splendid.
Don’t forget the dates. Jan. 14 and 15.
MAINE FESTIVAL ORHCESTRA.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ffEW

Fonknul, January 10,1808.

Next Friday evening the new Maine
have a pecu- Festival orchestra that has been winning
liar bent are known as follows: “The enthusiastic praises where
they have
Magical Lung Tester," which enables been heard in the state, will appear in
The tickets will
Pierrot, after testing his lung power, to Portland at City hall.
blow candles out at long distances, cause
at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s
on sale
go
of
out
heavy doors to shut, blow men
to announce, as we
windows and blow over houses, factories today, and we hope
and church steeples by what seems to be are quite certain, will be the case, a great
the simple expulsion of his breath, is one demand for them.
Thoso who listened
of the amusing ones. “The Cannon Hisrehearsals in Portland say
to the recent
clown
escaping
the
secter" is another,
amazed at the
from his pursuers, jumping into the that they were simply
mouth of a huge twelve-pounder, to be effects produced by what may truthfully be
an
insttut after shot forth and his dis- called a
body of green musicians, green
membered body caught on the points of
or
experience of playing together,
the bayonets ot the surrounding soldiers. in
Yet he appears a moment after sound in with this conductor. His peculiar magmind and body and ready for a similar netism so plainly shown over his chorous
“The Mystirous Lounge
experience.
was nlso to be seen in
from the fact at tho festivals
is an odd Hanlon concei
this orohestra. If he
that it takes all the conceit out of any- the handling of
one who lies
upon it. The down lying can do so muchj.with a first attempt wbat
down, rests his head upon the pillow,
when he has tho time
may he not do
but the aforesaid pillow shows its combative qualities by shooting him as if from and opportunity?
from
A feature of the concert that will create
a catapult, and straight as an arrow
the bow, across the room. Puzzled, but
great enthusiasm will be the appearance
undismayed, he returns to the attack, of Mine. Blauvelt, the charming singer,
and has hardly reclined before he is shot
the side and another, that of Kronold the favorite
in the opposite direction through
wall and out of sight. Still unternlieg, cellist.
li3 returns, anil a most laughal lo scuffle
animate and inaniAXSBACH, THE MAGICIAN.
ensues between the
well

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

j

HIGH SCHOOL. MINSTRELS.

DEAI Hi.

annual meeting of the Hoard of Trade
for choice of officers and the transaction of
such other business as may legally come before
the meeting, "ill be held on .Monday aft moon,
Jnn.g0ih.18W at :< o'clock,

THK
jail

Kill It

At. N. lilCli. Secretary

LATHAM

TRUE

TEACHER OK

PIANO, ORGAN AND THEORY.
Charles J. Walker, aged
Studio, Room is. Brown Block,
days.
at 2. JO o cik, 537
afternoon
Wednesday
CONGRESS STREET.
[Funeral
tilw
street.
rom ins lato residence. No. 138 Piuo
janV
Yoronaea
Perpetua.
Jan.
8,
In this citv,
aced 14
laughter ol Puilip and Alary Lerou,
In Montreal, Jan. L\ Nellie (ieary, formerly of
ears and 6 months.
Funeral this Monday morning at 8.30 o’clock Portland. Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock, from
ht.
[Funeral
rom parents’ residence. No 19 Hampshire
ot the Ini- tiie (if.-::si Trunk >:;u:oii. Portland, Phiiatiel(tequiem high mass at the Cathedral
:»-.t Si. Paul papers please copy.
plita
9
o’clock.1
at
naculato conception
Nort:i Waterford, Dec. lit, Mrs. Jennie
1
in this citv. Jan. 8. Catherine F.. daughter oj
Dov P n oi Lowell, aged 74 yours.
:s
and
3
years
A.
Walsh,
aged
11. J. and Alary
North Pii igton. 1 >o-*. 29. James McAlony.
!
1
in Piddeforil, Jan. !. Simon i'. Dow, aged
this city, Jail. S. Cora A., wife of Charles
Cl
years.
Clark, aged 44 years.
a clock,
In Mothn.iiic Fails. Jan 2. Mary C. Moore,
Prayers this Monday forenoon at 10
aged 73 years 1! months.*
; it her late residence, No. 71 Pearl street.
J. Margaret., wife of Charles
ja liaiii,
Funeral services and burial at Patten. Me.
T. Pupar. a od
years.
In this city. Dec. 9. Willie, infant son of Gao.
in Saco, Jan. 2, Mrs. Betsey B. Gowen, aged
I. and Nellie F. Libby, aged l year 9 months.
2
7S
at
years.
"cmck.
rFuneral Tuesday afternoon,
In Fast Corinth. Dec. 29, WiiHam L. Straw,
i rom parents’residence. No. 4G Hanover street.
23 years.
In this city, Jan. 9. Alargarer. infant daughter aged
lii Madison. Dec. 20, Elisha A. Kent, aged
If ruotras and Hannah Conley, aged 5 months
49
years.
: !3 days.
Iu Skowhegan, Dec. 31, Augustn* v. ->3ah.
Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2..50 o clock
GG years.
rom parents' residence. It 218 Daatorth street. ton, aged
In this city. Jan. 9.
14 vears 11 months 21
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presently the great hull was held alongThe double wedding was one of those side
by a solitary rope at her head and
affect the stern. Sailors were flocking up the rigwhich
ceremonies
simple
quiet,
mind far more deeply than a grand and ging to release the festooned sails, others
halliards and
at the
were
imposing celebration, whose magniiioence sheets, yec-ho-ing
aud within an incredibly short
of ritual seems almost to
paralyze the space of time the towering naked masts
Marian
power of realization. Cecil and
had floated into wide clouds of oanvas,
Mr. Harwere the iirst couple married.
swelling softly to the gentle breeze, and
tree, beaming as with satisfaction at the shining white as pearl in the watery sunissue of the singular love affair in whioh shine.
he had become one of the minor actors,
“Como,” sold Mr. Brymcr, “It is time
both the bridegrooms.
was best man to
for us to go.”
'Che young l llow, with bowed head and
and
The final leave taking was brief
fervent manner, murmured the^responses
earnest; a fervent handshake all round, a
and in due course he slipped the little few last
of
heartfelt
gratiexpressions
gold band upon Marian’s linger, making tude, wishes for a safe and prosperous
her his wife, according to the beautiful
and then the
little party
home,
voyage
words of the service, until death should
passed over the side onto the quay just
part them. When they had been wedded, as the last of the shorefasts fell with a
instead of quitting the church, Ceoil led
splash into the water. They came to a
his bride into a pew, and then, with [dim stand
upon the wharf to watch the Strathas marble,
eve, but face as immovable
uairn get under weigh,
waving their
and nearly as white, he watched his old hands to Cecil and Marian and her
aunt,
fiancee as her own father married her to who
overhung the bulwark rail together
Mr. Brymer. Then the little organ rolled
aft. Cuder the gentle impulse of
the Wedding right
strains of
forth in the
her yearning sails the great
ship began
March, and to the rich music they slowly slowly to glide ahead, with a sailor at the
paced down the aisle, out into the splen- wheel grinding the spokes hard over to
dor of the morning sunshine, where car- cant her bows out towards the
open bay.
riages were waiting to convey them all to In a couple of minutes she was the disMr. Lambert’s house.
tance of her own length away from the
ft is an old and oft told story—the
quayside, with the clear brine beginning
family gatheringfafter the marriage, with to stream out in ripples from under her
Its laughter and its tears, itslopen merri- bends as she
gathered headway; in a
ment.andjlts secret grief. Why, there- quarter of-an hour’s time she had become
alhas
that
which
relate
yet
again
fore,
hovera huge looming smudge amid the
ready been so often written? Yet, per- ing mists; and then, like the dying out
haps, never was a wedding party held of some dissolving view, she vanished alunder exaotly similar conditions. There
together from the sight of the spectators
was a subtle drop of bitterness lurking in
ashore.
the cup of happiness of most of those
“God speed her on her way,” said Mr.
present. Old memories rose strong and Lambert, reverentially, as the little
vivid.in the minds of Cecil and Clara as
broke up to return to'their homes.
long group
they sat nearly face to faoe at the
without bringing
Six months passed
table, and there was an instinct of syml/lllimiuttUJ JJCYVB Ui IUO
palny running tnrougnous rue wnuie ui gers to our Sydney friends; then one
thejcompany, who could realize and ap- morning Mr. Hartree received a long letpreciate their thoughts, which exorcised ter from Ceoil Rawdon, enclosing a draft
a perceptible influenoo upon the hilarity
for the money he had borrowed, and tellof the entertainment. Since that day
him that they hadfarrivedjin England
Cecil and Clara hare sat together over ing
after a somewhat tedious, but uneventful
and over again, and laughed with genuine
that he and Marian had settled
passage,
glee, free of all the neutralizing effect of down at Wlncumbe together, with Mrs.
emotions lying too deep to be drowned
Murray, who was going to live with them
by [the intoxication of joy; for Time for
the future, adding that they;were all
works wonders with [a wounded heart,
business was flourtoo vety well and that his
and has even been known to prove
ishing capitally, and winding up by a
strong.for Love itself.
cordial Invitation to Mr.|Hartree and his
wife to come and stay with them. The
“And I suppose now that jjou’re mar- same’mail brought a letter from Cecil to
of
Mr.
you’ll
Rawdon,
[be thinking
ried,
Clara, giving her the newsjof his safe argoing home again, sir?"
rival, hoping that she was happy, 'and
Thus spoke Captain Sturgess, htmself
begging forgiveness for any unintentional
a prominent figure at the wedding breakwrong she might consider he had done
countenance
rubicund
fast, with his jolly,
her, concluding with a pressing request
and glossy blue cloth coat all a-twinkle for^Mr. Brymer to bring her to England,
with gilt buttons.
that he might see her again.
“Why, yes, Captain,” answered Cecil.
The notion of visiting her old Gloucesas
soon
as
back
to
“I must get
England
Clara’s
tershire home once more took
ever I can now.”
She had now been hard
fancy greatly.
“Then, sir,” exclaimed the skipper [of upon two years injAustralia, and althouh
air of serious the
the Strathnairn, with an
warm, genial climate of the country
conviction, “although I say it, you can’t suited her well enough, she began to feel
do better than sail along wuh me.”
the want of a change into more bracing
“There is nothing I suould like better,” latitutes; for in lands where ^black men
answered Cecil, “and I am sure Mrs. thrive, white women usually languish.
Rawdon”—he smiled on naming Marian Her husband entered into the idea; he
thus for the first time—“would be equally was fond of the sea and willing to do
glad to return in the old ship. When do anything to please Clara. The delicate
you start?”
condition of her health, however, renfew
“In a fortnight. There are [still a
dered her unfit to travel for some little
cabins to let.”
while to come, but by the month of NoA little more talk, and the matter was
vember, 1865, she had grown sufficiently
tekd; Ceoil commissioning Captain strong again to enable her to undertake
Sturgess to take passage for himself and a voyage, which indeed her medical atMarian in the fine clipper he oommanded. tendant
strongly recommended as likely
Mrs. Murray, who was of the party, ap- to
prove highly beneficial. Accordingly
peared very disconsolate at the prospect of Mr. Brymer took passage for himself and
so soon losing her beautiful.young
niece, his wife In a famous clipper ship called
and after sitting siient and thoughtful the Star of
advertised to leave
Peace,
for a considerable spell suddenly aston- within a few weeks bound
forfthe River
ished the company by announcing that Thames and almost
a
exactly
year from
she too would return to England in the the date of their
having seen Rawdon off
-.Strathnairn; adding that, although Aus- in the Strathiiairn, they sailed from Sydtralia was a very fine country, she had
exceptionally
ney Bay, and, after an
come to the conclusion after all that.there
London about
swift voyage, arrived in
was no place like the old home.
had not
the middle of March. Clara
And now it only remains to round off written to Ceoil
telling of her projected
this narrative by disposing of the little visit, and the first
intimation of her
group of actors which lias figured in it. coming which the young fellow had was,
First, +hen, as to Cecil and Marian, for on entering his drawing room one eventhey have been the principal oharaoters ing after returning from business, tojflnd
of the strange drama. Christmas Day, her seated there with her husband
and
1854 was the date fixed upon for the saillittle six
Marian, playing with his flno
in
and
the
of
Strathnairn,
early
ing
months old boy, who, she was just dethe; morning Mrs. Rawdon, together claring, was the image of his father.
with Marian’s aunt, embarked on board
But this is mere domestic small talk.
the noble ship as she lay moored along- The truth
iB, that the story is now told,
side the Cirefilar Quay, with Blue Peter and if the
peroration is much longer
flying at, the fore, sails loosed, anchors protraoted. it will bo growing tedious.
secured, apd all in readiness for putting To conclude then. After a stay of some
to sea. They found a little party had as- few months in this
country, Mr. and Mrs
sembled upon the quarter deck to bid Brymer.returned to Australia, having
of Mr.
them a last farewell, consisting
first of all extracted a promise from Cecil
Brymer and Clara, Mr. and Mrs. Lam- that hajand his wife should come to Sydbert. Mr. Hartree and his wife, and two
ney at the earliest opportunity. After
er three other people whose acquaintance
that tlnie;thojtwo couples.exchanged sevthey had made whilst In Sydney. Never, eral visits; until Mr. Brymer, beginning
perhaps, had the scene of the Bay looked
to grow too old to make long ocean voylovelier than upon this particular warm
ages, determined to undertake one for the
end.hazy morning,with the islets studded laet time, and,to return to his native land
overjthe face of the blue waters stealing to end his days. Both Mr. and Mrs.
outjjand[vanishing again to the[wreathlng Lambert had been dead some years at this
of the.hovering silver mists, and the few
and Clara herself was a woman
harbor period,
vessels slowly creeping up the
of fifty, with more silver hairs in her
looming large, like painted fabrics, head than gold ones; and a married
against the steamy vapor.
daughter, who was beginning1 to develop
“Scarcely wind enough to suit you, is a strong taste for literature, and occasMr.
there?” said
Brymer, as Capain ionally threatened to found a novel upon
Sturgess, all in a bustle with business, the subject of her mother’s romantic love
hands with
name rolliDg across to shake
Rawdon. Mr. and
with Cecil
passage
•»
tr
aI__
_j
his old friends.
v a

__i

-i_:n

V.«onr,A'oi<i-

last time,
well when Clara saw them
pide the Heads,” answered the skipper,
though both getting very aged, and realsquinting admiringly at Clara, who was izing that the 6un of their existence,
now recovering her color, and beginning
which had shone with undimmed lustre
to look like her old self again. “Once let
throughout the long span of a golden
us get clear of the Bay, sir, and I allow
must now be within a very litIt won’t be many hours before the coast wedding,
tle distance of its
setting, and both of
of Australia sinks out of sight below the
thorn quite prepared for that last long
horizon.
which it comes to us all to make.
“We shall all meet again some day,” journey
(The End )
paid Cecil.
‘Oh, yes,” exclaimed tho cheery SydTHE FIRE.
SNOWBALLED
are
confirmed
merchant. ‘‘We
ney
Colonials,'’ said he, indicating the little
Richard Craig is a messenger boy who
his
group by a comprehensive wave of
of the Whstern Union
hand, “and not very likely to return to wears the sign
visit. But Telegraph company on his cap and when
tho old country except on a
perhaps one of these days you and your Saturday evening he saw through a back
wife may revisit a scene that will always
window a lively fire In a barrel in the
have many memories for you both.”
"You will let us hear of your safe ar- paint store of J. B. Fiokett & Co., on
hustled around to the
rival!'” said Mr. Lambert.
Foro street, he
“Indeed we will,” answered’Marian.
front of the building at a rate of speed
friends at
“And do not forget your
the lie to the more or
Mrs. Har- whioh would give
Dunbar House.” exclaimed
less funny sayings about the manner of
tree.
“That is never likely to happen unless locomotion adopted by messenger boys.
I should lose niy memory again,” said From the front of the store he made sure
Cecil. “Your kindness will remain a life
that the blaze was not a reflection or any
long recollection to me.”
“All’s well that ends well,” said Mr. other kind of a false alarm and then he
Hurtree, who was approaching danger- telephoned the chemical engine house. In
ausiy near to one of his flights of phil- the meantime other boys had kicked out
ssophic oratory. Eut just then the hoarse
roice of tho boatswain, standing in the a pane of glass in the rear window and
gangway, bawled out. “Now then, all were making valiant efforts to quench
ishoVe please, those as don't.beloug.to the the flames under a heavy fall of snow
ihio.”
They kept the conflagration in
“Oh, we are going to start 1” exclaimed hallo.
Mrs. Murray,clapping her hands effusive- check until the arrival of the chemloal
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every garment marred DOWN X3XT

Red

Blazing
nmining

happiness
prices

Figures.

—

is in store for the head of many families, substantial and lasting comfort for Men and
until profits and wholesale costs are figures of the past. Below are a few of our many

Boys.

Bargains

Gulling down, shaving off, chopping up
to be found in our several

departments.

Men’s Dress Suits in Cheviots, Worsteds and Fancy Cassimeres
Boys’ Ulsters that were $ I O.OO, 8.00, 6.00 and 5.00,
from $18.00 to 12.00, former prices $20.00, 18.00 and I $.00.
6.00. 5.00 and 4.00.
at
Checks
$9.68.
of
$15 Fancy
Several sizes
Boys’ Long Pant Suits, from $12 to 3.98.
Sawyer Cassimeres at $9.75.
“
Good Business Suits from $5 to 8.00.
Overcoats, ail styles and colors, from $16 to 6.00.
Men’s Overcoats, latest style of cut and make, in Blacks, Blues and
Brown Kersey, from $24 to 20.00, former prices $30, 28.00 and 25.00.
Fancy Kerseys and Brown Mixtures, $16 to 12.00, former prices $15,
18.00 and 20.00.
Oxford mixed. Blues,
prices $15. 18.00, 20.00.
Good Business

Blacks and

“

Browns, $10, 12.00, 15.00, former

from $3.98 to 8.00.

Reefers from $2.50 to 8.00Canvas Coats, from $1.75 to 4.00.

“

Bargains and only

»
(S
“

“
«
U
“

64

5Cc

«

Reefers, from $2.00

££

it
“

SOc

-

“

g8c
$5.25

Suits,

to 5.00.

to 6.00.

from $1.98 to

5.00.

“

Ulsters, from $2.50

“

Overcoats, from $2.00 to 6.00.

“

Short

“

Shirt

Pants, from
Waists,

new

to 9.00.

21c to 79c.

designs, 98c quality, 75c.

59c.

Underwear for 19c and 38c.

Below we enumerate a few seasonable
*'

“

“

“

1.45

“

1.25 and 1.45

$>-25

“

goods,
38c

"

“

“

Heavy Ribbed

$1.00

quality,

“

Natural Wool

75c

“

Suits, from $1.50

Fleeced Lined Underwear, 5Cc

33c

quality,

75c

$1.98 to 7.00.

“

visit will convince you of them.

19 and 23c

Camel’s Hair Underwear,
“

a

$8.00,

$5.00.

Vestee

“

now

DEPARTMENT.

FURNISHING
we have hundreds of

to

“

Boys’ Sweaters,

Pants, from $5.00 to 1.00.
Special lots of $3.00 quality, now 1.93.
Men’s

Department

11

Children’s Suits,

Ulsters that were $25, 20.00 and 18.00, now $20, 16.00 and 15.00.
“
Rubber interlined, $12 and 3.00,former prices $94 and IO.OG.
“
for rough weather, from $4.98 to 3.00.

in this

Long Pants, from 98c

“

Overcoats,

former

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.

MEN’S DEPARTMENT.

■

link

Men’s, Youths’, Boys’ and Children’s

m

63c

“

SS.25

"

$1.00 and 1.25

quality,

SOc

“

38c

Outside Shirts of Cheviots and Flannels, all colors, from 39c to $1.50.
In connection with
of all.
In Hosiery and GrSoves we Slave all kinds and at prices that will meet the approval
See window.
59c.
to
each
have
marked
House
and
C*love
a
of
wholesale
pair
Figure Sale we have the samples
W

_W

our Kc«

■

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,
The Largest Coe Price, Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,
26 and 28 IVSOMUMENT
smashed the

glass but

he did not propose

plead guilty to breaking glass even in
such a worthy cause and when the cry
went up that Tommy did it, the reply
the crowd, “Naw, I
oame from out of
d dn’t nuther. Why don't youse fellers
tell what youse done?” and this question
to

is still unanswered.

FOKEST CITY LOAN AND BUILDING

ASSOCIATION.
The semi-annual meeting of the Forest
City Loan and Building Association was
hold at the office of John B. Kehoe, secretary, Friday evening. Two applications
for loans were aoted on favorably and,a
and then there was a splaBh and splutter
ly.
dividend of seven ner oent or twelve cents
And now indeed the time had come to
the damags being
The pilot at the break o f and it was all over,
per share was declared. It was also voted
pay goodbye.
a
and
of
badly to open a new series immediately to conglass
She oop was shouting orders to the crew, confined to a pane
ard the main deck was died with the scorohed barrel. The barrel was one used sist of not over five hundred shares. Hon.
Fred E. Boothbay, the president, was in
of the seamen hurrying to execute for
Hour
What started the blaze could
waste.
One after another the
the chair, and complimented the direotors
fcis commands.
to
find
was’mado
not
be
effort
told.
An
on the very fine showing made during the
s
hawsers, which for near upon three
the Strathnairn out the name of the
youngster who first six months.
months now had kept

BISHOP HEALY WILL VISIT ROME
Rt. Rev. James
hop of Portland,

Augustine Healy. bis
intends

to

make hi
usual
will bi

leoennial visit to Rome to give,
He
the acoouut of bis diocese.
accompanied by Rev. M. C. McDonough
rector of the Cathedral. They sail fron
as

New York on Saturday the loth, dlrec
for Naples and expect to be back In Port

:

years the bishops in Americi
make this journey to Rome and this wil
be the second trip that Bishop Healey hai 1
made since he has been In charge of th<
Maine diooese.
TT,
During the absence of the bishop.Vioa]
General O’Brien of Bangor will be ii
Rev. J. J. Spell
charge of the diooese.
man of Springfield has been assignee
the
fill
caused bj
to
vacancy
Portland
to
Father McDonough’s absence.
ten

ILL ONLY TWO DAYS.

1

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. M.
j, Walsh of Cumberland street, will be
pained to hear of the death of their little
Catherine, whioh occurred Sat-

c

UGUSTA’S SYMPHONY CONCERT

REDLON, Prop.

FUNERAL OF CYRUS G. GOOGINS.
The funeral serv ices over the remains
of Cyrus G. Googlns took place
yesterday
in the afternoon at the
at 1.30 o’clock

January 8.—The symphony
Augusta,
oncert hero this evening was as agreeble a surprise as was the Maine musical
f BStival and it exceeded.the utmost expec- Gospel Mission on Congress street.
It
daughter,
itions. The masterly work of the orches- was
after an illness of only
largely attended und besides family
urday morning
ra under Mr. Chapman’s
superb leadertwo days. The ohild was taken suddenly 6 hip was a revelation. The rendering of friends there were present the members
was raptur- of the board
of engineers, the fire deill Thursday with what the doctor first t he third aot of Lohengrin,
the
Hleanvelt charmed
« usly received.
pronounced tonsolitis, but which after- ig audience, transporting it at times, partment of the oity in a body, and repcase of diphresentatives from the Ladies’
Veteran
wards developed into a mild
j leserving special mention were her rentherla. The child was getting along nice- f ering of the aria Novlata in which Relief Association.
Her
Loudon.
in
8 he
makes her.debut
Rev. Samuel F. Pearson officiated; and
e noores,
’’Sinaing of You,” Chapman,
opened the services by a prayer, after
a nd “Sicilian Vespers,” Kronold,received
which
Shaw’s
quartette sang “Light
e nthuslastic plaudits.
After Darkness.” Reading of selections
The Ladies’ Veteran Firemen’s Aid so- from the Scriptures followed, and the
a

J

land for Easter.

Every

CHAS. H.

SQ.

a
Pilgrim and I’m a
iety will hold their regular meeting music, “I’m
I-'nday, January 10th, at 7.30 at Orient Stranger.” Rev. Mr. Sumpson ther. delivered an address and dwelt upon the
h all, Farrington block.
o

salient characteristics of the deceased,
bis work, loyalty and courage and concluded with a message of comfort to the
bereaved circle of the family and friends.
another short prayer the choir
After
sang
wero

and those present
opportunity to view the

“Only.Waiting,”
given

remains.

an

The

benediction

was

after-

The pall bearers
yards pronounced.
Geo. F. Siteman, Geo. F. Perry,
yere
The
3eorge Reeves and S. Levi Blake.
loral emblems were numerous and beauAmong them were a
iful in design.

■refcent from the wife with “Husband,'*
n wrought, and a star from the little ones
with the word “Papa;” also a large pil(,w from the members of Ladder comany, No. 1, besides numerous bouquets,
stc.
The
body was interred at Evergreen

:emetery.

TALKED OF ART.

FINANCIAL ANDCOMERCIAL

The Meeting of the Women’s Literary
Union.
Mural

‘■eolations of Staple Presets ia the

And the

Adornment

of

the

Now Topis

precisely 3 o’clock yesterday afternoon at Pino street church, Mrs. Frank
B. Clark, president of the Union, called
At

the members t*> order to listen to the programme on art, which Miss Inez Blanchard of tho Monday club, Mrs.Ira S. Locke
of the ABC Klass aud Miss Helen M.
the Ben Hur club, had in
Pettes of

branch of it would be
that of mural decoration,
of the
as
exemplified in the periods
In
Ronanisance, and of modern times.
for
token of this, the photographs chosen
decoration above and below the platform,
frescoes of
were those of the wonderful
that

Jbut

one

touched upon,

the world, by Michael Angelo, Raphael,
as repreLeonardo da Vinci and others,
John
senting the Renaissance, with only
of the Bos
wonderful
prophets
Sargent’s
modern work. §
ton Library, as species of
first number on the programme
vocal solo by Miss Clementine V arwith a
nev, a charming % young.singer,
voice, who gave an old
sweet soprano
entitled
Purcell,
English song by
“Nymphs and Shepherds.”
This was followed by a paper on “How
the Renaissance Treated One Division of
Pile

was a

Art,” givon by

Mrs. Ira S. Locke of the

ABC Klass.
“In the revival of art in the fourteeth
cenntury,” said Mrs.|Locke, “we turn .to
fnv Tho mnef.

TAmarkabla

sneciinens

of work in this line—thnt of murul decora-

tion.”
The speaker explained something of the
technical process necessary to make these
adhere properly to the wall.
frescoes
This work calls tor a skilful and rapid
hand, but often the master had apprentices to assist him in mixing color, or
Michael Angelo, the
passing brushes.
great, did it all for himself.
is
To Giotto
given the credit for introducing a more beautiful tone in the art
of this century, by avoiding the influence
of the Byzantine school. Up to the middle of the fifteenth century, Florence led
the Austrian,
after that
in art, but
Bolognese and Venetian schools equalled
that of the Florence. Mrs. Locke spoke
of the beautiful frescos of Leonardo da
Bartholomew, Carpriccio,
Vinci, Fra
Raphael, Boticelli and Pauld Veronese,
which will give pleasure to the world lor
J
all time.
Miss F.lizabeth King, then delighted
the audienoo with two selections of old
English songs, ‘‘Blow, Blow, Thou Winter Wind,” Dr, Arne,
lSthjcentury, and
“Under the Greenwood Tree,” from “As
You Like It,” in both of which hcr4 rich
contralto voice rang out charmingly.
Miss Blanchard said very pertinently in
introducing Miss Pettes, that no matter
how old anything was, it was always
inevitable that its expression would reappear. .So in our times the wonderful
frescoes of our Congressional Library.and
the Boston Public Library, show the tendency of modern art of which Miss Pettes
would tell the ladies.
Miss Pettes, whose enthusiasm for her
subiect was most manifest, gave an interesting account of tbe developments of
rich periods in artistic
the
ot
some
Velasquez,
work, when there Jived
Boticelli, Angelo, Durer, Raphael, Bellini or Fra Angelico. She then spoke
with great enthusiasm of some of the
manifestations in our own time, as seen
in many beautiful buildings throughout
in the wonderful qourt ot honour lanu,
World’s Fair, and above all in
or at the
frescoes of Konyon Cox,
the beautiful
Johu Le barge, Veddar and the greatest
of all, John Sargent.
Miss King and Miss Varney gave a
vocal duet, an imitation of olu English,
by Arthur Foote, “Come live with me
and be my love,” which was charmingly
rendered.
Mrs. Burnham then read her paper on
"Art Influence,” in which she said that
each new age brought a new problem for
solution in the educational world. It is
not many years since education was regarded ns a Procrustean bed to which a.
child must bo fitted, without any thought
of individual development. Mrs, Burnham
said that fortunately for the condition and
development of the children of our day,the
outlook in these matters is entirely different and the influence of the beautiful, as
exemplified in the arts of literature, mugenerally now
sic and art, is brought
Into the public schools.
Mrs. Burnham spoke very strongly of
the result of this influence of the beautiful on the children of today, because in
the future they will be our builders in
the woods and marbles, our workers in
bronze andiron; our voters and legislators and wo shall all be glad to think that
in these years to come our people will bo
the true
from the
aide to distinguish
from the ugly. This
falje, the beautifulthis
subject so much
earnest woman has
at heart,

as reswucu uj

uw

^uusuicunuus

3214

Southern Ky pfd. 32 8
Louis & Nash.
Tenn. Coal & Iron. 26-4

„G';‘

"l,.
Vi,
2,

and

Bonds

YORK, Jan. 8.
Money on call easy 2@8Vipr cent: prime merSterling Sxcantile paper o',Vi? t(4 percent.
ebange steady, with actual business in bankers bills at * S5s6* 85Vs tor.demanQ and!* 82%
tor sixty days: posted rates at •£SH®4 86.
Coaiimcl uilis at 4 82ya.
Government Bonds strong.

AS?*

3££*
fof?

Sugar.14*V»

1431*

Western Union.

NEW

State bonds quieM
Railroad bonds strong.

The platform of the church was
prettily decorated with pine boughs,
potted palms, and on tho pending desk,
moved to one side, was a vaso of pinks
and Chinese lilies. In introducing the
said

04»A

Pacific Mail. S1H
Union Pacific.

(By Telegraph.i

charge.

subject for the afternoon, Miss Blanchard

Quotation* Stirou

91

pfd.or*5'8
Missouri Pacific.

Modern

Schoolroom.

dll's

Wabash

Leadinsr Markets.

Decoration of Five Centuries Ago,

170

Lake Shore.lloVa
Northern Pacific pfd. 80’i
American Tobacco. 91
U. S. Leather pfd. 04 Va

Retail

<5”A.
sug.tr|ksGe

Grocer*

BOSTON. Jau. 7. 1808—The following
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.i

Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetionta y
■■
1 uivtUsed 6:1.;
powered, 6s; grauulatod
coffee crushed 6c •. yellow s
syb
■

Hides.

are

Spring patents. 6 16,35 75.
Spring, clear ana straight. 4 30S6 36.
Winter patents. 6 10®6 50.
Winter,;cleariand straight, 4 50®o 35,
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers—._

...

* 98
Cpe ( anrreate oo*
,j£xirac.
do bbl
76o®J8 00 Yellow Extra C,..-4Vi
0 50
Maine.
Seed
3 6B®3 76
Pea Beans.l 30®i 40 Tlmotuv.
Yellow Eves.J 65®1 no Uiover.Wejt, «y*®a
do
N.
Y.
Pea_1660160
9Vi®10
Cal

Market.

IrisDPotat’s.DustiOjBBS
do, bDl2; 25 ®2 36
SweetsJerseySTGiai* 00
ao Norrolx 2 75a>
do Vineland,4 otiffirB
Onions.EgDSo 00@0 00
do Natives 2 7603 00
Chickens_
12gl3
Turkevs. Wes. 13ffij.se
Northern do.... 11 (SI17
bowls,..
9i®ll
Apple*.

< 0®10V*
Alslie,
lied XOP.
16017
YroTlalems.

Pork—

(31250
heavy
iiiediumll 2501160
®

niudium

Beef—light..9 00®'.) 25
heavy,.. M 76® >0 26
I

EnlestaVAD* 675®
card, tesano
VV bbl.mire 6W®6V,

doeom’uo. 4Vei8>7/8
DallJ.oompd 5Vi8*5Vi
palls, pure 63/« J67
8Viffi9
puredl
Evap 5* ft
s@10c
9
fiemoui.
Bams.. • •
(09 V*
3 60®4 00
aoeov’rd
Messina

Eatingapol’s3 5004
do

common

Baldwins

501

i2[a.S 001

3 6(104 25

..

OH.
3 60®4 26 Kerosenel20ts
8VS.
3 6u®375
Jamaica
Llgoma. 8V*
California, 3 2504 00 Centennial ...... 8 V*
Pratt’s Asuai ..10 s*
megs.
27C2S
NearDV....
Eastern extra.. 26ffi26 in half bbls lc extra
oranges.

Florida

Kaisln*.
FresUYVestern..23*§24
18019 Musctl.60 lb bxs6®6Vs
London la/’rll 754»20C
CoaL
Creamerv.lncy..2l®22
Eetall—delivered.
GIltEciee Vr’int.l8®20
Cumberlana
16
00004 50
Choice.14®
Chestnut,,,.
®«50
Cheese.
8 00
Franktln-..
N. Y. IcfrylOVaffill
00
Lehigh,...
Vermont...lOVisull
*00
«12Vs Pea.
Bag*.12
Held.
nnttoi.

Gram Quotation*.
CHICAGO BOARD OF XRADB

Friday’s quotations.
WHXAT

Jan.
Opening.

Cosing....92
Jan.
UiuninE:#.

.#••••

••c*

267/8

CHICAGO—Wlieat closed rather irregular at
97*4 c cash and for Jan: 91 Vs asked for May:

81% asked for July.
Corn closed steauv at 2S7/, for cash and Jan;
2 jy«to291'« bid for May: 3o*’» asked July.
Oats closed steady at 21“/*o for cash and Jan:
22 Vs; asked for May.
ST. LOUIS—Wheat closed easy £3 hid cash
and Jan: 94 asked lor May; 79Vic bid July.
Corn closed easv 26VaC bid cash and for Jan;
27V* May: 2SV» bid July.
DETROIT—Wheat closed steady at 91c for
No 2 Red cash; 92c for May; B2V4 July: No 1
White at ul V* cash.
DULUTB—Wheat steady-No 1 hard at 91V,
for cash: No 1 Noithern 91c cash; 90Vac May;
89 July.
MILWAUKEE—Wheat closed at 923/*c for
cash; 90% c M ay.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat In store closed
easy; No 1 Northern at 90 tor Jan; 89VKSSS9V4
May.
European Mamet*.

"Sy Telegraph.
LONDON. Jan. 8, 1»98.—Consol* closed at
112 13-16 for money and 112 16-16 for account.
BLIVERPOOL, Jan. 8. 1898—Cotton market
steady; American middling at 3V*d; tales
7.000 bales, Including 600 bales tor speculation and export.

FOR

Alllanca.New York Colon.Jan 10
Trave.New York.. Bremen.... Jan 11
Teutonic.New Y’ork. .Liverpool .Jan 11
Salerno.New York. .Pernambuco Jan 12
New York... .New York. .So’ampton. .Jan i2
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp. ...Jan 12
Portland.... Liverpool.. ..1 an 15
Laurentlau
Grenada..... .New York. .Trinidad;—Jan '6
Mobile.New York.. Lonaon .Jan 16
Talisman.New York. .Demarara.. .Jan 12
Vlgllancia.New York, -llav & Mex, .Ian 12
Jan 14
Cervoua.Portland... London
Dalecarlia.... New York. .P’rnambuco Jan 16
Niagara .New York. .Cientuegos. .Jan 13
.Jan 13
.NewYork. .Laguayra
Venezuela
Spaarndam... .New York. .Rotterdam ...fan 10
Gascogne.New York.. Havre.J an 16
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool.. .Jan 16
Patria.New York. .Hamburg.. .Jan 16
Wera .New York. .Genoa.Jan 15
Britannic.New York. .Liverpool... Jan 19
Paris.New York. .So’ampton.. Jan 19
Berlin.New Y’ork. .Antwerp ...Jan 19
Scotsman.Portland.. .Liverpool ...Jan 19
Advance.New York. .Colon .Jan 20
Others.New Y’ork. .P’rnambuco.Jau 20
New York.. Amsterdam..I an 20
Werkendam
...Jan 21
Davona.Portland.. London
Massachusetts.New York. .London.Jan 22
.Jan 22
F Bismarck.. .New Y’ork. .Hamburg
Servia.New York. Liverpool... Jan 22
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Ian 22
Normaudle_New York.. Havre.Jan 22
Amsterdam.. ..New York. .Rotterdam ...Jan 22
Philadelphia .New York. .x,aguayra.... Jan 22
Pennsylvania.. New York. .Hamburg.. .Jan 22
Latin.New York.. Bremen.... Jan 26
Daleearha... .New York..PernambucoJan 25
St. Louis.New York. .3o’am»ton...Jan 26
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool. ...Jun 26
Noordland.New Y’ork. .Antwerp ...Jan 26
Campania_New York..Liverpool .Jan 29
Champagne —New York.. Havre.Jau 29
Rotterdam_New York. .Rotterdam. .Jan 29
..

....

....

..

..

..

May
MINIATURE ALMANAC.. JANUARY 10.

May.

sunsets’:llll“*»wster{::::}!&
271 Height......

|9V4

Moon rises.

0 0—

7

00

OATH.

Jan.
Opening...........
c...... 213/i
Closing.

Mav.

Jan'

May.

opening.

work on the school room decoration com- Closing.9 25
Saturday’s Quotations.
mittee, that all who heard her, feel the
WJIKAt
real spirit of enthusiasm,behind the richJan.
ly spoken words.
Opening. Wa
Clark resumed the chair at the Closing. • ••••••■•
92%
Mrs.
close of the meeting, simply “to read a
C'*K
Jan.
few notices and make an interesting anI he secretary read the Opening.
nouncement.
minutes of the last meeting and also a Gloats...;. 26%
OATh.
all
those, interested in
notice in which
Jan
of parliamentary law were
the subject
Opening.
Osgood a, 4t> Closing.2l3/±
to meet at Mrs.
invited
Winter street,at 10 o’clock Tuesday mornpork,
that at
Jan.
ing. Mrs. Clark then announced
the extra delegates’ meeting, which was Opening
••
called just beforo the present one, it was Closingi ......
decided to invite Miss Heloise Hersey of
LARD,
Boston to speak in this church on Friday
Jan.
4
at
o’clock,
18th,
afternoon, February
Closing. 4 80

£3V2
23/s

9

SATURDAY, Jan 8.
Arrived.

Tug Catawissa, towing barge Sohuylkiil, from

I May

_mul rn

sell
Sob

Jl-vb

May
23%
2u%

May.
? 37
9 4*

87

and to this lecture the meinbers or the
Union are each entitled to bring a friend,
Boston »too» Marxes.
and to which are also to be invited the
the
Tile
were
closug
Quotateachers of the public schools. Miss Her- tions of following
stocks
at Boston:
of
sey, as is well known, is the principal
65
Mexleau Central, as.
a
line school in Boston is a delightful Atchison, Top. & Santa Fe. R, new. »3Vfc
will
it
so
Boston & Maine.171
speaker and a Maine woman,
do
.158
no doubt be a pleasure to hear .Jier^speak
pi'd
Maine Central.
on “The Modern .Novel in Relation to the
Onion
Pacific.
28%
Mrs. Clark also anModern Woman.”
American Bell ..267
nounced that the committee for the social American
Sugar. common..143%
evening,
appointed by the executive Sugar, uld..,.....115
board, were Mrs. Charles'Dyer of the Mu- Ceh Mass.»jfd..... 64
do eommo
9
tual Improvement club, Mrs. 13. F. Haskell of the Current Topics, Mrs. John Flint * Fere Mara. 4iy2
O. Rice of the Cresco literary, Mrs. Paul Pepperell Manu’fg Co.1275
of the Child Culture, and Laconia Manufacturing Co.670
R. Stevens
Bston & Maine R 4y2s, 1944,
121%
Mrs. Fred N. Hooper, of the ABC Klass.
This committee has also decided that it
New York Stock Market.
will be necessary to levy a ten cent per
KNEW YORK. Jan. 8.
capita tax which the members are reThe following are to-day’s opening and closquested to pay their delegates,and the del- ing quotations of stocks:
egates to tne committee’s secretary, Mrs.
Opening. Closing
B. F. Haskell.
Delaware & Lackawanna-155%
156%
This closed the business of the after- Philadelphia & Reading,.23%
28
noon and the meeting
adjourned though .jersey Central. 97 Vs
97%
of
the
ladies
to
&
look
at
the
lit
stayed
Delaware
Huclson.113%
many
16%
interesting photographs and to oiler pleas- Erie. 16
96%
ant words of congratulation to the chair- St. Paul. 96%
&
B.
101%
Q.101%
C..
man .and speakers who had made the af91%
Rock Island. 91%
ternoon so agreeable.
123
Northwestern.123
7734
Omaha.77%
3 6%
Takes the burn out; heals the wound; Ontario!* Western. 16%
85 vu
Civ., Cinn., Chicago * St. Louis 35%
cures the pain. Dr. Thomas’ Electric oil,
64 %
Canada Southern. 54 Va
the household remedy.
110%
liew York Central.11«%

Me Cent ltR.

Lizzie Carr, Teel, Norfolk, with lumber.
Nellie J Crocker, Henderson, Philadel-

phia-iron pipes to

Water Co.

Soli Ella Erances. Foster. So Amboy for Rock-

Woii Abby S Walker. Dobbin,Port Johnson for
''srh*'.wieaton, Wliitten,

New

York for Rock-

for St John.
U<Scii Rcwa, McLean. New York
New York for Cams

Sch Abner Taylor, Young,
Sell Tiios Borden, Darby, New York for Rockland.
Returned—Sell Maud Mallock, Lunt, with
iiiaiubooin broken.
Cleared.

May.
4

PORTLAND.

PORT OF

35

May
29%
29%

itEWe

MABINK

Steamship Parisian, (Br) Barrett, Liverpool—
ti &

A

Allan.

Steamship Fremona, (Br) Murray, LondonMemnon, (Br) Bales, Bristol, Eng—

BSteamship
Elder, Dempster & Co.

Steamship Arcadia. (Ger) Pletsch, Hamburg—
Steamer Loulsburg (Br)| Gould, Loulsburg—
G M Btanwood.
Steamship Manhattan, Harding, New York—
..

J

Sch°Wm

Todd, Campbell. Calais—J H Blake.
Hattie Loring, ltice, Steuben—J H Blake.
Sch E A Wlilttemore, Wliitteinore. North-east
Harbor—J H Blake.
Scb Ella May, Cooper, Rockport—Doten Gram
Company.
SAILED—Steamers Parisian, and Memnon;
Also steamer Lebanon, with barge Keystone.
SUNDAY. Jan 3.
Sell

Arrived*

York—
Steamship John Englis, Bragg, New
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Fertli
Amboy—
Avertd,
Sell James R Talbot,
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Roger Drury, Dixon. Hillsboro. NB, foi
New

Yolk.

SAILED—Steamers Arcadia, Fremona. l.oufsburg; tug lee King, with barge Knickerbocker,
and coasters.
Barge Keystone, which arrived from Philadelphia 7tb, with coal, was consigned to, Sargent,
Dennison & Co.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
A1- at Valparaiso Jan tl steamer Cottage City
from New York for San Francisco.
Ar at Demerara Dec 3. barpue Maunle Swan,

Higgins, Delaware Breakwater.

m<Passed Hell Gate 8tb,

schs Druid, New York
for Thomaston; Lugano, Amboy for do; Sarah
Bedford.
New
for
M Bird, Philadelphia
BOSTON—Ar "til, sens Harvester, Roberts,

Vinalhaven: Hattie Lewis, Clark Portsmouth.
Ar sill, schs Seth W Smith, Martin, Hoboken;
E Waterman, Huqttey, Long island City; Irving
Leslie. Churchill, Bucksport ; Caroline Knight,
Cole, ItocKland; Saran 0 Ropes, Kreger, Philadelphia; Lady Antrim, Thomaston.
Sid 7th, sens Chas I* Nottman, coal port; Carrie C Miles. Rockland.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 8th, sell Anna E Ivranz.
Brown. Key West.
Sid 8,h. sell Anna Pendleton, Thomas, for
New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, soli Daylight. Philpot,

Annual

*

Cash

Clearing«Sale

*

OVERCOATS,
UISTERS,

REEFERS ADD SUITS
By the Manufacturers.
Lot

Boston.

Sid 7th, sell Oliver S Barrett, Erwin. Boston.
Ar Will, schs Gee A MnFadden, Wallace, iron)
PuntaGorda; Spartan,Coombs, Boston; Augustus Welt, Elliot, Puma Gorda.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—Sailed S)th, sells Roger Drury, Dixon, Hillsboro, N3, for New Turk;
Marion, St John, Mi, for New Haven ; Lyra,
lor

jiosion;

stena

M&ua,

miner,

.101111,

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Ir. effect Nov. 14 180T.
leave Portland ns follows:
7.00 a. in. l-’or Brunswick. Bath, Rockland
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan Lisbon Falls
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor am
Trains

Bucksport.

and

of Good Black

$10

and

$12

heavy

warm

ULSTERS selling

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.;
Falls.
Lew
Mechanic
Falls. Kumford
iston, Winthrop. Oakland. F.eadfleld. Water
ville. Livermore Fulls, Farmington and Phillips
11.10 a. in. for dray. New Gloucester, Dan
vllin dune.. Auburn and Lewiston.
U.2uu. in. Kxpress lor Brunswick. Bath. An
gusta, Watervllle. rmstieid. Bangor. Bucksport.
Bar Harbor, tureen ville and Aroostook County
via
B. & A. R. K. lor Moulton. Woodstock,
St. Stephen, and St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St John.
1.10 p. in. Mechanic Falls. Rutnford
Falls,
Bonus, Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington, Kingfield. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Kaugeley, Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
An
1.15 i). m. l or Freeport Brunswick.
Rockland and
Bath.
gusta.
Boothbay.
auc
Knox
on
the
all
stations
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan. Bei
fast, Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft. Green
ville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
6.10 u.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisboa
m.
Falls, Richmond, Gut diner, Augusta and
Watervllle.
Danvllie
b.15 p. in. For New
Gloucester,
Junction. (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Kxpress, every night foi
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, WaterAroostook
side, Banger, Moosehcad Lake.
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport
St. Stephen. St
John and
Andrew's, St.
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxoroft
or beyond Bangor,
sleeping cars to St John.
White Mountain Division.

For Brldgton. Fabyans, Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Jolmsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, st, Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Corntsh-Fryeburg.
Brldgton. North Conway. Fabvans. Lancaster,
Luneuourg, St Johnsburv, Newport, Sherbrook. Montreal and Toronto.
8.45

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train1' for Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville aud Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.60 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. in. Night Kxpress with sleeping cars
for all points.
7.20

now

at

$7.50

a. m.

a. m.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

$8.50.

WARM ULSTERS selling
only $15 each.

Lots of 615 and $18 heavy

at

_

only $

IO and

$ | 2.

A few 625 Ulsters selling at

From Montreal. Quebec. Fabyans. Brldgton.
8.26 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. in.:
Bangor, and Augusta da ily and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Demis. Kumford Falls. Lewiston,12.30
p. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.23 p. m.: St
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Kangeley, Farmington.RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 6.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; daily Irom Bar Harbor, Bangor,

All
reduced
NB. for Salem: Dakota, do for Boston; Kebeoca
Great values in
\Y Huddell, Tower, do for New York; J’efetta,
Kail
do for do: Harvey H Havey, Gott. do for
stock and broken sizes
River; Annie Harrier, JGolder. do for Salem:
George \V Glover. New York for Rockland; S E
from $8 and $10 to
ages 5 to 10 years, reduced in
Davis, Harrington. Alt Hesertfor Boston; Mary
Farrow. Morrissey, Seal-sport for do; Annie
DaUl ai:u uotisiuii, i.tu tv.
xxaimvA,
ua*»jr
Stieppard. Rockport fordo: H S Boynton, do
St. John. Bar Harbor, Waterville ana Augus[or do; Gnward, Rockland for do.
3.50
a.
Mondays.
in., except
ta,
DARIEN—Ar 7tli, sell Lueia Porter, Farrow,
at
|
ages 3 to 8 years, offered and
62.50 and 3.00
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager,
3avannali.
r\ E. BOOTHBY, ti. P. & T A.
Cld 8th, sch Carrie A Norton, Wylie, for New
reliable.
aud
as
novl2dtf
York.
article sold
Portland, Nov. 14.1897.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR -Sid 8tii, sells
Kolon, from Sands River, NS, for New York;
Orozimbo. Calais for do; Carrie L Hix, Rockland for do; Sarah Eaton, Calais for Sag Harbor; Ella Pressey, Rockland for New York;
Richard Hill. Thdmastou fordo; Young Brothers. Boston for Newport News.
In Effect Nov. 15, 1897.
GALVESTON—Ar 8th, sch B VV Morse, NewDEPARTURES.
bury, Baltimore.
--—--Cld 8th, sch Wm H Clifford, Harding, Pensa8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M. From Union Station
cola, and sailed.
lor Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckileld. Can/< US?' -■ •••■
HYANN1S- Sid 7th, sells J Frank Seavy, f3
ton, Dixlield, Kumford Falls.
v
;
;aaoti
Kelley, and Abide Bowker. Perry, lor NYork;
From Union
a. m.. l.io and 5.15 p. m.
8.30
Abner Taylor. Young, for Calais; Ella Francis.
Station for.Mechanic Falls and intermediate
Foster, for Salem; Joseph Luther, Crosby, from
stations.
Greens Landing for New Bedford ; Augustus
l.-lo .train makes close connections at RumPalmer. Boston for Newport News.
ford Falls for Bemls and all stations on K. F.
Ar 8tb. sells Hazel Dell, E G
HYANN16
\iBt
jBt -S
& K. L. K. R.
Wlliard, .1 K Bod well. Maggie Hurley, Empress,
and Charleston, irom Rockland for New York.
Through Tickets on Sale.
Passed, sch Clias P Nottman, from Philadelphia for coal port.
R. C. BRADFORD, Tiaffic Manager,
Sid 7tb, sch Harold B
JACKSONVILLE
Portland, Maine.
Cousins. Davis, Baltimore.
F-. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
KEY WEST—Ar 7th. sch Goodwin Stoddard.
dtf
Kumford
Falls. Maine.
jelS
Andreson, New York,
Shi 7tli, sch Eva May. Small, for Pascagoula;
Fredk Roesner, Wilson, Tampa.
Ar 7th, sch Mary E
NEWPORT NEWS
& Maine R. F?.
and Operators of 36
Manufacturers jaiid Promoters of Fashionable, Perfect Fitting Clothing,
Palmer, Haskell. Boston.
In effect Oct. 4tli, 1897.
in America.
Dealers
janudtf
Retail
and
Sid 71 h. sch S P Blaekman. Ross, Boston.
Wholesale
Stores.
Largest
Trains leave Union Station, for Scarboro
NORFOLK—Sid 8th, sch Charles Davenport,
Pinkbam. St Lucia.
Crossing, 10.00 a. m.. 5.15, 6.20 D.m.; Scarboro
Beacb, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
NEW LONDON—Sid 7th. sells Elvira French,
5.15, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard, Saco, BldKendrick. New Bedford for Norfolk; KathaSTEAMSHIPS.
OCEAN
for
deford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m.. 12.46, 3.30,
rine D Perrv, Gartfeld. Boston
Newport
6.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kcanebunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. ill.,
News; Wm O Snow, Eliis, Fall River for NorBoston
12.45.3.30. 6.16,6.20p. in.; Keunebunkport.
fordo;
HARPSWRLL STEAMBOAT CO.
folk; Edwin R Hunt. Crowell.
7.00. 8.40. a. in.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.16 p. in.;
Alma E A Holmes, Providence far Philadelphia;
Beginning October 1st, 1897, steamer Aueocls- Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 6.16 p. m.,
H H Hanscom. Russell, do for do.
co will leave.Portland Pier, Portland, daily, SunNorth Berwick, goiuerswor tli, Dover,*f 4.U5,
NOBSKA—Passed 7tli, sch Sarah C Ropes,
days excepted, as follows:
7.00. 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;
from Philadelphia for Boston.
TO
For Long and Cliebeague Islands, Harpswell, Rochester. 7.00. 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.30 p. m.;
PORT AN .ELKS —Ar 6th. barque Guy C
2.00
m.
Alton
and
Orr.’s
p.
12.45,
Island,
Farmins'toQ,
Bay, 8.40 a. m.
Bailey’s
Goss. Mallett. Philadelphia.
For I'lifl island, Mondays, Wednesdays and 3.8o p, m.; Northern l>»v.. Lakeport. LaPASCAGOULA—Ar 7th, sch Willie H Hig12.45
a.
in..
2.00
in.
8.4o
p. m.;
conia,
PI.vmonth,
p.
Fridays.
gins. Cole. Port Marla
“
Cremona, 4500 tons, Jan. 7tli Return for Portland -Leave Orr’s Island, by Worcester, via Somersworth. 7.00 a. m.;
Ar 8th, sch Belle O’Nell. Norwood, Ton SDain
“
Porti
Concord,
m.
Arrive
via
“
above
7.00
a.
of
Manchester,
Rockingham
landings,
14th
way
Jas H Dudley. Cobb, Havana.
Cervona, 7000
3.30
m.;
Junction,
7.00 a. ID..
“
p.
land, 9.30 a. m.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 7th, sells Charles E
21st
S. S. Pevouu, 7000
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’! Mgr.
j Rockingham Junction. Exeter, HaverBatch,Crocker. Bath: Sarah E Palmer, Whitdtl
•! hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 1ft4.05,
sepll
And weekly thereafter.
tier, Boston.
3.30 p. m.
t8.40 a.
m.. §12.45,
t7.00,
Iteeriy Island-Passed down 7th. schsWmT Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
Special attention given to the carriage of
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m,, 12.50,
Donnell, for Boston.
THE JfKW ANT) PALATIAL STEAMEKS
Cheese. Butter, Apples amt Perishable Cargo.
7.25.
d. m. Leave Boston for Port4.22.
Passed up 7th.sells Augustus Hunt, Hammer,
For all information apply to
land, 5.59. 7.30. 8.00. 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 4.15,
Boston for Philadelphia; John K Souther, Car
Custom Home "Wktirf, Portland, Me.
Ip. m. Arrive Portland, 10.13, 21.00 a.
ver, Carteret for do, (and ar nth.)
8.00 p. m.
Week day time table, commencing Sunday, m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00,
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 7th, steamers
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Nov. 28t.1897.
Ale.
ancaster, and Williamsport, from Philadelphia alternately leave Frankijn Wharf. PortPortland,
Commercial
St.,
Peaks’ Island.
For Fore*.t. Citv La**ai«ijr.
for Portland.
land, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
Scarboro
Beach. Pine Point, Old OrseptiM
_dtf
PORT READING—Ar 7th, sch Eugene Borda, season for connection with earliest trains for
6.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. 111., 2.15, 4.20 6.15 p. 111.
chard, Saco, Biiddeford. Kennebunk. Weill
For Ponce’s Landing,- Lung Island, 8.00, Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. ill.; North Berwickpoints beyond.
Groe'-ey, Newark.
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
Slri 7th, sch Charlotte T Sibley, Coombs, for
Through tickets for 1’rovldeuco, Lowell,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. LowFor Trefethen’s Landing, Little and Great ell, Boston. 4.05 a. in.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. ArWorcester, New York, etc.
Darien.
MAIL
India
Boston,
every
4.20
m.
Wharf,
'a.
leave
8.00,
ill..
Islands
2.15,
Diamond
p.
Returning
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7tli, sch Wm F Campbell.
STEAMERS._
rive Boston, 7.25 a. m., 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leava
_ROYAL
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboa Co. Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Port
Campbell. New York.
Evening at 7 o'clock.
and Portland, Calling at line
B.
Liverpool
J.
COYLE,
for
season.
Manager.
tbe
E
discontinued
Hattie
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 7th, sell
land 7.10 e. in.
King,
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. A,L
C. W. T. GODI.sG, Gen. Mao.
sept24dtf
Hogan, Pel-ill Amboy.
Londonderry.
EASTERN DIVISION.
^
^
fm
SALEM—Ar 7th, sell Nellie King, Dawes,
From
From
For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Blddeford,
New York for Deer Isle.
Portland.
Liverpool Steamship
; Portsmouth, Newburyporf, Salem, Lynn,
Sid 7tl>, sebs Mattie J Alles, Long Cove for
t2.00.
t9.00 a. m., §1.00. t6.l0
Boston,
8 jail.
New York ; Flbemau. Carver’s Harbor for do,
23 Dee.
Parisian.
SERVICE
i D. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m.t 12.50,
15 Jan.
l.aurentlan.
30 Dee.
(and botn passed Highland Light.)
Leave
in.
for
ARRANGEMENTS.
WINTER
9.26
p.
Boston,
4.16,
22 Jan.
6 Jail.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th, sells CumberNiunlutan.
(U. S. and Royal Mail Steamers.)
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
• Carthaginian,
GOING WEST.
land. Perth Amboy for Boston; Etta A Stlrnp13 Jan.
[20 Jan.
11.50
.a.
12.15.
m.,
Arrive
Portland,
in.
(New.) 20 Jan.
5 Feb.
son, do for do.
Mongolian.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE loaves as fol- p.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
Sid 7th, sch Annie Gus.
9000 Took, is intended to sail from Jloston as
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenSUNDAY TRAINS.
BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, MonAr 8tb. sehs Madagascar, Bayonne for Calais; follows for Queenstown and Uverpuol:
Electral part, where least motion is felt.
a.
m..
at
at
7.15
a
ad
touching
Portsmouth.
Jordan L Mott. Hoboken for Rockland; Nat
NewburySAl UKDAY, JAN. 1.r>, 3 !’• M.
Blddeford.
tricity is used for lighting the ships through- daysSouthFridays,
Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
Mender, Hoboken for Boston; JohnM PlumSalem. Lynn. Boston* 2.00 a. IQ.. 1.00
SATUUDAY, FJKK. 19, 8.30 A.M.
out, the lights being at the command of ttio
PKMAQUID for PORTLAND. Wednesdays port,
mer. Grand Maimu for New York; O M Marrott
m.' Arrive in Boston, 5.B7 a. m.. 4.16 p, m.
Musio
Saloon passage sfMO and upwards, according passengers at any hour of the night.
p.
at above landings.
Rockland for do; Mattie J Alles. Long Cove for to location. Second cabin (very superior ac
l'ooms aud Smoking Rooms on the promenade at b.00 a. m.. touching
Leave Beaton for Portland, 9v00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
GOING EAST.
do; Eiheman, Greens Lauding for do; Clias li coinmodations' JS4U.cn; round passage%78.37 deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
Arrive: in Portland, 12.25,
p. m.
*
a.
m.
at
7.00
PORTLAND
Me.
for
50
steam.
Wolston, Georgetown,
Leave
Thursdays p. w.
Wilmington.
by
Steerage passage JSU3
a re- and Saturdays for
Sid 8tb, sells Cumberland, Etta A StlniDSon,
Rates of passage S52.50 1 o'«70.GO.
tConneets with Rail Lines for New York,
South
Harbor,
Bristol,
West.
E Waterman. Seth \V Smith, Jas Young, Mary
duction Is made on Round Trip Tickets.
South and
Boothbay
a Olys, and others.
and East Boothbay,
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
If Daily except Monday.
Scotsman sails Wednesdny, Jan. 19. at
Few York.
$34.uu ana
return,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
Lonaonaerry,
$30.30;
WILMINGTON, NC-CId 7th. sells Cora M. Str.
SConiiucts with Sound Lines for
sails
Wednesoay
1
I.alr-Hilor
r. Si.
str.
and $69.00.
tor PKMAQUID and above landings.
Mitchell, Kingston, J; Ira b E Hems, Mars ton,
$66.75
Throufcli tickets to all points for sale at Union
Feb 2, at 1 P. M. Low passage rates. Salooi: I
RACE.
London,
ALFRED
New York.
Glasgow,
Manager
octiSOtUJ
Steerage—To Liverpool,
#10. Second cabin #34. Steerage #22.Sir. For
G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
Belfast or Londonderry, Including every reFnmio’ii Pnrl*.
passage, plans, etc., apply at company's office.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Portquisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
ejimhh
or
to
aruuw
11*3 tiraio htreet. Boston,
For tickets or further information apply to
land.
AtHiogo Dec lBtb, ship Jolm Currier, Law- B. Keating. 51 Va Exchange street, T. P. Mc(»ow X. P. MoGOWAN. 418 Congress St., J. B.
rence. for New York.
an. 418 Congress street, J. W. Peterson, 2 ExKEATING, B1V» Exchange St., U. & A. ALSid fm Manila Nov 20, ship Si John, Falos, for change street, or David Torrance & Co., genera; AN, Montreal, 02 Stalest., Boston, and 1 India
Delaware Breakwater.
agents, Montreal._janTeodtf
jlySldu
St, Portland.
In port Nov 23, ship Paramita, Soule, for Now
MONDAY. October 4:u. 18V.7
On aid alter
York.
trains will tun as loiiuws
Ar at Santos Jau 6th, barque Megunticook,
LEAVE.
Smith, New York.
Ar at Barbados Jau 7, barque Nellie Brett,
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.03, 8.00 a. m.;
Line.
Direct
York
New
Lowery, Port Natal.
1.30, 4.00, C.OOp. m.
Royal Mail Nleameri—Liverpool SerStation Foot o£ Preble Si.
Ar at Port Spain Dec 18, sob Addle Charlson,
For Gorham, Berlin and island Pond 8.00 a.
vice.
i.aii aim u.uo p. m.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
Kodick, Fort de France (and aid 2uth lor New
m,:
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Y'ork.
From
From
For Montreal and Chicago 8.00 a. m.; and trains will Leave Portland:
Sid Dee 16, sell Belle O'Neil, Norwood, Florida
Lor Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Steamers.Portland.
(i.00 p. hi.
Liverpool.
Steamships Manhattan anil Jolm JEnglis
At Port Spain Dee 22. barque Spartan. Anderm. andJG.OO p. ra.
whan
Windham and lipping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
Franklin
Tuesdays.
alternately leave
IStlTUec. Vancouver, Wed. Jan. 5. 1 p. m For Quebec 3.00 a.
son, trom Barbados, ar lOih. lor New York; Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for Now Hat.,
ARRIVALS.
1
1st
Jan.
in.
Sat..
Scotsman,
p.m
sell Jas M Seaman, Coombs, from Portland.
Eisl
Pier
W,
Manchester, Concord and points North at
For
Heave
York direct. Returning.
Feb. 2.1 p. m From I.eivistoa and Auburn 8.30, 11.15
Sat., 15th
Labrador,
Ar at St John, Pit, Jan 6. sell John Paul,Foss,
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at Xliurs. 27
Vancouver. Sat.,
12,1 p. m
а. m„
3.15,fi.00 and 0.40 p. m.
Philadelphia, tor Macorrls and Sandy Hook.
Rochester, Sprmgvale, Alfred, MaterFor
From Island Fond. Berlin and Gorham 8.30
Boston Service.
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m„ 12.30 and
These steamers are superbly fitted and furand 11.16 a. m., and 6 00 p. m.
most
the
afford
travel
and
Spoken.
nlBlied tor passenger
LIVE if POOI. VIA. QUEENSTOWN'. From Chicago and Montreal 8.30 a. m., and
between TO
For^Uorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a.m., 12.30, 3.00,
convenient tuicl condortublo route
Jan 3, off Tortugas, sob Kata S Flint, Xaplcy,
6 00 d. m.
CANADA, JANUARY 15.
5 35 and 6.20 p. m.
Portland and New York.
S.30
from Mobile for New York.
a. m.. and 6.00 p. m.
From
Quebec
F’or Westbrook, Cumberland Mills. Westbrook
RATES OK PASSAGE.
Fare, one way, $400; round trip, $6.00.
Jan 6. 123 miles SE of Cape Henlopen, sch
lOiunl
tickets,
SUNDAY
TRAINS.
Junction ami WooiUurils at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.
Buyers
trip
Merchants’and
Return
First Cabin, $00.00 and upwards.
Carrie X Belano. from Boston for Norfolk.
12.30. 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. r.l.
under regulations of Merchants Association of $lco and upwards according to steamer and ac- For Montreal, Quebec. Toronto and Chicago,
The 12.30 p. m. tram from Portland connects
R. Y..only $5-00.
б. 00 p. m,
commodations.
at Aver Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
^ piscOMB. General Agent.
second Cabin, to Liverpool. London, Lon- For Lewiston anil Auburn, 7.30 a. m., 6.00 for
oet4dt£
the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
Treasurer.
j. B. COYLE,
p. ill.
donderry and Queenstown, j.'ii to $12.50. Refor Providence and Now York, via “Frovidenei
turn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer For Gorham and Berlin, 7.30 a. m., and 6.00 Lino” for Norwich and New York, via “Nor.
and accommodations.
p. in.
wi'diLine" with Boston and Albany R. R. fol
London,
to Liverpool. London,
siceraco,
ARRIVALS.
‘.lie West, and with the New York, all rail via
deny, Glasgow, Queenstown and Beifast- From Island Fond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal "Springfield.”
$22 50 and $25.60 according to steamer.
Trains arrive in Portland from Worcoste
8.30 a. in.
and
West,
Applv to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange From Lewiston and Auburn 8.30 a. m.
a1 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.7
To California, New Mexico,
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
a,
FOR T=
4 ►
Cars on
and
5.62 P- in.; from tiorhain at6.40, 8.30 and
Palace
Sight
Pullman
Sleeping
Arizona and Texas.
X
W. Peterso.i, 2 Exchange street, or David Tor>
10.50 a. 111., 1.30. 4.15. 5.52 p. 111.
trains and uaricr cars on day tram*.
Touriat Excursions leave Washing- X
Jo 'o. N.8.,Halifax, H.S* ranco & Co., general agents, foot of India T'CKKT OFFICE DEPOT AT LOOT OF
St.
4 ►
For tickets rar alt points West and South a)>
Calais,
Lubso,
7
C., every Wednesday and Saturday.
street.
min'
4
| illy to T. F. Mctilf.LIOUDlJY, Ticket Agent.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
IhiD! 1 STREET.
Through sleepers to San Francisco without 7
dcc2Sdtf
4 > change
CllAS. M. HAYS, Gen i Manager.
Prince Edward Island and Capo Breton. The
through New Orleans and the semi- 7
J. MT. PETERS. SupL
bt.
ocKti
1S97.
4 ► tropical regions of the South. Personal Con- *
and
4th.
Andrews,
Portland, October
favorite route to Campobeilo
4 ► ductor® and Porters through, 5 days to San ^
N. B.
to
4 ► Francisco, 4 days to Los Angeles, 8% nays
7
Urnter Arrangement.
Arizona, 2% days to texos. ▼
4
o,e^ Mexico and
sle,ePcr8 open for occupancy Tuesday nigne 9
)t ►[ and
On and after Monday, Dec. 20th._slearner will
guide to show the National capital (withWHERE WILL YOU GO
leave Portland on Mondays at o p. m.
9
4 > out extra charge) on Wednesday morning.
w' 1¥lunTTBV
4 ► For information, tickets and reservations, 4k
leave St.John and Eastport ThursWINTER?
THIS
Returning
4 > address.
^
days.
4 1 E. E. CURRIER, N. E. A.So. Pac. Co.,
•
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
4*?*
.9 State Street, BOSTON. 7
TIbc
to destination, jj?”Freight received up to 4.00
P. A. go. Ry„
[ ObO- o. DANIELS, T. 228
„naTnN «
A
< >
BOSTON.
Washington St.,
between
f'i'3 OAUO.sr. !,«PH. ami SAX FKAXOISCO
SSiBil-tYJEEKLY
runs
Vow
4 t ALEX. S. THWEATT. Bast’n Pass. Agt. 8o^I^p_ 7
For Ticket** and Staterooms apply at the
271 Broadway, NEW YORK, a
4 ►
Yin Cliicug-o in Alton !!. K.—St. Louis iron Jit. & Southern ti. it.—Tex*. &
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
Pacific i.‘. U and ? onthern Pacific if. If.
for other information, at Company s OltKe,
For full information, tree illustrated pampli els, maps and time tables, also lowest rates,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
iOtUm
nov29
tickets and baggage cheeked, a; »n]y to nearest agent otf »nv of rh« ;>bove
sieeping-cai
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
u lined ccinigiaiiioi.
No. 37 Plum Street.
M. P. C. MERSEY Agent.
sepnodtf

GOOD OVERCOATS representing greatly
MUST BE SOLD.
surplus
price
BOYS’ ULSTERS
$5.00 each.
selling
Boys’
REEFERS,
thoroughly
represented
guaranteed
Every

prices.

only

iti.

only $ .85

GREAT SPECIAL SALE OF BOYS’ CLOTHING SATURDAY.

Portland & Romford Falls R’y.

—

,,

255 Middle

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

...

“STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

Gjeeuleai. New Haven lor Fernandina; Hattie
H Barbour, Ersklne. Richmond.
Ar 8tli, ship Servia, Gilmore, Hiogo Aug 23;
Emily Reed, Nichols, do 167 days; schs CIlHS G
Endicott, Bailey, Baltimore for Allyns Folnt;
S M Bird, Merrill, Philadelphia for New Bedford ; Geo W Jewett, Mcltown, Amboy for Boston; Katharine D Perry, Boston lor Newport
News.
Cld 7th, brig Havlllali, Richardson, Santos;
sehs Heraid of the Morning, Johnson, Rum Gay
Jacob Reef, Bunker. Fernandina.
Sid 7th, barque Rosn Innos, for Rio Janeiro;
sells John C Smith, for Brunswick; E P Avory,
Savannah : Laura C Anderson, Fernandina;;
Benj 0 Frith. Baltimore; Celia F, Savannah;
Hattie Duun, ernandlna.
Passed Hell Gate 7th, sells S S Kendall, from
New York for New Bedford; Westerloo. do for
Vineyard-Haven; Emma McAdam, Weehawken
for Calais; Morris & Cliff, Carteret for Wey-

no

.TAN 8. 1898.

-1/e

CORN

Opening.

MArjsettu

(By Telegraph.)

FROM

__

NEW YORK-Ar 7th. sons Aloha, Skolfleld,

VPickled

Rio,roasted
(Buying* selling price)
11@16
•»
Java&Mocha do26i«28
(led—Lara*
SSolasseo.
Shore .... 4 7 506 0 0
rmali do. .2 00A3 6b Porto Iiioo.26S30
Pollock ,.. .2 2603 50 Barbados*.
.35026
Haddock.. .1 75@2 ou Fancy.80033
Tea.
iiake.2 0002 25
A moys.15@20
t! erring, Dor
9014c Congous.16*50
Scaled....
Mackerel.oi
Japan.18035
snore is 322 OO0S26 Formoso.22060
Sugar.
Shura 2s *18 000820
6 34
8120J14 StandardGran
Large as
6 34
rroonct.
Ex efine duality

I_MISCELLANEOUS._

Tuspan; Alice Archer. Gibbs, Fernandina; Geo
Noviliger, Phillips. Pertli Amboy; John L Treat

FOR THE WEEK ENDING Jan. 7, 1898.
Last sales flesh halibut at 18c lf> lb ,for white
ana 9c for gr»y.
ou
Last sales or Georges Cod from vessel
for large and $225 for mealum; Bank do 2 76®
2 00.
Outside sales of Georges cod 84 00 tor large
and $2 60 for medium.
Shore salt herring a DO $r bbl, round, $4 DO p

Domestic

--—

|

Domestic Fori*.

folio.t inp quotations represent the pay- bbl spilt
Frozen herring $2 50 I? cwt.
ing prices in this market:
Gow and ox hides.7c ^ lb
We quote Drnne Georges Codfish new *6 00
Bulls and st gs.6c
@G 26 for large and 400®$4 50 for small: Bank
Ccalf skins, trimmed,.lCc
at 4 00®4 26 for large and 83 25«$8 60 for
do
uutrimmed.. 9c
small: Dry Bank at 3 oO and$5 00; Shore S5 76
Lamb skins.60 to 80c eacb and S 76 for large and small. Newfoundland—.
We quote curea cusk $3 60@4 00 $> qtl; hake
ftailroac; Receipt*.
$2 50;'haddoek $2 76; heavy salted pollock at
$2 6opotl;aud English cured do $3 60fc» qtl.
PORTLAND, Jan. 7.
Best handline boneless Geogs cod «»/» for mep reims by Maine Central ft. ii.—For Dor
middles 8 60®#9: boneless
and. 1C3 cars miscellaneous merchandise; lor dium to 7VsC large:
do 6®7c; Grand Bank do osm/ic; cusk,
Shore
connecting roads 96 car*.
at 21s@4;
5%ffiOVacdhaddock 3»4®41i ; nake
fancy brands of entirely boned cod 11 to 16c
rorttsud \Ym.:«i*is AliirKs'.
& lb; Smoked Halibut, straight strips at 10c
PORTLAND. Jan. 8.
Jr lb.; extra thick lOVa; medium 9e; small 5Vs;
A Quiet feeling still prevails in most depart- chunks 10@llc.
Smoked salmon 18c V lb: Med herring 0®17o
ments o£ trade, but in some lines there is a per9c: No Is,at 9c:
Flour is firmer, and hoc tucks 10c: lengthwise
ceptible improvement.
Bloatrers 90c®$l 6o. ishore do 110: canned
jobbers are buying more freely in anticipation Trout $150; fresh halibut 82 20; salmon 1 30:
American sardines,
of a rise in values in tbe near tuture.
Leiter lobtsers 2 20: clams $1.
$3 10; half oils, 80 00; three-auarsays cash Wheat will sell for Si 26 next sixty quarterloils,
ter mustards. $2 90, spiced. $3.
days. This statement may seem extravlgant,
Pickled Newfoundland herring, round $3 60
hut everything appear to indicate much higher
60; haddock 4 00; halifigures. Tbe shipments of Wheat continue but heads codfish’$6®6
S2;sounds $9Vi; tongues and sounds
heavy, while receipts are light; May closed to- >8,
._
Jay at 92% c, which is an advance of % c above

Provisions. Groceries: etc
flour.
GraiBCorn car
3111 erfine &
S8§39
do bat lots ....
•ow Eiades.4 0004 26
4o
Meal Dae lota
«Sb
Sprint Wneai Dakers.ci ana st4 4offi505 Oats, ear iota 810S2
Oats, bat lots
l atent'Pin*
®34
W'neat... 6 76g5 90 Cotton 8eco.
car lots .00 00023 00
viicii. stv’tii'
bat lets 0000024 00
roller.... 6 26*6 40
clear do.. .6 1005 a6 Sacked Br’»
car lots. 13 D0S14 60
-tLouis st’t
5 36.25 60
bat lots 14 50*16 6o
relict...
clear do.,6 20©6 36 Middling *16V»®17 00
r.'
w nt’r wheal
Dag ots. .817®18 00
patent*.. 6 66 .6 76
fi«».
Coffee.

insured.
New Haven, Jan 7—Seh Maud II Dudley,
lately ashore uear tills place, has been discharged and will be taken on the railway for repairs.
She is full of water and bottom in bad shape.
San Francisco, Dee 2Si
Ship Llewellyn J
Morse, Anderson, from San Diego for Nanaimo,
has arrived here leaking and with her pumps

MISCELLANEOUS.

was

choked.

Tile

fesieraays prices inpuicaco. porn steady.uats
very firm: exports of Oats 10 Europe tlio past
21 weeks 33,174,001) against 14.336,000 last
rear, being 131 per cent increase. Provisions
inn and higher West.
Eggs steady. Beaus
ending upward, Potatoes firmer.
The following are to-days wholesa e Drless of

vessel

FLOUR.

Gloucester Fish

Silver 67.

Bar

Mexican dollars

_

—

Produce Murker.

Boston

Memoranda.
New York, Jan 7—Sell Aloha, Skolfleld. from
ruspan via Charleston, reports, Dec 31. ofl cape
Lookout, took a heavy eale from NW and broke
foreboom, Mew away flying jib, split spanker,
and foresail.
New York. Jail 8-Ship Servia. Gilmore, from
Hiogo, reports, in South Pacific, twisted rudder
head, and was obliged to steer by outrigger.
Uucksport. Jan 6- Scb N E Symonds, which
was wrecked at Porto Piata. was from Lai latte
with a cargo of fruit, hound to New York, iiie

St., Portland, Me.

Boston

—

Til

OjfIS_OjN

LISE.

PORTLAND

DIRECT.

LONDON:

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

BAY STATE 5N0 PORTLAND,

Tin ROBERT REFORD GO., Limited.

ALLAS LINE

..

Portland and Boothbay Stsamooa! Co

Dominion Line

S. S.

“CANADA”

!°EAST

PORTLANIKSVERPOQL

Service,

D^J.'fLaNDKRS.

■

MAINE STEAMSHIP €0.

DOMINION

UNIT

PORTLAND

^WORCESTER.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER IE IE

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLiGHT.

::Tourist Sleeping Cars! Int«rnatioiial Steamship Co.
-.—

*.

Easlport,

! ic2MU’Me-

CALIFORNIA
OH MEXICO?
I'SSET LIJIITEO”

STEPHEN

<d$colcf Jed

BERRY,

and (raid

'&undelt

----

A—

n-IE

PBESS.

Five
NEW

ADVEIITIBEMISMTS

HUNDREDTH

HER

Generations Helped

'it!OAT.

J. II. I.ibbv Co.

Mrs.
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amusements.
Portland Tlieatre.
Jefferson Tlieatre.
II. ustrated Lecture.

Gaily Tlieatre.
FINANCIAL.

Oregon Bailway and Navigation Co.

Let, For Sato. Lost. Found
New Wants,
and similar advertisements will oe found under
on page 2.
heads
their appropriate
To

NEW

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

of

Kev. Lewi* Malvern's Sermon to the Portland

Everett to Celebrate.

Mrs. Gale was born
brate the occasion.
in a house near that part of Charlestown
that was then called the training field,
January 6, 1798. Her maiden name was
Cartwright, her ancestors were French
peojale and originally the name was De
the De was
but eventually

Cartwright,

Benevolent Society.

Following a custom so long in vogue in
the history of that pioneer philanthopio
organization, the Portland Benevolent
annual sermon was preached
under its auspices last evening at the
First Parish ohurch.
Rev.
Lewis
Malvern, pastor of the
First
Free Bapitst
church, was the

society,

an

The 13th she speaks at Houlton, at whioh
of the W. C. T. FJ.,
time a committee
(BRIEF JOTTINGS.
and theJState Civio league, eall upon the
Falls and Ashland
Island
Governor.
where Mrs.
f!unday'was a beautiful day.
are among the other places
John Mason, who was sentenoed for Stevens is to speak during the trip.
intoxication by Judge Bobinson, SaturJMr. Augustus DWJui, Etuiusumu iur wiw
day, was photographed, and his picture Twitchell-Champlln Company, Is spendsent to the New England police depart- ing a vaoation in Bathurst, N. B.
ments, as he is thought to be an importMIbs Lillian H. Small haB been appointant capture. Articles used by safe blow- ed assistant superintendent to the State
in his possession.
ers were found
Industrial school of Massachusetts.
Skating all day at Portland ice rink.
Mrs. F. A. Pennell, who has been very
Joe Forrestall, the polo player, who sick with the grippe, is able to be out
for an assault on his
was sent to

of russet shoes were stolen.
Earnings^of tho Maine Central railroad
aro showing a falling off in the gross,

•

but under the economical management
of General Manager Evans in the operashowtions of the road net earnings are
ing an increase over last year.
Professor Taylor has decided to have
The next rehearsal of his male chorus Fobhave 80 or 100
ruary 9th, when ge hopos to
voices. This is a grand opportunity for
tho voting men of Portland to get valuafree.
Anyone
ble musical instruction
fail
wishing to join the chorus should not
In
to meet at Professor Kankin’s rooms
Baxter block on the above date.
Kevival services will be hold at the

clergyman

on

the society's choice
for this annual service.

whom

fell in arranging
His address
was
concise, well-pointed
occasion.
and
the
entirely fitting
President James P. Baxter and several

Thursday evoning,

and they are making admirable progress.
Mr. Callahan, the director, says it is one
of the best choruses he ever handled,
and The Jefferson will undoubtedly be
tilled on the evening of February 4th and

that God loves us

all

What a sweet
went about doing good.”
beautiful life, it must have been.
and
He did not stop in his own village of
He was not content to do the
Nazareth.
good whioh cost him no effort. He didn’t
wait for appeals for aid to come to him.
He travelled the
whole
length and

phrey,

was on the hilltops, at other times in the
valleys, then at the seashore, In the
marts of trade, and at times in the synagogue. We find him rescuing fallen women, healing the sick, feeding crowds of

Mr. Harry E. Gribbin, Bowdoln ’97,
has returned to Brunswick to attend the
Maine Medical school.
Mr. Latham True and Mr. Harry Humtwo of Portland’s boys who have

been for some time under the direction
of Prof. Krause of Lelpsig, Germany,
an eminent instructor on the piano, arrived home on the 10.30 train last night.
Both are in good health and will reside in
this city at least for the present.
The friends of John Jewett of the Maine
Central, will be pleased to learn that
he and his wife are surely, though slowly
gaining ground after their severe illness.
Mrs. Guy E. Robinson has so far reas to be able to sit up a short
covered

and woman, which
parties, young
down Middle street, at a
came dashing
Tho horse got beyond
break neok paoe.
the control of the driver and just as the
a

sleigh

reached

man

Hampshire street,

the

and safely landed on
The team kept on, but was
the walk.
finally Btopped without much damage.
woman

jumped

out

sleigh, seeing
The occupants of another
the runaway, attempted to save them5th, when tho performances will take selves and on hurriedly doing so carromcd against the lamp post on the street
place.
corner and were spilled In the gutter.
THE POLO TEAM, ENTERTAINED. Bystanders gathered up the unfortunates
the horse in his “mad
arrested
and
John Allen, the popular goal tender of career’" in time to save damage further
from
resulted
naturally
the Portland polo team, entertained the than what
etc.
members of the team and other friends broken harness,
at his cottage on Peaks island yesterday.
MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS.
John fully understands the art of enterillustrate
will
views
Twenty-five
A
taining as well as playing goal.
Rov. F. C. Rogers’s lecture at the Pine
bountiful dinner was served, after which
street church next Wednesday evening.
to the
a special boat took tho party back
and
Castles
palaces in Scotland and
city, all voting their host a good one.
France, other scenes of the fascinating
Before
leaving the island the future
unfortunate
of the beautiful and
goal tender of the family, (at present story
her tomb In Westpresent live weeks old), was presented queen of Soots, and
with u beautiful baby chair by the mem- minster Abbey will be finely pictured.
The following
of the polo team.
bers
Capt. Wm. BARGAINS AT HASKELL & JONES’.
gentlemen were present:
ineKay, Wm Curtis, Fred Lincoln, John
& Jones are closing
Haskell
Messrs.
Isaiah
E.
S. Loveitt.
Turnbull,
Whipple,
A. McLaughlin. Gene Winslow, H
J
out the balance of their jobbing stock
'J illev, Charles
Ernest and are marking down their ulsters, ovH
Jackson,
';
llace. Jed Stimson,
ittlpjo
Their adverercoats suits and trousers.
Walker.
P.
Oliver
F.
Hadlock,
Capt.
tisement will show these reductions to be
to buy at
CHANDLER’S BAND OFFICERS.
large ones and the opportunity
ConChandler’s suoh a bargain is seldom offered.
of
Th' annual meeting
coland resul'cd in the election of the fol- sult their advertisement in another
for
umn
officers:
particulars.
lowing
Leader and Agent—P. E. Robinson.
Secretary and Treasurer—H. E. Mills.
Sergeant—JJarry Webb.
Armorer—C. G. Richa’ds.
Councellors—F. O. Wellcome, W. P.
Harrington, H. E. Mills.,

knowledge

broadens onr philanthropby.
The story that Peter told in the house
of
Cornelius was a brief but glorious
record of the life of Jesus Christ. It was
simply this, that “Jesus of Nazareth

again.

January noon, about 4 o’clock, whioh was caused
by a horse and sleigh, containing two

27th.
A meeting of the First Parish Unity
will be held in the Parish house,on Tuesday, January 11 at 4 o’clock.
Tho music for the Portland jjWheel club
minstrels has all been given to the chorus

The

Palestine, actively seeking opportunities to do good. Sometimes he

tim3 each day.
The many friends of Mr. T. P. McGowan of Ward 2, who was superintendent
of school buildings under Mayor Ingraham in 1893-4, are
urging him to be a
candidate for one of the branches of the
city government. Mr. MoGowan has been
residert of Ward 3 for more than 30
a
Knightvilie M. E. church, beginning years, where he enjoys the respect and
Tuesday evening. The servioes Tuesday confidence of all voters.
will bo under the charge of the Portland
Miss Annie Batty received her friends
Y. M. C. A.
last Tuesday
evening. Refreshments
The Thompson liner Escalona, Capt. were served from 7.30 to 9.30. Miss Alice
William Lindsay, arrived Friday evening
Flagg and Mrs. Batty enteitained with
Her only
from Newoastle-upon-Tyne.
Miss Batty was presented with
music.
Grand
cargo was 380 tons of coal for the
Master Harold Bata handsome tea set.
Trunk, which she began to discharge at ty, entertained the company with ventriloShe brought one returning cattlponce.
quism and Miss Lena played a Batty
man
Capt. Lindsay reports nothing out solo on the harp.
of the run of an ordinary winter passage.
The many friends of Miss Bessie MurThe following real estate transfer was
phy, It Stone street,are glad to see her out
recorded
Saturday: Josephine Morse to
again after her severe illness.
Laura Etta Carney ct al., all of Freeport,
Col. L. H. Kendall of the First Regifor $1, a lot of land with buildings therement, Maine National Guard, is menon in Freeport.
tioned as a candidate for the Repnblican
The Oakdale skating rink was opened
mayoralty nomination in Biddeford
The
for the first time Saturday afternoon.
Mr. J. T. Flckett was elected noble
promoters of the enterprise are Messrs. grand of Ancient Brothers lodge, I. O.
James ;M. Swan, Charles H. Farr and
O. F.
Elijah Porter.
The following were among the arrivals
Mr. C. H. Farley of this city furnished
at the United States: L. C.
Saturday
the stained glass windows for tho recon- flnlnl Pnnwrar. N. H. : G. I). Field.
street
Congregational Now
structed High
Gloucester; Wra. Holman, Monchurch at Auburn. Tho church was retreal.
__
opened and rededicated Friday evening,
RUNAWAY ON MIDDLE STREET.
musio being furnished by the Haydn
There was great excitmcnt on Middle
quartette oi uni city.
The T. O. P.’s w‘11 give a ball at Gil- street, near Hampshire, yesterday afterbert’s hall

|

tenderly referrad to tho recent deaths of
orseveral prominent members of the
ganization, ^making special reference to
that of its president, Hon. \V. W. ThomaB, whose benovelent spirit was so nearly
the Christ-like ideal.
After Dr. Dalton’s^address a collection
of the organiwas taken for tho benefit
zation in whose name the service was

Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to attend to business during the day or sleep
during the night. Itching piles—horrible
plague, Doan’s Ointment cures. Never
fails., At any drug store, 50 cents.

breadth of

ones, comforting the widow by
life to her son, and we also
hear of him blessing little children.
His life was one of dally exertion in

hungry

restoring

ioing good. His life should be to us an
We are too
sxample of benevolence.
prone to render to the unfortunate the
ild that costs us exertion. Sometimes we
prefer to do good by proxy.
It/was his habit to do good. We should
strive to onltivate this habit. We should
not, after yielding to Impulses, and doing
benevolent aot, be content to rest
there, and congratulate ourselves on what
habit
A daily
we have aooomplished.
if doing good would make us more nearly resemble the Master.
If wo practice the art of doing good,
some

jur

conscience

will trouble us if we

illow a single day to pass withoutjronlering aid of some kind to some one. We
should pray for the habit of daily doing
good, and refrain from turning aside
whenever an opportunity presents itself.
Jesus administered to the bodies of the
needy, as well as to their souls. We often
hear a great deal about the saving of
souls, and very little about the saving
whom the siok man
man looks for aid, have
it the hungry
co hesitation abont offering him only a
handful of tracts. This is not the way
We cannot all be
Christ did.
Jesus
Some to

it bodies.

as

’Twas

A stock-room Clearance Sale of

TIES, FRENCH LAWN, FRENCH OR(xANOlJKS, BAIbLISH riiKCALIiS. Somewhere from 8,000 to 10,000 yards of these

gain-Aislc-Tables, near evening
They will be sold

a shameful
abuse of human life. The tims is coming
of life will be exwhen the aotlvitles
changed for the stillness of death. Then
It will not matter much whom we are,
but It will matter whether we have been

lowing useless pursuits. What

Dress-makers

to our fellow.
doing any
We oannot all do good on a large scale,
but we oan oertainly render help of some
sort to the needy. In every human heart

good

ings.

make room for their Spring Sisters, Sisters
beautiful than these, but dated a few months later.

19c

Price,
will be

a

for

golden opportunity

present price

Iresses for the

of

Do
is an Inborn desire to do some good.
faces you at your
the first thing that
own doorstep; there lies your first duty.
Some
poor child, some sick neighbor,

delicate

who is going to the bad, some
disconsolate friend
poor relation or some
invite to
can
You
needs your help.
churoh some family who has no church
home; solicit funds for some charitable
some man

In this lot will be found
}gc>

Fine

designs.

bo of some assistance
consciousness of
The
to your pastor.
having done good is sufficient recompense for doing it.
In conclusion, Mr. Malvern disapproved
of indiscriminate
giving, and advised

organization,

or

benevolences.
systematic
In this connection ho praised the work
and methods of the Portland Bonevolont
Its funds are carefully handled
society.
and wisely distributed, he said. It was
organized in 1803 and has a reoord most
Its spirit is like that of

Bncouraglng

praiseworthy.
Jesus

of

Nazareth.

Its work is

done

[4.c>

A

lot of Lace

great

some

exquisite English

Remarkably good
not

good for
good kfor

so

not so

Jplain,

some

Hood’s

NEW

Not

Tlla

on

tlieJJaxter Building.

SHERRY,

Hair

Worls.,

WIGS AND ThEATRICAL

GENTLEMEN’S HAIR CUTTING ROOM.

Dressing

and

Cutting Room.
Separate room and separate entrance for
ladies and gentiemen.
Special attention given to treating the scalp
for falling out of the hair, excess of dandruff, etc.

ROOMS 5 AND G.
eod2w

good

for

in the

factories

being

threatened.

This is the Story of Our

Satin

the

Table Oilcloth.

and 50c,

Lockwood,

customer^

to 20

There’s

Mill Stockholders’

Price

1-')C

1254c

radical Blanket
our

best

Fifteen

Swandotvn.

Print.

40 inch,
42 “
45 “

Lockwood
Lockwood
Lockwood
Lockwood,

Fifty

pieces genuine

15c Swansdown go out

The 754c, 7c, 654c kind

new

choice patterns,

28%inch,

at

three inch hem.
Sheets.
By comparing the prices of sheets all made—below—with prioes
for the making of the
f doth—above—you perceive what a trifle you pay
home work.
the
and
equals
workmanship
sheets,
41c each.
bleached seamless sheets, 81 by 90 inch,

Lockwood

a

Seamless Sheets, 90 by 90 inch,
Seamless Sheets, 90 by 90 inch,

Hemstitched

ac

5c
7>jC

Lamp

Sale

A mark down

7^C
8ki'c
10t4C
14c

inch, (seamless),

Lockwood

at 10c

handsome patterns,

lamp

in

Tuesday.

price

our

that cut with

on

stock.

every dec-

Lamps

like

DECORATED

3 -€

dome shade,

globe,

or

B burner.

Price has been $1.00.
JL

41aC
5c

Bleached 42 inch,
“
45 “
“
54 «

81 by 90 inch,
Fruit of the Loom sheets,
81 by 90 inch,
Seamless
Sheets,
Hemsticbed
Seamless'Sheets, 72 by 90 inch,

today

high grade cloth,

5-^C

All having

uncommonly

or

Fine, soft Bleached Remnants,
Fine Cambric Remnants—like Lonsdale.

81

covers,

50c

to all classes,

Continental,

Bleached.

were

12%c
20c
25c

today.

the work people Silkoline.
whose wages are

Lockwood

brown,

wind-up going on here. For in
$3.75, 3.50,3.25 and 3.00 AVhite Blankets,
now and then a fleck of dust, shelf or counter
dust,large size, extra weight.
Your choice from the lot at
$2.19 a pair
a

5c
6c
7c
8c
12^c
than

home.

at

154 yards wide,
Best white and marbled,

January Sale.

yard pieces—Better

Catiti.

Fancy

manufacturer, Outing Flannel.

Lockwood, 61 inch, seamless,

Remnants—10

int/.

UU

KJJ

now

orated

Lockwood,

by 38ya
ltjviceach.
42 by 36 in.,
12%c each.

1_nr*

for today. 72 of these
14c Chenille Covers. Special
and
like dollar covers.
Rook
quality.
good styles

for the

10c each.

42

stripes,

Lockwood, yard wide,

GOODS, Lockwood

Costumes and Masks.
Ladies’ and Children’s Hair

so

greater prosperity

Lockwood,

ppnf.,,

36c

iD.,

Plain gray and

These prices ought to reduce the
stock in the market and so bring

Unbleached.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Removed to

J. F.

umr

Boucle.

.

A c
-XL/

36

fine,

now

Fancy colors, were 39c now
Extra grade fancies, were 59c

dividends.

at

>*11 T

25c

25c Blankets.

stripes, Fanoy Percales,

-D--■

euro

Fancy and plain Half Price,

Eiderdown.

white ground,
been 37^, now

The Cotton Outlook is Good.

ita from Bath to Gloucester. It is understood the owners of the floating refrigerator Tiilid, which was formerly a Portland bark, have purchased the Clara Clarita to tow the Tiilid to Newfoundland
after frozen herring and work up a trade
in this business.

janlO

*

are

Plain Lawn,

a.

BAXTER BUILDING,
quietly,unonstentatiouely, sympathetically and tenderly.

Have

printed English Percales, 50c kind,

liner Memnon,
2.30 Saturday
afternoon for London with 239 cattle and
a full cargo of general merchandise.
The tug Ice King returned to port
J
m

PiUc?

present

Cases.

by

Loom,

Pillow Cases

stance: All

port.

using it, and have found nothing to
take its place. It is undoubtedly the best
blood medicine on the market.”
Mbs.
H. A. Holly, West Farmington, Maine.

they

Also compare this list of prices
with the prices of the cloth and see
if you save any money by making

two

get

for them, but less than half that new

FRENCH SATINES. Fine texture, some
Black Silhouettes on
in exquisite figures,

etchings, colors,

to

thrifty people

one.

(A little more than half our last season prices
luplicates can be sold.)

B'or 2aC.

42

extra

A_it_
■XJL.A-1

more

no

to

This

Hemstitched,
Hemstitched,
in.,
Fruit of the

LACE
CHINES, DAM \eKS
effects, BOUCLES,
to
CHECKS—from needle-point up
large Shepherd Checks.
Broken Plaids, LAPPET LACES. SPIDER cloths and
many other weaves. Prices last year under a lower tariff
were 42o. 37c, 25c.
They will be sold today and tomorrow

’ully.

many years. I have tried many remedies,
but always go back to Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which I find does me the most
good. I have been greatly benefited by

the

Pillow

yards of Dainty Imported SCOTCH
(Cotton), curious weavings, beautiful print-

NOVELTIES

;ion with the new building
great has
seen the volume of business this season.
The new oonveyor will help out wonder-

Experience Teaches Which is the Best
Medicine.
“I have been severely troubled with
scrofula complicated with erysipelas, for

what

under

Opportunity Day.

be two thousand

May

For 19c.

large gang of

Question About it

Half

tariff.

so

No

at

imported

would cost,

sam?

nretohed consolation to be able to say
that we have done no harm in our lives.
Are we going about doing evil? Making mlsohtef. spreading evil reports, caus
ing suffering? Are we devoting our whole
attention to our own comfort, and to fol-

silk room,

first floor.

bf lnoh and a half iron and she isjallowed
a steam pressure of 250
pounds. A few
rears ago when locomotives got np to
150 pounds It was considered wonderful.

W

are

room,

The Fremona sails today.
The Arcadia of the Hamburg line Is a
steamer of the same size as the Armenia
and is a fine 6hip. Her boiler plates are

Mi

brought down from the stock
and will be sold today on the Bar-

goods

Antwerp.

JOUUIUUJ

Genu-

HAMS, FRENCH SATINES, LAPPET
LACES, SPIDER CLOTHS. INDIA DIMI-

The
stevedores busy Saturday forenoon.
Thomson line has three boats in at the
present time and their office is a busy
place indeed. The Escalona will load for

The Elder-Dempster
Captain Shailis, sailed

of

ine SCOTCH GINGHAMS, usual, and unusual effects, SATIN STRIPED GING-

The two masted schooner Lizzie Carr
left Norfolk, December 28, for this port
with a cargo of hard pine and arrived
Saturday forenoon.
Visitors to the city who wish to see the
bcean steamers oould not have chosen a

sail today.
Work on the now belt conveyor is processing rapidly and the structure has
been carried nearly to the end of the
ivhnrf. It will soon be in oporation. The
bid elevator has boon bonded and it has
been necessary to use this too In connec-

DRESS

WASH

the nsnal demand for such stuffs.

night.

The cargo taken by the Hamburg boats
insists chiefly of grain, oieomargerine,
Their oapaoity
■heeses, butter and oils.
is enormous. The Arcadia is expeoted to

belling last

Wash Dress Goods six weeks ahead

with one of its wings crippled.
The New York boat Manhattan did not
arrive hore until about 6 o’clock Saturday

a

If cam am

GOODS this week.

Cape

Memnon.iEscalona

Magical

EUROPE-MADE

It’s

that the captain decided to run back to
Portland again. Just before he put about
tho maiA boom was snapped short off and
the schooner returned here like a bird

in, Arcadia, Cervona,
and Fremona keeping

After

week.

Porpoise when the sea became so rough
and^the weather looked so threatening

better time than Saturday morning. Six
bf them lay at the wharves and twopnore,
the Scotsman and Laurentian will probably be here today. There were the Park-

Right

Christmas.

out of

from Calnie to New York started
Portland Saturday and^got as far

There was a rumor current last week
;hat the Portland and Boston Steamship
lompany were to build a new steamer to
be fifty feet longer than the Bay State to
if
we
cannot
or
teachers;
help neet tbe demands of their rapidly inpreaohors
and
the souls of the poor
needy among creasing business. Mr. Coyle was seen
and said that while they would
us, let’s do what we can for the comfort Saturday
p-eatly like to bnild such a boat and that
Df their bodies.
^
ae had talked with people about plana,
Jesus performed his deeds of benevojto., tbe matter had reaohed no definite
sublime jhape. “Such a boat will probably come
in
lence
quietness and
said Mr. Coyle “but it will not
simplicity; he made no greatSdisplay, in time,”
be for two or three years anyway.
but acted with the greatestjpossible deliThe tug Catawissa arrived towing the
onrl
Tla nilminoffirad I
barge Schuylkill loaded with coal.
The Monticello Drought in a fair trip
not only to his own countrymen, but to
bf mixed fish.
strangers; not alone to believers, but also
Seven customs inspectors were obliged
Let us Imitate this to work all of Friday night to handle the
to unbelievers.
business caused by six steamers being in
spirit.
We are very apt to dodge our own conriotlon, and to play “Bo Peep’’ with
our
souls, spirit and life. We should
oaoh ask ourselves the question, “How
Is it
being
Is my life being spent?”
spent in doing good, or in simply going
What a
about and doing no harm?

Comes

Magic

Merchandise

held.

When about a year old her
dropped.
HERE AND THERE.
sitting
oooupted a
parents removed to Portland. Mrs. Gale of t4he trustees
illness until after In the forward part of the ohurch. BeThe Dexter Woolen Mills are advertised to be never had any severe
She then side the speaker of the evening sat Rev. Items oT Interest Picked Up Alongshore
soid at auction on Tuesday next at ll p. m., she had reached the age of 86.
Yesterday.
Carroll Perkins, pastor of the
January 11, 1898, at Die office of the corporation had an attack of diphtheria. When she John
in Dexter. Evidently a good trade is in store was 90 she lost her eyesight domnletely,
ohurob, and Rev. Asa Dalton, rector of
fur the purchaser. Circulars giving particulars but her hearing and memory are still in St.
Special musio was
Stephen's.
Steamer Phantom,
Capt. Townsend,
decodlw
may be had at this office.
a
arrived
remarkably good condition. Today rendered by the church choir.
yesterday from Freeport, and
from
was
Acts, hauled up for the season.
The Jpreacher’s text
Her next trip
“Mrs. Winlows rs<x>*ains of fey raj*,
barring the infirmities characteristic of
of old age, she enjoys fairly good health and
X:38, “Who went about doing good.” will not be made before sometime in
Has been used over Fifty Years oy millions
the oontext and Maroh next.
He briefly explained
Teething say that she hopes to see several more
mothers for their children while
Peter’s revelation in
It soothes the ehild,
told the story of
The Aroadla of the Hamburg-American
with perfect success.
birthday anniversaries.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
becoming acquainted with the truth that line steamed out of port yesterday for
ie the best
and
the
bowels,
PERSONAL.
God Is no respeoter of persons, and that Hamburg with a good load of merchanColic, regulates
from
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
he administered to the Gentiles as well dise and carried the largest single shipsale
For
Drugcauses.
by
other
Mr. B. W. Muroh, formerly of Maine, as to the Jews.
teething or
ment of grain that has seldom if ever
Be
sure and
world.
of
the
nart
several years principal of the
and for
gists in every
Thongh to the average Christian this before left here in one ship. It aggre25 cts
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,
Focre school, in Washington, D. C., has at whloh
Peter^marvellod Is a very simple gated 245,000 bushel?.
a bottle.
valuable
Christmas presents
received
trnth, said tho speaker, yet there are
The Fremona left in the night for LonWu
the
from His Ezcolienoy
Ting Fang,
some today who need Peter’s revelation don with grain and general merchandise
Mr.
Chinese minister at Washington.
to bring them to an understanding that 250 head of cattle and 103 horses.
Large
Ting Fang has a young son in one of the Sod cares for others as well as for them- orowds were at
IL
FI.T!T<S*<IR
CHAS.
the;;docks yesterday and
of
Fac-simtle signature
lower grades of the sohool and has thus selves.
the loading of the animals was watohed
is on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoma.
politely remembered the principal.
What a lonesome place heaven would with great interest.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens has gone to be if
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
only one olass of believers, or one
water front was quiet yesterday
The
Aroostook county on a W. C. T. TJ. trip. set In
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
soolety or tho representatives of even for a Sunday and fair wind had
New
at
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Sunday,
She speaks
January 9,
It taken most of the sails away from port.
but one ohnrch were admitted there.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
Sweden and Caribou, the following even- Is feared that If this were true
many of
Mullock bound
ins at Presquo Isle and Fort Fairfield. us
The schooner Maud
might prefer to go somewhere else.

jail
wife, is thought to be insane. His term
of imprisonment expired yesterday, but
the jail physician, thinks
Dr. Small,
ho should not go at large until his mental condition is deoided by experts.
A freight oar standing in the Boston &
Maine yard was broken into at an early
hour Saturday morning and several pairs

|

in

No. 9
at
Mrs. Lydia Gale, living
Boll Rock street, Everett. Mass., celebrated here lOOfchg birthday Saturday, and
five generations of the Gale family will
assemble in the family homestead to cele-

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
.Palmer shoe Co.
Haskell & .Jones.
I. atham True.
Board of Trade.
Center & McDowell.
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Dalton followed Mr. Malvern
a very brief address, in which he highPortland Benevoly complimented the
lent society. It has special claims on the
oitizens of Portland, he said, because
its funds are spent in alleviating suffering here in our own beloved oity. He

Key. Dr.
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